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An investigation of the charac t e r i s t i c s of some commonly 
occuring frequency response loci is given and some errors in the 
existing literature of frequency response are exposed and corrected*,
A method for deriving transfe- funk ions from restricted frequency 
response data is presented and shown to lead to satisfactory 
results for low order systems* A  novel technique for the automatic 
display of frequency response loci using an analogue computer is 
then given* In particular the method enables pure time delay 
effects to he considered without the need for a pure time delay 
unit.
Root locus properties are considered in relation to sensitivity 
and some contributions to root locus theory are made as a by-product 
of this work. Sensitivity effects are further considered for parameter 
changes related to pole and sero changes* This leads to the develop­
ment of analogue computer circuits for sensitivity investigaiions,
The work on polynomial formation for-the automatic frequency 
response plotting indicated a more general approach, leading to the 
development of analogue coiiipuxer circuits for the formation of 
orthonormal polynomials and related special functions, and circuit 
realisations are given for a number of important forms. It is then 
shown that a viable analogue computer method can be developed to eimble 
Wiener’s method of analysis and synthesis, based 011 orthornormal 
expansions, to be used. Pinal]y an appenrH x is given which includes 
a study of the all-pass network compensation of third-order type 1
systems. This study was initiated by the work on frequency respon 
loci which disclosed a number of design methods, the one 
included being selected i or .1'an the r 'I - sen scion as it led to some 
original work on system compensation*
Supporting publications are appended relating to developments 
of linear theory for frequency response and root locus methods and 
also to experimental methods of frecuonoy response determination.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW
1.1 The scope of the thesis
A subject of growing importance in control systems work is the 
determination of the dynamics of systems from test results. In 
particular, for systems which may adequately be considered as linear, 
an object is to determine a characterising differential equation 
relating system input to the system output or error. The system is 
subjected to an input disturbance, e.g. noise signal of knom statistical 
characteristics; pseudo-random binary sequences or deterministic inputs 
such as step, ramp or sine waves. Data may be acquired from transient 
or steady state behaviour, or both. In Chapter 3 a technique using 
restricted steady state frequency response data is presented and 
discussed with respect to various types of systems, including the 
effects of pure time delays and certain non-linearities. The method 
given is simple and direct and uses experimental measuring techniques 
which are already widely used by engineers. Formerly frequency response 
tests have been little used for direct transfer function determination 
and several proposals made are either too inaccurate or, in some 
instances, misleading. This point is considered later in this review. 
The author’s Twork in this field has resulted in several publications, 
listed in Chapter 2, and these present viable methods.
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However, the method used results in algebriac complications if 
zeros are present in the system transfer function, unless there are 
very few poles present* In an attempt to resolve this problem 
the' use of an analogue computer to achieve a fit to restricted 
data was considered. Of currently available methods for the 
automatic display of frequency response data (refs. 1, 2) none 
were found acceptable. The objections to known existing methods 
are (a) the difficulty of reading off the coefficients of .the transfer 
function from the computer circuits; (b) difficulties of adjusting 
circuit elements to^ obtain the desired fit and (c) the inability 
of the circuits to include the effects of pure time delay.
To overcome these objections the author has invented a new 
method for the automatic display of frequency response data and this 
is discussed in the latter half of Chapter 3*
In investigating frequency response methods the author was 
surprised to find that the oldest of existing methods of test and 
analysis was the least well understood. In particular, gross errors 
of factual presentation occur in a very large number of standard 
and other works in the control system field. The errors perpetrated 
and perpetuated in such works can be most misleading and can result in 
faulty design procedures for stabilising networks or to faulty test 
procedures. Further, many results of considerable practical importance 
remained to be established. In Chapter 2 a systematic study of a
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variety of systems of practical interest is included, resulting in 
some new developments in, and additions to, the theory of linear 
control systems. Further extensions are given in Chapter 4»
A further problem of current importance in control system work 
is that of the sensitivity of systems to parameter changes. This is 
important for both frequency and transient response, and in the syn­
thesis or adaptive constraint on a system, to ensure conditions of 
prescribed sensitivity. To this end it is desirable, where possible, 
to have a complete portrait of the system behaviour for all possible 
parameter conditions. This problem is taken up in Chapter 4 in which 
generalised root loci are given for a number of systems of practical 
interest and the aspect of sensitivity is considered in relation to 
these and to other root locus curves. The advantage of this presentation 
is that transient and frequency response information is available 
from a root locus plot, and gain variations are also included as a 
parameter on each locus. Some interesting results on system response 
are discussed, in relation to sensitivity aspects.
A more generalised treatment of sensitivity is given in Chapter 5* 
Here the inter-relationship of S and time domain forms is exhibited, and 
frequency response sensitivity relations are derived as a particular 
case of changes in pole-zero locations of a specified transfer func­
tion. Pure time delays and the effects of multiple poles and zeros 
are considered. A proposal is also made for the use of analogue
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computer circuits for sensitivity changes, based, on open loop functions. 
This contrasts with current methods which are based on closed-loop 
forms and are therefore less appropriate for control system work.
The work of the first five Chapters relates mainly to linear 
systems, with small extensions to some specific non-linearities.
For certain non-linear systems the differential equation may not be 
recoverable from investigations of sysfem input - output data.
However, power series approximations to the response for various 
conditions of the input can be derived for a wide variety of systems.
Of particular interest in this respect are multi-variate Hermite series 
expansions of the output in terms of the Laguerre spectrum coefficients 
of the input. This involves expansions in terms of orthonormal 
functions and has received attention from various authors, as 
discussed subsequently in this Chapter. In investigating the use of 
an analogue computer for automatic frequency response plotting, it 
became clear to the author that orthonormal polynomials and functions 
could readily be produced using relatively simple analogue computer, 
circuits. Although departing from the initial and more restricted 
original concept for this thesis, the work relating to orthonormal 
techniques is included in Chapter 6 as a contribution to the analysis 
and synthesis of linear and non-linear systems. This work is of a 
more general nature and leads to a number of interesting properties 
in relation to the computer realisation of functions using orthonormal 
functions, in analysis and synthesis, as formerly mentioned and 
subsequently described, and in the building of computer models of
systems for identification purposes or as models in adaptive control 
systems•
The analysis of frequency response loci given in Chapter 2
led the antl.cn to consider all—pass network compensation, based on 
analytical results from third—order type ” 1 systems* Work relating to 
■this is given in Appendix 1 and, to the best of the authorfs 
knowledge, this forms a further original contribution to control 
system theory and practice*
1 *2 Brief review and critique of some existing techniques
Various methods of transfer function determination for linear 
systems have been proposed and the three groups in general use are 
deteiiained. from:
(a) transient response data,
“To these may be added techniques using digital, analogue or hybrid 
computers, either in the direct analysis of systems or in the building 
of models representing the actual or desired state of a system* 
Frequency response test methods have been widely used by 
engineers for several decades and, in control - system work, such 
methods are still the most widely used with respect to the acquisition
random signal testing, using cross and auto—correlation
properties,
(c) piecewise measurement of .system parameters,
(d) steady-state frequency response methods*
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of test data and in the design and synthesis of systems. An object 
of the work of this thesis is to extend the application of frequency 
re spouse methods.
In recent years emphasis has been directed towards the deter­
mination of transfer functions which adequately describe system 
performance in a form acceptable to engineers, e.g. with regard to 
ease of determination, accuracy, and the requirement to prevent 
destructive forces arising as a consequence of test procedures. To 
this end several techniques using the minimum possible amount of 
frequency response data have been proposed. The use of such 
restricted data, is attractive since it means that measurements at a 
few spot frequencies can give an indication of the system transfer 
function* The data can be used for routine production testing or in 
the setting up of a system to meet a pre-assigned specification. To 
this end, several techniques have been proposed, but most of these 
suffer from severe practical limitations, as shown later in this 
section by way of" reference to some particular examples. The' author1s 
method given in Chapter 3 enables transfer functions to be recovered 
from a number of systems of practical importance. The method used is 
based on the simple fact that If n quantities are to be known from 
test results, a minimum of n measurements must be made on the system. 
In terms of determination from frequency response data the problem is 
simplified by a careful selection of the frequencies at which
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measurements are to "be made and in some instances hy determining 
more data than the minimum necessary, to simplify the resulting 
equations from which the coefficients of the system transfer function
are calculated. It is this selection of data which merits particular
consideration since arbitary selections do not yield satisfactory 
results, as shown in Chapter 3* Some consequences of an injudicious 
choice of test data points are shown in the methods discussed in the 
next section.
1.2.1. ¥estcott* s method for third-order systems
Westcott^ postulated the following method for dealing with the 
open—loop transfer function
F(s) = s(ST + 1)(ST2 + 1) *•* (1a1)
The system gain on closed-loop is set so that the system just 
oscillates at frequency w • Then
 1  1_
jw1(jw1iT1 + l)(jwT2 + 1) K1 1
where is the gain at frequency w •
1/T t > 2 _
jw1 + 1/T1 jw1 + 1/T2 Ki
The corresponding vectors are shown in fig. 1.1, and here
w
Cos 9 cos $ = °*° (1*3)
The point (O.w ) is actually a point on the root locus and as the 
1 1
vectors shown are in the S plane, then
o.. (1.2)
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Q + I = 90°, so cos Q = sin $ ... (1.4)
A 1 “ "1 2wThese equations lead to p = g- sin   1_ . Vector AB is now
1
reflected ahout the jw axis as shown in fig* 1.2. The PQR = 90°
so PR is the "base of a circle. Hence if w and are found, 0 is deter­
mined via eqn. 1.3* The line QR is then drawn, at right angles 
to PQ. Then OP = /^T^  and OR = V T2*
This method is open to objection on the following grounds.
(a) In the form presented it is restricted to systems with real 
open-loop poles.
(h) Knowledge of the gain at the frequency of s.h.m. oscillators 
Is required, and this is difficult to determine experimentally, 
as fiere is a strong tendency for many servo systems to exhibit 
substantial non-linear behaviour when in the s.h.m. mode. This 
can result in an oscillation frequency substantially different 
from the true value, (in practice the s.hdn. mode will always 
include some degree of non-linear behaviour.) It is preferable 
in practice to obtain w^  and as the limiting value of csci- 
llations which just decay, but this inevitably involves an 
extrapolation error.
(c) It is necessary to put the system into a condition in which it 
is just about to become unstable. This is undesirable for many 
control systems for which destructive conditions may be set 
up if instability occurs. It is preferable in practice to 
attempt to derive w^  as the limiting value of oscillations 
which just decay.
-19-
1.2.2 Dudgeon’s method 
4
Dudgeon proposed a method hased on a second-order approx­
imation for certain higher order systems® He gives curves of damping 
ratio £ against phase margin jZ5m and JT against resonant peak Mr, 
for second order systems, and advocates their use for higher order 
systems, exemplifying the procedure "by reference to a locus for a 
third-order system® The method proposed is virtually useless for 
such systems and as shown in subsequent sections of this thesis 
it is quite easy to effect a solution to the problem without importing 
the assumptions of Dudgeon’s method® It is concluded that Dudgeon’s 
paper is fundamentally unsound. This is borne out hy the present 
authors publication ’Resonance Peaks in Third Order Type 1 
Control Systems’ Ref. S.E.l. included in this thesis as supporting 
evidence. It is clear from this paper that third-order system 
resonance peaks bear little or no relation to those of second-order 
systems and this is also true of phase-margin considerations, hoth 
of which are used by Dudgeon.
1®2®3 Miller’s method 
5
Miller again deals with the transfer function of eqn. 1.1.
His proposal is to use the data shown in fig. 1.3* An immediate 
objection is that w^, where the quadrature lead part has its 
maximum value, is difficult to determine at all accurately, since the 
curvature at this part of the curve is often very shallow. A 
resolved component indicator, even of high precision, may give a
-20'
range of w values for which y shows virtually no change. It is there­
fore necessary to explore the region of w^  very carefully indeed if 
accurate results are to he obtained. In the author*s own method 
this difficulty is avoided.
Miller*s method requires the following calculations and measure­
ments:
(a) measure x w and w .. Then calculate v ' o o  1
w
(b) x = ( /w )
(c) (3x - 5x - x - 1) (2x) (3 - x)'
(d) ^  = c + (c2 - 1)*
(e) u2 = c - (c2 - 1)2
1 1 
Then = (wq)“1 (u^2, Tg = (w0)_1 (^ 2)2 and
K 1 ■ Wo2 x0 ( 3  + T2).
This procedure should be compared with the present author*s methods
published as * Transfer Functions from Frequency Response: a
simplified solution*. Control Engineering, June 19^4? Ref. S.E.2
(copy appended to thesis). The method proposed avoids the objections
raised to the work of Westcott, Dudgeon and Miller and is much easier
to apply in practice.
Miller raises additional complications by the form in which his 
transfer function is expressed. Thus he finds that his method can 
only be applied if (WV W0)^  lies between 2.153 and 3 to satisfy the 
equations quoted above. These restrictions can be lifted if the
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transfer function is expressed as
F(s) =  g  ------------------------ as this then
S(S + 2^¥ S + ¥ )n n y
permits evaluation of systems with "both real and complex open-loop 
poles, and. this was not noted by Miller,
Miller states that he Thas found the method useful in assessing 
the results of measurements on a non-linear motor—inertia element'. 
'Useful' is not further defined, hut if is clear that the restrictions 
and limitations of Miller's method are likely to he still further 
enhanced when non-linear effects are considered. Mo specific test, 
for non-linear effects are mentioned, whereas these are dealt with 
in this thesis.
1,3 Sensitivity Analysis
The work of Chapter 5 on sensitivity analysis is an introduction 
to the interpretation and analogue computer mechanisation of sensitivity 
coefficients. The approach via s transformed expressions for linear 
systems leads to a concept in which sensitivity coefficients of various 
orders are shown to he akin to the filtering of a signal, the 
sensitivity coefficient of which is desired, hy a low pass filter 
which augments a real pole or cancels a real zero. A second-order 
filtering block is shown to he relevant to complex poles or zeros, 
with a similar augmentation or cancellation ox poles and zeros. The - 
implementation of the method on an .analogue computer enables 
sensitivity coefficients of any desired order to he established
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using ihe full dynamic range of the computer. The author*s method
is useful for either open or closed-loop paramenter changes and is
6to he contrasted with Meissinger’s method* as described in 
Chapter 5® In ihis the mathematical operations to establish sensitivity 
coefficients are performed on differential equations which are not 
Laplace transformed. The approach is related to differential 
analyser techniques* whereas the method proposed by the author is 
more appropriate to simulator studies* and in this respect it can 
be used to display information in a marmner closer to the behaviour of
a physical system. ' Additional topics could stem from the application
of the proposed method* e.g. in the formation of computer circuits 
for adaptive control systems, as discussed* e.g. in reference 7®
Adaptive control based on the minimisation of sensitivity coefficients 
is an extension to which further effort is being applied by the 
author* but these techniques are not discussed in this thesis* 
wherein the principle of the method is considered to be an adequate 
first presentation.
Sensitivity in terms of root loci has been discussed by
g
Hanock Ur, but in a restricted sense. Some consequences of Ur*s
method are examined in Chapter 4® The use of families of root loci
is seen to present a solution of the sensitivity problem for systems 
with up to three parameters, for a single family of curves to be 
applicable. Alternatively a * sensitivity root locus* can be 
established* by an extension of the method given in Chapter 5* 
since this establishes sensitivity expressions in tie s domain.
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1.5 Orthonormal functions and polynomials9 andWiener*s method.
The analogue computer representation of orthonormal functions
and polynomials has, so far as the author is aware, heen on the
hasis of solving each class of functions as a separate entity,
g
usually "by way of the defining differential equations, and for
restricted types, such as Laguerre polynomials, Toy special circuits’^
The differential equation method gives one polynomial or function
at any one instant, whereas many applications necessitate the
simultaneous production of TnT polynomials or functions. Examples
are for the formation of the Laguerre spectral coefficients, of a
13time variant signal, or in the synthesis of functions using
orthonormal expansion methods^’ Certain orthonormal forms,
such as shifted Chehyshev functions, are of use in interpolation
routines, for curve fitting and orthonormal functions are also used
16in Wiener*s identification and synthesis method as discussed 
in Chapter 6.
Recognising the wide importance of orthonormal methods in 
engineering and' allied computer problems, the author has approached 
the problem of the formation of orthonormal functions and polynomials 
in a general way. The very extensive literature on this subject 
was processed to select three term and differential recurrence 
relations ^ 1 ^which, when mechanised on the
computer, gave the simplest form of circuit. Since every orthonormal 
polynomial satisfies a three term recurrence relation, the method 
of circuit development is quite general.
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Many of "the circuits given do not appear to "be discussed in 
the existing literature, and their development enables a wide range 
of engineering problems to be considered, e.g. the effect of convergence 
factors in orthonormal function approximations to specified functions• 
Work is proceeding to exploit the potentialities of the circuits 
developed, beyond that given in this thesis.
In Wiener’s method, an input white noise excitation function 
is applied to a system, which is to be characterised by the coeffi­
cients of an output function which is a multi—'variate Hermite series.
23
According to Wiener' the method is of wide generality for the
identification, analysis and synthesis of both linear and non-linear
2A
systems, but Bose showed subsequently that the method is really 
only applicable to systems which are at least to some extent non­
linear, since as systems examined become progressively more linear 
the experimental technique involves differencing quantities which 
become more nearly equal. Bose produces an interesting stepwise 
implementation, which is developed elsewhere by the author of this 
thesis. Attention here is directed to Wiener’s method, since it has
very attractive possibilities for non-linear systems.
2S
Mishkin and Braun undertook a cursory investigation of imp­
lementing Wiener’s method on an analogue computer and in so doing 
probably*deterred other workers from attempting to use the technique, 
since for i characterising coefficients of the input excitation 
and j of the output, 2 x iJ multipliers and iJ function generators 
are required. For practical purposes this limits the application 
to so few terms as severely to limit the implementation of the
-25-
method. In developing his theory, Wiener expressed the hope that 
his method would he taken up hy engineers, hut to date results have 
heen disappointing. Bose himself, in an extensive investigation of 
Wiener’s method, makes the following comments. These are abstracted 
from Reference 24, A Theory of Nonlinear Systems.
(a) ’It should he noted that the Wiener method is an experimental
method and that, for the purpose of illustrating mathematically 
how the method works, only the simplest of examples can he 
handled analytically.’ (page 11)„
(h) 'At present, the large number of multipliers that is required 
for the generation of the Hermite polynomials is the principal 
deterrent to the practical application of the Wiener method of 
characterisation and synthesis. It is safe to say that, at 
present, the Wiener theory is of greater theoretical than 
practical interest.’ (pages 13? 14)
Whereas the techniques presented in the earlier part of this 
thesis relate to basically linear systems, the possibility of extending 
the work to encompass non-linear systems hy a viable analogue computer 
technique existed, provided the implementation of Wiener’s method 
could he simplified. This object was achieved and the results are 
presented in Chapter 6. The work of this Chapter opens up a new 
field for the application of Wiener’s method, and enables comparative 
studies to be made of the effects of varying input or output i, j 
factors, the time scale factor of the Laguerre functions and the 
scale factor in the argument of the Hermite functions. These aspects 
are not developed in the thesis, since they represent obvious
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extensions to the method, proposed and also form lengthy studies in 
their own right. Research work is being pursued by the author on 
this and related topics, beyond the scope of this thesis.
In concluding this brief revue a summary is given as to what 
are believed to be the original aspects of the work presented herein. 
These are, principally,
(a) The detailed survey of frequency response functions, with the 
exposure of some existing fallacies and the development of some 
new aspects of linear frequency response theory.
(b) The method of-transfer function evaluation from restricted 
frequency response data and the related analogue computer 
studies, together with a new technique for automatic frequency 
response plotting on an analogue computer. This probably 
represents the first method to include the effects of pure time 
delays without the considerable expense involved in the use of
a variable pure time delay unit. A method is also presented for 
the computer analysis of Mikhailov stability curves.
(c) Root locus' properties, in particular those relating to generalised 
root loci, with extensions to sensitivity analysis ’in the 
large’ by a global representation of parameter changes.
(d) The analysis and computer mechanisation of sensitivity functions, 
with the concept of filtering.
(e) Computer realisation of orthonormal polynomials and functions 
on a completely general basis.
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(f) A new computer realisation for Wiener’s characterisation and 
synthesis procedures.
(g) An Appendix which includes a study of the all-pass network 
stabilisation of systems with lightly damped poles, arising as
a logical consequence of the detailed investigation of frequency 
response characteristics.
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CHAPTER 2
ON THE CHARACTERISTICS AND SPECIAL FEATURES 
OE CERTAIN FREQUENCY RESPONSE LOCI
2ol Introduction
Frequency response loci considered here relate to the 
presentation of real and quadrature parts of the response on 
Cartesian axes or to.modulus and phase as ordinates with 
frequency as abscissa® Open-loop loci are referred to as Nyqwist 
diagrams, when the -1 + jO point has stability significance for 
the corresponding closed-loop system® Other loci, such as closed- 
loop forms, are referred to as frequency response loci® Angular 
frequency w is a parameter on the loci®
Tests to acquire frequency response data experimentally, or 
the display of curves from theoretical calculations, can often be 
carried out without prior knowledge of the locus shape. However for 
certain special conditions, such as lightly damped resonances, 
prior knowledge of the locus shape is desirable, as this indicates 
the type of test procedure which should advantageously be adopted® 
Further, a knowledge of the locus behaviour at low lrequencies is 
desirable as experimental data acquisition then tends to be subject 
to large scatter. A very large number of textbooks give erroneous 
information in the low frequency region and this can lead to faulty
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design procedures based on incorrect extrapolation of data and to 
lack of diagnostic information of system characteristics® An 
example of the latter point is elaborated below xvith reference to 
type 2 systems with lightly damped open-loop poles, the existence 
of which can be missed unless the possible nature of loci for 
such poles is known®
A further feature of frequency response loci is that system 
transfer functions can, in certain cases be recovered from them®
In this identification problem two aspects are here considered® 
Firstly transition regions characterising certain types of response 
are established for a number of systems of practical importance® 
Prior to the author’s work in this field the theory of transition 
regions was not generally known except for second-order systems® 
This was extended to third-order systems in the author’s paper 
’Piesonance Peaks in Third-order Type 1 Control Systems’, Proc®
IEE, Vol® 112 No. 5 May, 1965. (Copy appended as Ref® SEl)®
Further special and general characteristics of frequency response 
loci are presented below and an attempt is made at a systematic 
presentation of locus characteristics® One justification for this 
investigation of frequency response forms lies in the extent to 
which errors of presentation occur in the literature, even in 
standard texts® The extent of these errors can be partially gauged
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"by "the list given at the end of this introduction® This list is 
merely representative and is hy no means exhaustive®
Tne second a.spect of the identification problem considered 
here is the determination of transfer functions from restricted 
frequency response data® Use of frequency response data in this 
way appears largely to have been overlooked® Of the published 
methods reviewed in Chapter 1, some are unworkable in practice 
and others have unnecessary restrictions or give inaccurate 
results® The author’s method is simple and direct and gives 
results to an order of accuracy generally acceptable in control 
system practice, providing certain experimental precautions are 
observed® Currently published work on transfer function 
determination from Nyquist diagrams or corresponding closed- 
loop presentations appears to have been restricted to third- 
order systems: this restriction is lifted using the methods 
outlined in the second part of this Chapter® Here alternative 
derivations based on the use of Bode, Hall or Nichols’ type plots 
are also discussed®
Supporting publications relating to the above work are
appended®
These are:
’Transfer functions from frequency response: a simplified solution’
PS 93, 96. ’Control Engineering (U.P.A.)' June ICb/]. Ref® SEP.
’ Deriving natural frequency and damping ratio’ P’S 437 9 43$, ’Measure­
ment and Control', November, 19^4 Ref* SE3
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Lag- measurements in process control electrical and mechanical
systems P ’S 45 4-7? Industrial Electronics, January, 1965° Ref. SE/j.
Tiansfer function evaluation from gain/phase data®. P3, ’Electronics 
Letters® I.E.E.) March 1963 Vol. 1, No. 1. Ref. SEf.
’How to find transfer functions from Nichols plots’ P'S 375~37S 
’Control’. July 1965. Ref. SE6.
’The experimental determination of third—order control system 
transfer functions’ P’S 3-12. International Journal of 
Electrical Engineering Education’, Vol. 3, 1965 Pergamon 
Press. . Ref. SE7.
Further of the author’s puhlications concerning frequency response 
and related aspects are:
’Third-order servomotor systems (real open-loop poles)’. P’S 185-6 
’Industrial Electronics’, April 1965. Ref. SE8.
’Third-order servomotor systems (complex open-loop poles)’, P’S 
’Industrial Electronics’, May, 1965® Ref. SEC.
’Bridged-T compensating networks 1: frequency response methods’
P’S 287-8 ’Industrial Electronics’, June 1965• Ref. SE10.
’Bridged-T compensating networks 2: Pole-zero methods’ P’S 337-8 
’Industrial Electronics' July 1985® Ref. SE11.
Additional puhlications are also appended, reference to these 
Being made in the thesis. Where appropriate tnese puhlications 
are referred to with the reference numbers given. To conserve
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space, work from these is not reproduced in the body of this thesis 
unless this is necessary to preserve continuity of presentation.
2 .2  References in which incorrect frequency response loci occur 
The following list is presented to indicate the widespread 
nature of errors in frequency response presentations which occur 
in the literature. . It is not intended in any way as a general 
criticism of the work contained in the books listed: many of these 
form valuable contributions to the literature in spite of the 
errors noted.
The page numbers asterisked relate to incorrect loci which 
are used as the basis of design or analytic procedures. Here the 
correct locus shape is clearly of importance.
1. Servomechanism Analysis. Thaler and Brown. McGraw Hill, 1953
P’S 141, 142, 160, 161, 183, I85, 193, 201*, 205, 206*, 208,
211, 212, 214 and others.
2. Feedback Theory and its Applications. P. Hammond. E.U.P. 1958 
P’S 85, 103, 177, 249* (q.v. line 8 of this page).
3. Servomechanism and Regulating System Design. Chestnut & Mayer,
J. Wiley, 1951- P’S 146, 151, 153, 209, 213, 235*, 240, 251*,
252 (showing an ’actual transfer function’), 259*, 260 as 252), 
262, 268*, 269, 276, 280.
There are some interesting examples here of fitting (experi­
mental ?) results to suppoht incorrect theoretical 
assumptions.
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4 « Principles of Control Systems Engineering1, Toro and Parker. 
McGraw Hill i960 P. 357.
5« ’An Introduction to Servomechanisms’, A. Porter. Methuen P. 84 
(with the incorrect theoretical deductions given) P. 103*
Errors occur in the following works. Page numbers are not given: 
the reader should have no difficulty in locating the errors in 
the light of the discussions given subsequently.
6. Automatic Feedback Control. Ahrendt & Taplin. McGraw Hill
1951.
7. Mathematics of Engineering Systems. D. F. Lawden. Methuen 1961.
8. Filters, Amplifiers and Servomechanisms J A. Susini. Heywood 1963. 
9 ® The Dynamics of Automatic Control Systems, E. Popov.
Pergamon 1962.
10. Engineering Systems Analysis, A.G.J. MacFarlane. Ilarrap 1964*
11. Electrical Correcting Elements in Automatic Control and 
Regulation Circuits, G.K. Krug and Ye. K. Krug. Pergamon 1964.
The later references show that errors are not restricted to the 
earlier works.
A discussion of frequency response characteristics now follows, 
with respect to a number of systems which have proved tractable 
analytically and which merit consideration by their common 
occurrence in physical problems.
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2 -3 Analytical Frequency Response Considerations 
2.3«1 Second-order systems
K
2.3 .1*1 Open form of locus with F(s) = s(s + a)~
K
For the open-loop transfer function (O.L.T.F.) F(s) = — r—
s(s + a
... (2.1)
for the frequency response, F(,iw) = -— 7—^--— \ ... (2.2)
y jw(a + jw) v '
Plausibly, but incorrectly, Limit F(jw) = -j go leading to the
w — >0
dotted form of locus of fig. 2.1. If eqn. 2.1 is expressed in 
partial fraction form then Limit F(jw) = -j 00 - -—5 giving an
w — > o  a^
offset at the low w end as shown by the full line in fig. 2.1.
If F(jw) =■ X + jY then X = ? yfhich is clearly
a + w
monotonic in w so that the frequency response locus must have X 
increasingly less negative as w increases. The dotted form of 
locus is therefore demonstrably incorrect.
q
The effect of the l/ term and of terms in -- for higher
s
order systems is commonly misconstrued as causing the locus to 
approach one or other of the axes as w— ?>o. This can occur for 
certain special cases only, i.e. when zeros are presenl, in the 
transfer function, as shown e.g. in Reg. SE8, p. 18b.
2.3.1 .2  Closed-loop form
For the closed-loop system shown in block diagram form in 
fig. 2 .2 the closed-loop transfer function (C.L.T.F.) becomes
- 34a -
Figs 2.1 to 2.4 on reverse side.
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R = GO) = Pc “ U i - S )  -  1 + F i J  ... (2.3)
If F ' S'1 = s(s + a) then G (s) = ~ -- ~--- “■ • This has a
s + as + K
zero frequency transmission of unity. A more general form is
n \   K ,
~ ~2 TT" ~  ••• (2*4 )
s . + 2sTw s + w n n
whereT is the damping ratio and w^ the natural frequency. This 
expression can he written in non-dimensional form as
G(s) = ^ — 4S------  _  ,2e5)
+ 2IS + 1 '
2
where g = K/w and S  = s/w . With S = i w/w = ix we have n ' n ' tl
c(U) = x + jY = ----'-f  —  ... (2.6)
1 - x + j 2 J x
f i ( l  -  h )
(l - x2)2 + (2'S x)x = ,—  2,21 ,X| ••• (2n)
and Y = ---- Is— ------ x ... (2.8)
(l - x2)2 + (2jx)2
The non-dimensional form of frequency response locus | and
hence also tie dimensional form) may have either a monotonic 
X - x variation, for x<l, as shown in fig. 2.3, or a non­
monotonic variation in this range (fig® 2.4)* Thus for the t.p’s
A- 2 / 2
of X with x in eqn. 2.7, x = 0 or x - 2x + (l + 4^ ) = 0 ... (2„9)
«2
The g37cid.ient of the X —■ x fuzic bion is thez f oz^ e f lcit ci g the origin
with t.p.s at x 2 = 1 - 2*T and x2 = 1 + 2> , from 2.9®
For’S / u  there will hence he two positive real t.p’s. For

~  37 -
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2
X  there is one at x = 1 + 2 3 . When Tf = -g- there are two 
t.p’s at x = 0 and. one at x = r j 2 {Butterworth filter) giving
s 'Y p i  ,
X = -g/ 3 and. Y = -g 42/3? with modulus Z = fX + Y ~ ) 2 = g/r/3°
Two possible forms of frequency response locus can occur, as
shown in fig. 2.5 which gives a family of curves. The locus 
does not have an X value in excess of g = K/V^ at x = 0 3 unless 
y> ■'x'y, although the modulus-frequency curve has a resonance peak 
for /vfl f yp l fa well-known condition).
The Y - x function has t.p’s when 
3x4 - 2 {l - 2 ^ 2)x2 - 1  = 0
and this has two real roots, one positive, the other negative.
As the positive root only is valid, fig. 2.6 shows the only 
possible type of Y - x function.
For the gradient of the frequency response locus, via eqns.
2.7 and 2.8,
dY _ dY/dw _ -$Tl + 2(l - 2 ’a 2)x2 -  3x4J 10n
dX “ dX/dw ~ x[l - 4 ‘JO _ 2x2 + x4^ ... v . )
When x = 0, dy/dx = 00 • Hence the loci leave the positive x
axis at right-angles.
With x = 1, X = 0 and Y. = -g/2S  ... (2.1l) and then, from eqn. 2.10,
i  y - T  ...(2.12)
x=l
This gives the gradient of the locus on the -jY axis. Further 
data are given below. These relate to the co-ordinate and 
frequency conditions of fig. 2.7*
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a) At x = 0. X = g' o
b) For Xq again equal to g,
Xx = g, g  = g " ~ 4> , Z1 = g/25- and
2 *--2 
x^ = 1 - 4  ^ • This is valid for o \  gf*
c) For maximum positive X value:
Y _ g  Y  _ -gjl-  2 7  __ _______
2 41'(1- ~3) ’ 2 43(1 -5) J 2 "* J V 2!1
at x^2 = 1 - 2 3  , for T <(
d) For maximum negative X value,
—v —p'J 1 + 2Y p
x 3 =  A " S { i  + ? ) , '  y 3 =  4 3:\;i + r , J  a n d  z 3 =  x /271 + : f y
at x^2 = 1 + 2 3 .
Z2/Note: If r = 'Z is the ratio, of the moduli in c) and d) then
2 1P — 1_   o This gives the damping ratio in terms of data.
r + 1
relevant to the maximum positive and negative X values only.
e) The maximum negative Y value is
Y = - 3 .yf3 n[l - 2 Y 2 + 2R J ^  where R = [y4 - Y2 + lj ^
4 4 [l - 2 I 2 ($2 - 1)- (l - 2 J 2)R
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Is (1 VS 2 - R)
with X = —---^ 5— — p------------- —-—  and
4  1 -  2 2 - 1 ) -  1 - 2 2 ) R
Z/i = -1 " 2^ t_ ~ 1)“C1 “ 2 3 2)R | ~2 occuring at4 2 2 L.
2 _ 1 - 2T + l(l - 23 ) + 3 h 2
4 3
f) The response is quadrature lagging at x = 1 or w = w ,
with Y = g/ 2  3 = — -— r . For systems with unity d.c. 
q 23* wn
transmission Y = l/ffT directly giving a further expression 
for }T in terms of an experimentally derivable valueo 
(q.v. Refs. SE 3 &  4) •
g) The maximum modulus conditions are well known as
M = fCfj w max) I = ----+2—  l at x = J  1 - 2 R 2 for T-
r n  1 2:*,/!-- r *
M_^  occurs at a frequency x_^ which lies between frequencies 
x and x given above.
_L L\.
The frequencies x^ , x^ , x^ , x^ , x_^ are inter-related, e.g.
1 -r 22 JL 2 2 2 "^"1
x, = ( /3)2 x , while x, = 2 - x_ and x = —  ---4 w  1 r3 3 2 r 2
The data given enable predictions of resonance peak and other
conditions to be made by observations on restricted frequency
response data.
1
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2.3»1»3 Second order systems with lead term: open-loop form
-m T,- \ K(s + b) ^ f. \ K(b + iw) /0 n ^
Por p v) = 7 7 7 7 1 .) • "  1-2-13) glving p w w> = jv~ a~ y q  ••• 4 -H)
then with Flyjw) = X + jY we have
X = ~X '~b "--a) ... (2.15) and Y = ~K !^— — |-) ... {'2.16)t- d. v f cL <L \a + w w\a + w j
Hence Limit \ 3f) = X"~'^o— • For bN>a the locus is confined w—^0 V‘v a^ ^
to the second lagging quadrant. If Id = a the locus is the -jY axis
and for hffa the locus is confined to the first lagging quadrant.
The X - w function is, by inspection, always monotonic in w, for
fixed values of a and b.
The Y - w function has t.p’s for
w4 + a33b - a)w2 + a^b = 0  ... (2.I7)
This has real roots for (9b - a)(b - a) )> 0, i.e. for a f>9b or 
a 4 bo
Solving e q m  2.17 gives
P 1— -i- '  P *1 »
2w = -aj (3b - a) - J(3b - a) - 4ab j ... (2.18)
If a X  9b, the locus lies in the first lagging quadrant and
2w2 = a | (a - 3b) - J  (a. - 3b)2 - 4ab j ... (2.I9)
yields two positive values of w. The form of frequency response 
locus is shown at (a) in fig. 2.8 with w,given by using the 
positive root of 2.19 and w^ from use of the negative root.
'1/
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If a = 9b the roots w^ and w coalesce at a value 
= a/j 3 with X = 2K/3a, Y = -K//3a and z = J 7K/3a, giving the 
locus of form b) (fig. 2.8). For b <f a 4 9b bh.e locus is as 
shown at c. Hence the frequency response locus is monotonic 
in w for b a; Ob and non-monotonic for af>9b.
When a \.b, 2w = a,[ - / (3b - a) - 4ab - f3b - a) ; .
As w >0 is necessary the negative root is not admissible and with
2
the positive root used, w ) 0  is not achievable. Hence the Y - w 
function is always monotonic and this also applies to the 
frequency response locus, as the X - w function is also monotonic. 
Curves then appear as e.g. at d) or e) in fig. 2.8.
The gradient of the frequency response or Nyquist locus is
dY = w4 + a (3b - sQw2 + a\>
dX 2(b - a)w2 ... ( 2•20)
This is infinite for w = 0 and w = go . For w = a/,/ 3 andc ' ■
the curve has a point of inflexion.
2.3»1»4 Closed-loop form
a =
Here G(s) =
Ffs)  K(g+ b) ... (2.21)
1 + F- sT ~ 2s^  + (a + K)s +Kb
is considered, with F(s) as in eqn. 2.13°
With G jw) = X + jY,
X = | htb2 + fa - b + K)w2 ; ... ("2.22)N n v ' - '
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and Y = ‘w2 + ab ; ... ;2.23)t«! - n \ 7
where N = w4 + ( (a + K)2 - 2Kb] w2 + K2b2 ... (2.24)
The gradient equation is
.2-25)
/ 2 \ / 2 \ 1
(5Y - \3w + abjN - wlw + ab)H
dX = 2BNw - (A + B)N'
where ll = dll/dw and A = Kb2, B = a - b + K.
1 2 1The gradient is zero for N_ _ 3w- + ab - and infinite for
N ~ w(w2 + abj
1
N _ 2Bw and w = 0 and w = gd
b  A T> -2A + Bw
The equations resulting do not yield solutions by inspection.
Certain restrictions are apparent from the eqn.
(a - b + K)w 4 + 2Kb2w 2 + Kb2(a2 + aK - Kb) = 0 ... (2.26)
for the t.p’s of the X - w function. Two real roots occur for 
25b - a)(a + It) 0, on reduction. This gives b/a as a 
necessary condition for a non-monotonic X - w function. If 
2.26 has two real positive roots the coefficients must alternate
Y 2in sign. Here Kgb - a is necessary as the coefficient of w
2
is to be negative, with It/ 7--- b°r a positive constant term,' b — a
2
1. e, b K-; b - a must hold, with b/a. If b = 2a3b - a
v a2K /b - a = a and K / —---  = a. This sets a limit to the b/a
d ~ a
ratio. For the Y - w function t.p’s

- Z|.6 -
w 6 + (Vb - (a + K)2 + 2Kb h^4 + bj(a + K)2a - 2Kab - - K2ab3 = 0
... /2.27)
For this function two forms can exist, as shown in figs, 2«9 
and 2.10, These are characterised Toy one positive real root of 
eqn. 2.27 f°r fig* 2.9 and three positive real roots for fig. 2.10.
This latter condition will he associated with an indented frequency 
response locus, as shown at c in fig. 2.11. Curves a) and h) 
relate to the single root condition and are discussed subsequently.
For the indentation condition the coefficients of eqn. 2.27 
must alternate in sign. This results in 
KV/~ a j (b - a) + */b'va + b) J and
K/'b - a b( a + b) as necessary conditions for the locus 
to indent.
The transition from a non-indented to indented form of locus 
occurs when the three roots w^ , w^ , w (fig* 2.10) become equal.
Eqn. 2.27 then factorises to 
. 2 2 1 '
\w - A )~> = 0 ... 2.28) for a triple root at w = A.
Equating coefficients of 2.27 and 2.28 leads to
2 2  ^ 2 1 w = A = (K ab )° and the condition is met if
(a - 3b)K4 + 2(b - a) (3b - 2a)K3 + 2a(3a2 - 7ab + 2b2)K2 
+ 2a2 (30 - 2a)(b - a)K + a4(a - 3b) = 0 ... (2.29)
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The situation which occurs is that for low K values, with the
given equations satisfied, the locus indents. As K is increased
the indentation vanishes when the triple root condition obtains,
and this holds for higher K values.
The locus may enter the second lagging quadrant, or he restricted
22 TCbto the first. In eqn. 2.22 for X = 0 then w = -— —----  - . ifh - a - K
K = h - a this occurs at w = go and the locus is then confined to
the first lagging quadrant. The t.p eqn. 2.26 then gives
2 2 2 K ci *w^  = — ■—    • Hence if K^a and K = h - a, requiring h h 2a,
a positive real t.p. exists for the X - w function. As X never 
hecomes negative the X - w variation is as shown in fig. 2.12.
Kb2In general, X hecomes negative if w = — — —-- ~ is possible for a
finite value of w, and will occur for K/b - a. If K exceeds this 
the locus cannot cross into the second lagging quadrant.
2.3.1.6 Modulus resonance peak conditions 
The O.L.T.F. of eqn. 2.13 can he normalised to
... 2.30) where g = K/b, A = a/b and S = s/b.
On closed-loop,
2.31)
,'A ,■/ 1
;j ■ a. C il i
\ i
'unci n>:-n~ rvhr-obV: f I- cx q.b 3ri f:
;V ' ■ A - \ 1s ' i i- r i -->
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I $ Q
With |G(jx)j! = M we have
2 2
M 2 = ■■ /  '* V V *  ? • "  0 -32) where P? . (A + g)2 - 2g ... (2.33)
x4 + P x + g
For a modulus/frequency resonance peak 2.32 must have t.p's. These
occur for i = 0 and. x^ + 2x2 + P2 - g2 = 0 ... {2.34)
giving
xr = ,/ t + g^ - p - i ... (2.35) as the frequency at which
2 2the resonance peak occurs. This necessitates 1 + g >P for
real x_^ and this reduces to (l - A) (l + A + 2g)5>0, requiring A\l.
As x must also he positive, from 2.35? which leads to
s> 2TiV a7  forA<l.
2
A curve of g = A /2(l - A) is shown in fig. 2.13. This gives the 
boundary between resonance and non-resonance peak conditions, as depicted 
in the figure.
2 _^
If eqn. 2.35 is written as x = ,/Q - 1 and this is
substituted in 2.32, then
... (2.36)4  -A
gives the value of the modulus at x . b r
Values of x and M for the specific value of A = 4 are r r
given below for various values of g, based on eqns. 2.34 and 2.36,
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10 1 6 ! 5 I 2 i 1 .5 1 ! 0 .5   i. i 5   I ... . . J
I Mr j 1.024 | 1-037 ! 1-042 j 1.059 | 1.06 ! 1.058 ; 1.025 '
I ...   j..... '1'"............... > ■■...r  ■ I
I4 r_j_1.51 1 : 1.182 | 0.8115 [ 0.707 ! 0.323 j 0.32861
This shows an interesting result since the resonance peak 
has a maximum value of 1.06 for g = 1.5« A further increase of g 
then produces a decrease of the resonance peak value. This point 
is taken up again in Chapter Ly section 14.-2. a.
2.3-1-6 Maximally flat filter condition
As x = 0 gives a t.p. in eqn. 2.32, the modulus~frequency
2curves are all flat ah the origin. If x in eqn. 2.35 alsor
2vanishes there are two t.p’s at x = 0, i. e. for g = A /2,1 -A). 
This give the maximally flat modulus condition. The C.L.T.F. is 
then
Gi'S) - A2 (s + l) o#e 12.37)
2^ 1 - A) r 2 aT2~=~1) ,1 ' A* ~~~
 ^ 2 (1 - A) 2(1 - aJ
The closed-loop poles are given by
t 2 
n2 A\2 — A)^ A  ^ y  -,d^
0 + 2(1 - a ) 2(1 - a ) = 0  •••
If S = X + jY in the complex S plane then
.• 2 
X _ _ and Y2 =  —  x 64 - 4A - A2) and after
A' 16 (l - A)2
some manipulation, this leads to the equation to the closed-loop 
poles in the maximally flat condition as
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X2 + Y2 = A2/2 (l - A) or X2 + I2 = g ®.® (2.39)
for A \10
Poles cease to lie complex for Y,( 0, he® when k(4- + A) ,.h 40 
This gives A )>- 2 i A2 - l) = 0 = 828 and X = - Af2»
For 0®828i A <1 closed-loop poles are real in the maximally flat 
condition® The foregoing analysis for the second-order system is extended 
in the work of Chapter L in which generalised root loci are developed® 
These simplify much of the analytical work and enable further 
deductions to he made which are not readily apparent from the 
frequency response loci® In particular the resonance peak conditions 
are there investigated in greater detail®
2® 3° 2 Third-order systems
The third-order O.L.T.F. Ffs) = --------   —   ■- (2®40)
/ 2 oV. 2\ • M 'sis + 2 > w s + w j\ n n -
is of particular interest as it closely specifies the transfer function
of many control systems (Ref; S.E.7, 8, 9)« Certain aspects of the
frequency response locus were noted by Atkinson Ref® 2 £
t)f the.
who drew attention to two^forms of loci, as shown in fig® 2®l|u 
However, he failed to note the resonance peak conditions proved by
the author in Ref. S.E.7 p.11, and did not consider the closed-loop
i rf \ f(s)response given by G(sj =
In this section and in supporting publications the author presents
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W -
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what he "believes to he the first virtually complete account of the 
"behaviour of third—order systems, as expressed by eqn® 2.2P. The 
analysis is contained principally in two publications, namely Refs.
S.Ed on ’Resonance Peaks in Third-Order Type 1 Control Systems:’ 
as appended and a further, two-part, publication: ’Generalised Root 
Loci for Third-Order Control Systems’ Part 1 ’Control’, April 1965 
and Part 2, ’Control’, May 1965? Refs. S.E.12 and S.E.13*
A further publication ’Simplified Gain and Root Evaluation 
Procedures for Third-Order Systems’, Industrial Electronics, March 
1965, Ref® S.E.14, extends the above work. These three further 
papers are also appended as supporting publications.
In ihis and additional sections, further work on the frequency response 
loci is presented® Additional aspects on root loci and sensitivity are 
given in Chapter Lr .
Eqn. 2®40 can be normalised to
F svS) = — ————S • (2.41)
s(s + 2^ S + 1 )
as discussed in Ref. S.E.l. With S = jx and further notation as in 
the reference, it is there shown that a modulus peak occurs in the 
frequency response function providing jj.q0.2590 The Nyquist locus does 
not indent when'T'^O.1578 as proved below. At A = 0*1578 the locus 
has a critical transition condition and for_V\0„1578 the locus indents.
A family of curves is given in fig. 2.14°
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2.3°2.1® Condition for locus indentation
For an indented form of locus, designating Y as the imaginary 
part of F 7 jx), i.e. with S = jx in eqn. 2.11, we have
Y - — ■— -— ..~.d. _    ! q a o')
f/1 2^2 ,v 2 2i 008
X  ^ \ 1 -  X  ) +  4  5  x  g
and this must have three real turning point values to give a Y - x
function of the form shown in fig. 2.15* For the t.p’s.
3z3 - (7 - 4 t 2)z2 + (5 - 12q 2)z - 1 = 0 ... (2.43)
2with z = x . Here z .and C are to he determined to give the condition 
where indentation just occurs. Fig. 2.16 shows the form of Y - x 
variation when this does not occur. For the curve of fig® 2.15 just 
to degenerate to that of fig® 2.16 the frequency values x^ and x^ 
must coalesce, i.e. eqn. 2.43 must factorise to
(3z - a2)(z - Va)2 = 0 ... (2.44)
Equating coefficients of eqns. 2.43 and 2.44 gives
2 2 
4 = 7 - 6/a - a
and
12 = 5 - /a~ - 2a
^ 2
Eliminating .. gives 
3 2
a^ - + 6a - 1 = 0 which factorises to
"a - 1)(a - I.9594)(a - 0*036)(a + 1.182)=: 0 
The root a = 1.9594 is the only valid one and gives 7T\0.1578 as the
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transition condition- Hence for'3X0.1578 the Nyquist locus has the 
indented form shown in fig- 2.14*
2.3°2.1.2 Inverse IM.ycfu.ist loci
The difficulties associated with these changes of shape are 
avoided if the inverse locus is plotted. This is derived from 
eqn. 2-41 as
^Wjx) = jx(l - X2 + j2Jx)
g
Writing this as X +jY gives
2 ■’ 2
X = and Y = — ^  X  ^? leading to
S S
-X A v\2 Y = ttv?” (1 + gXi 2 > g V fa-.
for X -fN0.
The .inverse Nyquist diagram is therfore a parabola. Typical curves
2are shown in fig. 2.17« The maximum value is Y = — --
m 3 4 3g
 p -|
with X = -— - and x = / J 3»m 3g m ' "
2.3°2.2. Additional aspects of third-order Nyquist loci
With S = jx in 2-41? a11^  jF(jx)| = M then
" - - - - - - - - - - - s - - - - - - - - - T l  . ..  ( 2.45)
X (l - X2)2 + 2T x )2Y
The modulus is a minimum for x = when
3xx2 = 2(1 - 2T 2) - 4 ) (o.933 - o2)(0.067 - g 2) j ^  ... (2,
es _ **
PIG, 2.3 18
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for "3X0*259 'in which range the M - x function is non-monotonic as
shown in fig* 2,18, Forjf^O.259 a monoionic function is obtained
( f i g ,  2 , 1 8 ) ,
The maximum finite modulus value at frequency x^ (fig® 2*18) is 
given by using the positive root in eqn, 2,46,
At x = 1 the locus crosses the negative real axis* If Ffjx) =
X + jY then at x = 1 the gradient is found to he
n ... (2.47) and then M, - g/2T ... /2,48)dX X = 1  2o '• ' q to/ ■ .. , /
A further condition of interest is the point of equality of the
moduli of the negative real part and the minimum value at x = x.• 1
on the locus? i.e. for M = g/2'jT®
Eqns, 2.47 and 2.48 lead to the cubic
z3 - 2(l - 2 X2)z2 + z - 4T2 = 0 2,49)
2
with z = x o This factorises to
jfz - ^  - (l - 45^)z + 45 2J = 0  ... 2,50)
The value z = 1 occurs on the negative real axis. As there is only
one value of z satisfying the quadratic term in eqn, 2,50? this must
be a perfect square. Hence 
. 2 +
1 - 4 5 = - 4jC ? giving the two positive solutions
 ^ 1 -[- 
_s 2 •
The smaller value only is admissible since the modulus function is 
monotonic for A ^ 0.259- Hence equality of moduli of real part and 
minimum modulus occurs for
,U - c = 0.207 ... (2.51)
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The above considerations lead to a basis for the design of an 
all—pass network compensator^ as discussed in Appendix 1® This is 
included as it forms an original contribution to control system 
theory and practice? and which arose as a. consequence of the detail; 
analysis of the third-order system loci*
2.3«2.2.1 Inverse of peaks of inverse locus
In section 2.3»2.1.2. the inverse locus is discussed. For the
—  1 ^
maximum value of the inverse locus? with F ( jx) = R + via 2«41 
this gives the co-ordinates of the maximum value as ( Rm? Qm) =
) as given in section 2.3°2.1.2. The locus of the— 2.
'• 3g 3 ,b5g 
maxima is hence the line
2 . / rrh
3gL = - ^  t T  - i / f l
3 rp 1/^ /3
The inverse of this is I = ~ = — y3-L 2 s>- 2 + -i
if I = X + jY then
X = - and Y
1 2+ i
Hence Y = -Jr.
A  3
Eliminating 3 between these equations then leads to the eqn.
r 2 2
X ix + Y + ~  g Y | = 0<L
Since g is an axis scale factor only? on frequency response 
loci? we can consider the family of curves for g = 1 as representative 
of the system. Then for the locus in the piano of the Nyquist 
diagram corresponding to the locus of maxima in the plane of
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•the inverse diagram, the above eqn„ yields
X2 + (Y + f f  = ( M i ) 2
i.e. a circle, centre (0, -3>j3) j radius R = 3./5 = 1,299*
'4 4
Some members of the family, of Nyquist loci are shown in fig. 2 d V  
in relation to this circle. Loci for all values of X  must contact 
this circlet
2a3°2B2o2o Further note on closed loop form
Although discussed in some detail in Ref. S.E.l. the closed-
loop form G(s) =  t t   — —   is again briefly considered
sJ + 2Ts + s + g
and additional facts derived. With G(jx) = X + jY then
^ 2g(g - 2Tx. )X _ ~t~----— -— --- .--t----—  ----  and
x + 2(2 3 - 1 )x + (1 - 4rg)x" + g'
Y =
X + 2(2T - l)x^ + (1 - 4lg)x + g
At x = 1, G(jl) =
As g /  2 for stability, G(jl) = --
which is the locus cross-over point on the negative real axis. 
When x = 1, (dY/d^)x=i = — "A . — — and
4^ - 4 Jg + g
(§1) = -■ . . -43
d x n -r- 2 . 2
■ 4T  - 4Jg +
*The .axis scaling gives an ellipse for the curves shown.
PIG. 2.19.
CO
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dY dY/dx -1 - 
lienee -g-y - r^rrj-rr - pry i or x = 1. This is. the same numerical
result as for the open-loop locus, and enables Q to be determined
from test data. Pigs. 2.18 and 2.19 •> give typical loci. An
indented form is shown in fig. 2d9. (See Red SEl).
Relationship to generalised root loci (^ 2T8)
The generalised root loci (Ref. SE12 and 13) give frequency
response data by using the standard technique of vector lengths and
angle summation from points on the jx axis to a point on the locus.
2.3-3 Third-order system with lead term
t-i t-v n\ K ( s + a)For F(s) = ----— -^---- -2 2 s(s + 2Cw s + w ) n n
g(S
S(S2 + AS + B)
in normalised form, 
2
2 2£Wn wnwith g = K/a , S = s/a, A = ---  and B = —™  , then on closed
cl a
loop, for
G(S) = , we have
G(S) = — ------ y P  + 1 ')--------  and
S + AS + (B + g)S + g
G(jx) =------- g(l +  j" ••• (2-52)
g - Ax + jx(B + g - x )
The extra degree of freedom introduced by the zero at S = -1 makes 
an approach via frequency response loci tedious and not particularly
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informative. Root locus considerations are more satisfactory, as 
discussed in Chapter L_ . However, certain aspects yield more readily 
to frequency response methods, as discussed "below.
2.3°3°1 Maximally flat modulus function
This extends the work of 2.3°1.6 to the third—order case.
Via eqn. 2®52, j G(jx)l = M is given "byt
2 g2(l + x2)
X6 + [a2 - 2(B + g)jx4 + [(B + g)2 - 2Sa]x2 + g2
For the t.p’s of the M - x function, x = 0 or
2x6 + [a2 - 2(B + g) - 3jx4 + 2[a2 - 2(B + g)"]x2 +
[b2 + 2Bg - 2gA] =0 ... (2.53)
There will "be two further t.p’s at the origin if the constant term
2
and coefficient of x vanish, to give
A2 - 2(B + g) = 0 and B2 + 2Bg - 2gA = 0.
Eliminating g leads to
B = Afl+A/2 ±Jl + A2/4 J 
and also g = (A2/2) - B (2»54a) or g = B / [*2(A - B)J ... (2.54b)
For gN 0 the negative root must "be used.
As A and B specify the open-loop pole locations necessary for three 
derivatives to vanish at the origin, and g is known from 2«54 a b, 
if e.g. A is specified then B and g follow.
Some specific open—loop pole locations are tabulated, below.
A
jq
1
2
O0IO96 I O0OI54
0.382 I 0.118
open-loop poles
3
3
: 4
1.172
1.6225
16/9
2.09
3»056
; O0828
! 1*5025j l6/9 
; 1.91
i . ..
j 4.944
S1
-0.25 + j0.217 
-0.5 + jO.3633 
-1 + jO.447
-I.25 + jO.2449
 |
-1.9
-2.9716
s2
| sq (conjugate) |
I |
[ Irl :
! - 1
J fl .. „ I
[ “l
j -4/3
f  ^ _ ___ ____
?
I -1.11............ . .
| -I0O284
The open-loop poles are derived from solutions to
j*2 + AS + B = 0 ... (2.55) f°r "the poles of the O.L.T.F.
These open-loop poles are complex for A ^/3° When A = ^3? 
with B = 16/9 and g = 1^/9? a double pole occurs at S = '^/3<>
This marks the transition from complex to real poles and ir-i derived 
as follows®
For two equal open-loop poles, B = A2/4 in 2.55. Substituting in
2.54 for f gives 
.2
= A 1 1 + A/2 - //l + A2/4j which has the solution A = °/3.
8
The locus of complex open-loop poles for the maximally flat condition 
is derived by substituting for B in eqn. 2.5-5 "^° give
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S2 + AS + A [l + A/2 -jl~+ i2/^
With S = X + jY» we have
Y2 = X2 + AX + A [l + A/2 -,/l + A2/4 j 0O0 (2o56)
from "the real parts and Y(2)£ + A) = 0 from the imaginary parts®
For Y ^ Oj A = x/2 and 2.56 reduces to
Y2 = X fx + 2„/l + X2 - 2~j
This is the locus of open-loop poles for maximally flat conditions®
A plot of this locus for complex pole conditions is given in fig® 2o20e
It is not possible to obtain more than three vanishing
4 2derivatives at the origin since the coefficients of x ? x and the
constant term cannot simultaneously vanish in eqna 2®53» When
2
the constant term and coefficient of x vanish? 2»53 reduces to
x4 f2x2 + A2 - 2(E+ g) - 3j = 0  ... (2*57)
Then 2x2 = 2(B + g) + 3 - A2.
But B + g = A2/2 from 20 54a so
x2 = 2i/2 gives the frequency at which the non-zero t.p.
occurs. The modulus for maximally flat conditions is given by
]V[^ _ ——r—S Ci— „ 0. (2*58)m - 6 2 2 2 V r /
x + g x + g
22 3/ 2 20g
and is independent of A and B« When x = /29 M = —  - ™  «,
1 27 + 20g
The location of dosed loop poles is obtained via
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I T T / sT as 1 + F(S) = 0? with F(s) as in section
This give;
S + AS + (A /2)S + g = 0
where g _ A |Jl + A2/4 - lj from eqns» 2®54 (a) and (b)« 
For complex poless on substituting S = X + jY in eqn® 2o59? we
Y = 3X + 2AX + k /2 for Y ^  0 and also
2
2 1 2 A
Y = X + AX + ™-X + g
<— o
A + 3X
2
Eliminating Y and substituting for g gives
8X3 + 8AX2 + 3A2X + a |J~- - J 7 7 / 4  + 1 | = 0o 
This may be factorised using the root locus or by an appropriate 
algebraic method®
The stability in the closed-loop condition requires assessment® 
Application of Routh’s criterion to 2®59 gives
~ X f o r  closed-loop stability®
\ 1 - A
But g = a1 jl + A2/4 - 1 I for maximally flat conditions®
Hence A is necessary? with B as S'ivei
earlier. The inequality then reduces to
A2/4 (A2 + 3 ) ^ 0  which is valid for all k^k 0®
The maximally flat system will hence always be stable
n
2®3o3o
(2*59)
rive
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 TZEg_2_sys-bems
These are systems with a l/s2 term present in the 
Systems with a single and a quadratic lag are considers
2o4°l Type 2 system with single lag
For F(s) = K2,
s (s + a) 
F(jw) = X + jY then 
-Ka
(2®60) with s = jw
X 2/ 2 2vw (a + w j
and Y
(a^ + w )
These functions are both mono tonic in w, by inspection® 
Nyquist locus is of the form shown in fig® 2®21 (it Is 
drawn incorrectly as shown in dotted lines)®
The locus gradient is
dY _ -(a2 + 3w2)w
dX ~ /'2 • 0 2x2a(a + 2w )
As
dy
dx 420 also,
There is? howevery no finite d«c® offset condition as f 
systems® Thus if 2®60 is written as
! f a  7a" IL
F (s) = K | "2” “
1 / 2  1 / „ 2
+
s s + a_j
then ajitli s.
F(jw) = K
aw
1  1  1----
2 +  2 2 / \ a w  a (a + jwj
O.L.T.
d.
d
The
cocimo
or typ
As w-p09 X and Y approach — oo and the locus lends do a zero slope
cl S W 0 9
The closed-loop form is not considered sinces as the 
Nyquist diagram has the —1 point to the right for w increasingj 
the system is closed-loop unstable.
2o4° 2 Type 2 systems with qu-adratic lag:
With F(s) = ^2/ 2 ^  2\ 
s (s + 2 £ w s + w ) n n 1
S2(S2 + 2"js + 1)
(2.63)
in normalised form, then with S = jx and F(jx) = X + jY3
2.
X = 2
(l -  X 2 )2 +  ( 2 t f x ) ^
(2*64)
and
Y _ 2g o 0 » ( 2 « , 6 5 )
xj (1 - X2 )2 + (2lx)24
For the Wyquist locus to he non—monotonic the Y — x function must 
he as shown in fig. 2.22. For the t.p’s of the Y — x function, via 
eqn. 2.65,
x4 - 1 . 2 ( 1  - 2{'I2)x2 + 0.2 = 0 ( 2 o 6 6 )
For two positive real t.p’s J i-s necessary and also 
1o22(1 - 2j 2f)0*Q giving
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The frequency response locus will then he of the type shown at 
(a) in figo 2.23® The dotted locus commonly, and incorrectly, 
drawn in the literature could lead to faulty extrapolation of test 
data as, in fact, the curve increases its value of Y after the 
minimum value. With this condition met,
X2 = 0.6 [(1 - 2 ’S 2) ± 2 ,/d - -/ + 1"/9 ] ••• (2”6T)
gives the frequencies x^  and for the top’s shown in fig® 2o220
Thus if, eog0 5 = 'then x^2 = 0.6 and x^2 = Oo333 'for the
“STp1 _ 27 p1top’s® with X = — and Y = —— as the co-ordinates at x„
8 n nr 1
8^ / 3
on the Nyquist locus and
Y — "■ , X — for Xq5
0«64 ,/0.6 i6-°
corresponding to the conditions shown on fig. 2.23®
The gradient equation is
ay______I h x5 + 6(2 xh - 1k2 + 14 x ... (2.68)
•, ^  2s6 + (452 - 5)h - 4(2j 2 - x)s2 - 1
When x = 1 on the quadrature lead axis,
(i!) = _3t 000 (2.69)
d X  x _  ^
For the low frequency behaviour, expressing eqn, 2.63 as
/ . \ 1 .12 J. 4_A_________  ±_.j2j_._w [_2 - w2 - 4,j 2J
FC'Jw) = g . - —  + + 2x2 _ 2  2
w w (1 — w ) + 4 , S w
YlG2-Z.it
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in partial fraction form, shows that for w-c- Q? F(jw) behaves at
F(jw) = g
The real part goes to — od faster than the quadrature part and the 
locus becomes horizontal when w = 0o
2o4o3 Type 2 systems with lead term
2o4°lol Single lav and lead
With F(s) =
'(s -b b)
X = K(ab + w2) 
W [D + w J
and ‘ Y =
(2.69) we have? for F(jw) = X + jY; 
■K(b - a)
and dY _
^  2(t/  + 2abw2 + ab3)
This is zero for w = 0 and w = oo B
X and Y are both monotonic in w« For stability? via the characteristic
equation
3 2s + bs + Ks + aK = 0 for the closed-loop poles? b\a is 
necessarya
Figo 2o24 shows the two possible forms of Nyquist diagrams 
providing a f b? when the locus is the negative real axiso
2»4"3°3 Double lag and lead 
The system with ChLoToF.
F(S) K(s + b'
)
(s + a)(s + c)
. (2*70)
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is considered in Refo S.E.8 appendedo The analysis is restricted to 
real poleso A further discussion is given in section
2a3 Type 3 systems and their compensation
Type 3 systems have an open-loop transfer function of the type
F(s) = ooo (2o7l) where p(s) and c[(s) are poly­
s'3 q(s)
nomials in s»
2o3cl Stahilisation of a three integrator 1oop
KThe basic three -integrator system with P(s) = “r is
S'3
considered., This leads to an unstable closed-loop system unless
compensation is introduced., The simplest form of compensation is
to cascade two similar time-constant netwoeks, via a buffer amplifier
into which gain may be introduced to offset the d0co attenuation
produced by the compensating network*. A typical scheme is shown
in figo 2® 25° Here two phase-advance networks each of transfer
RS “i“ ct "1 ”1function — ov...— are -^ ged* where a = /CR and A. =
, a/A ? ‘ 1 R + R ?s + /A'l 1
the do Co attenuation® The overall open-loop transfer function of the
compensated system is
2
P  ( c-A ~ r\ \H R  " y  P , p  I - • K ;
S (s + /A^"
A more general form of compensator, of which the phase advance
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network given is a particular form, leads to 
K (s + a)
C(s) =  r ... (2.73)
s (s + b)
The compensated system may be made conditionally stable for a 
restricted ratio of a:b, as shown subsequently by analysis and 
by reference to the Nyquist diagram.
Eqn. 2»74 may be normalised to give
C(S) = ••• d-74)
S^(S + 1)
where g = K^/b; A = a/b and S = s/b. The parameter b is then used 
as an axis scaling factor on the Nyquist diagram or root locus.
With S = jx, giving x = w/b for the frequency response, on 
-writing C(jx) = X + jY
= -5,(4.4 „JX) from eqn. (2.74) ... (2.75)
-jx (1 + jx)
then
and
x = N A _ = n M n t g J .  ... (2.76)
. x gx2 + 1)-
y = h i - ... (2.77)
x (x + I)2
A necessary but not sufficient condition for stability is that X 
must be negative, giving A < 1. This follows from the form of 
the Nyquist diagram which can produce a conditionally stable system 
subject to the conditions derived below. Pig. 2.26 shows a Nyquist
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diagram for such a system, with the negative frequency locus shown0 
The loci are joined by the infinite semi-circle? drawn clockwise 
from the w = 0- to w = 0+ extremities as shown in the 
figure® For the -1 point between 0 and A the vector from this point 
rotates 180° clockwise as the locus is traversed fully and the system 
will then be closed-loop unstable® With the -1 point between A 
and B the net vector rotation is 3^0° a0cew0 and the system will then 
be closed-loop stable®
The Nyquist locus, cuts the negagive real axis at A and B for 
Y = 0 giving
x4 - (A2 - 4A + l)x2 + A2 = O' DO® (2*78)
For two positive real roots to exist a necessary condition is
2
A - ZjA + 1 )> 0 which is satisfied provided 
A <  2 -,,/T = 0o268o 
Real roots also necessitate
A4 - 8A^ + IZjA2 - 8A + 1 2 °  o,0 (2®79)
This factorises to -
(A  ~ 1)2 L A  _ 2 f l l L A  -  ( R  + 2 j2)Jy  0 ... (2.80)
which leads to either (a) A <7 3 + 2yJ2 which is not admissible as
it has been established that A 1 is necessary, or (b) A\3 - 2 = 0*172®
This latter condition is the most stringent of the three considered

resulting in a,/ 0.172b for stability, since A = a/b.
When A = 3 - 2.^ 2, eqn. 2.78 gives x2 = 3 - 2/2 also.
Then, via eqn. 2.76, using the above values of A and x ,
X = - 2 7 ^ g j on reduction.
For this condition the frequency response locus just touches 
the negative real axis, as shown in fig. 2.27.
The design procedure developed from this analysis is to select 
a ratio ™ <^0.172 and to plot the Nyquist locus. This will have two 
gain margins 0 and given by the intersection of the unit circle
with the locus, .as shown in fig. 2.28. If these or the gain values
at A and B are not acceptable another value of a/b must be chosen. 
Should a desired locus shape not be obtainable a more complicated 
compensator transfer function may be required, giving additional phas 
advance. This also applies if additional lags are present in the 
open-loop transfer function. These will tend to worsen 0 and improv 
^2 and a value of A less than that for the basic K/s3 system may be 
necessary. Additional data are given below.
2o5.2 Effects of variation of A
The characteristic equation for the compensated type 3 system is 
S3 + 2S4 + S3 + gS2 + 2AgS + gA2 = 0  ... (2.
Applying Routh’s criterion gives the array
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1 1 2Ag 1
I
o 2 j
2 g gA it
‘L z S  JLlM I
2 2 I
— k 2 ~ 8A + 2 - g^ A2g 
C
I
where the cross-product term C in the first column leads in the 
usual way to
2g2 - (4 - 15A + 8A2 - A3)g + 2A^-0> ... (2.82)
for stability.
For given values of A^0elrJ2^eqno 2078 can now he solved for 
frequencies x^  and x^ at A and B (fig. 2.26). The maximum gain
values g and g? associated with these are derived hy writing
inequality 2.82 equal to zero*. Results are tabulated below and graphs
drawn from this data are given as fig® 2.29®
1 A X1
_
x2 g1 °2
| 0.172 0.414 0.414 0.414 O.4I4
| 0d 50 0.260 0o60 0.155 0.968
| 0.100 0.130 0.77 0,033 10 207
( O0O5O 0.057 0.894 0.031 1.604
! 0.000 0.000 1.000 0 9
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For A = 0 the open-loop transfer function becomes 
} ~ S(S + l)2
since it implies a compensator of transfer function 
S2l\f(s) = 0 This has infinite attenuation at d.c. and
(s + I)2
destroys the effective d.c® gain of the system. This limiting condition 
may only be approached at the expense of increasing network attenuation. 
This is undesirable as the high-pass action emphasises the system 
noise at the expense of the lower-frequency wanted signal components. 
Practical values of 0.05 A 0.1 are suggested as general guides.
The A value here relates directly to the d.c. attenuation factor used 
as a design value for the phase-advance network. For this
N(s) = ) giving b = /A in the results established,
s + a/A1
where A^  is the d.c. attenuation of the network. Since A = a/b 
in the preceding analysis then A = A^  directly.
For the limiting condition A = 3 - 2 ./2 = 0.172?
g_^ = g^ = ,/2" - 1 and eqn. 2.81 factorises to
(s2 + 3 - 2 , ( 2 )  I  S3 + 2S2 + 2( f 2  - l)S + (?-/2 - 7)J = 0
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The closed-loop -transient must then contain a term of form
A 2 t——
wixh x = 3 - 2 2 2 ,_,2 2 ' rS + xr
On inversion this yields the Seh0m. condition 
R sin ( J2 ~ l)ht 
Thus A = 0.172 is the limiting condition for stability for whichJ
0../A <J).172 is necessary, with limits to gain values g^  and g^ as 
given in fig® 2®29®
2o6 Concluding Comments
This Chapter, and the supporting publications relating to it, have 
aimed to correct some misconceptions in the published literature and 
also to deduce new relationships from frequency response data® In 
particular third-order type 0 and type 1 systems have been examined 
in detail and new results evolved® Conditions relating to maximally 
flat conditions are also deduced and it is intended to extend and 
generalise this material as later work® Type 2 and 3 systems and their 
compensation are also considered and new results derived, relating in 
particular to the stabilisation of a three integrator loop®
The analysis of frequency response undertaken here gives a clear 
indication of the type of compensator which may be used to improve 
system performance. Thus the detailed consideration of the third-order 
system loci shows that for low damping ratios of the open—loop 
poles an all—pass network compensator may be used. The author became
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interested in this problem and developed a design procedure for the 
use of such networks. Results of this study are given in Appendix 1, 
and, so far as the author is aware, this forms a further original 
contribution to control system theory and practice0
There are obviously more... results to be derived from a detailed 
consideration of frequency response loci. However, some problems 
prove more tractable by root locus methods and these.are developed 
further in Chapter
CHAPTER 3
TRANSFER FUNCTION DETERMINATION FROM 
RESTRICTED FREQUENCY RESPONSE DATA
3«1 Introduction
Transfer functions of physical systems can he derived from 
frequency or transient response recordings 011 an indirect basis5 
using e.goj Fourier transform methods or graphical techniques. 
Direct methods using restricted frequency response data have 
been proposed by various authors and several of these methods 
and their inadequacies are discussed in the review section of 
Chapter 1® In this chapter there are developed frequency res­
ponse testing procedures for experimental transfer function 
determination which are quick and easy to apply: these are 
exemplified for third-order systems in references SE 2 , SE 
and SE appended-and extended in this chapter. Various methods 
are presented and experimental precautions advanced. Results 
of test readings and allied analogue computer models are pre­
sented. The extent and limitations of the methods are also 
discussed.
3.2 Transfer function evaluation for third-order systems
In reference SE 2 , 'Transfer functions from frequency
response: a simplified solution'; a method is given for deter­
mining the transfer function of a linear system with open-
loop: transfer function (0 L T F)
F(s) K (3.1)( 2 o- 2>s(s + 2lw s + w )n n'
using test data acquired at two frequencies only. The proce­
dure is also extended to the system with closed-loop transfer 
function (C L T P)
Test precautions are also briefly presented and a table included 
recording actual test data.
The procedure is presented •-in greater detail in reference 
SE 7, 'The experimental determination of third-order control 
system transfer functions'. Here specific systems arc considered 
and the concept of testing results and exploring non-linear be­
haviour using an analogue computer is introduced. In this sec­
tion further experimental evidence is included and other techniques 
of transfer function determination elaborated.
The publications refs. SE 2 to 7 all relate to the experi­
mental determination of transfer functions from restricted 
data,, using the author's technique. Results presented in these 
are not reproduced in this Chapter as the publications are appended. 
3-2.1 Experimental evidence
A d.c. position control servomechanism, model E S I A, - 
manufactured by Feedback Ltd. was subjected to a frequency
(3«2) with P(s) as in eqn. (3.1).
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response test. In the manufacturer's handbook, a second order 
approximation to the transfer function is intended to apply in 
one switched mode of operation, namely that used in this test. 
For the frequency response test a Solartron Transfer Function 
Analyser (T.F.A.) was used.to apply a sinusoidal forcing func­
tion to the servo on closed-loop, using velocity feedback 
damping and with the gain set to give an oscillatory transi­
ent response to a, step input disturbance. Using the T.F.A., 
the output voltage from the monitoring potentiometer on the 
servo load shaft was compared, in magnitude and phase, with 
the imput sinusoidal signal.
As the method of transfer function determination used 
here necessarily assumed a linear system, the input signal 
voltage level was adjusted to a value low enough to avoid ampli­
fier and other_saturation effects, but high enough to dominate 
stiction and Coulomb friction effects. The output voltage wave 
form was monitored at all times using a d.c. coupled CRO, and 
kept substantially sinusoidal to ensure adequately linear opera­
tion. A range of input voltages from 0.3 to 2.0 v peak to 
peak was found to satisfy linearity requirements, and a value 
of 1,2 v peak to peak was used in the tests.
A rapid scan of the high frequency behaviour (> 10 c/s) 
was observable and eqn. (3«l) was therefore taken to represent
the transfer function to he determined.
The maker's observation that substantially second-order 
response v/as achieved was in part borne out, but neglect of 
even a small amount of third-order term can have misleading 
results. The reason for making the servo substantially second- 
order is affirmed to be the difficulty of analysing third- 
order systems, although in fairness to the manufacturers it is 
to be noted that in an alternative mode of operation third- 
order operation is obtained. However since the author's method 
of transfer function evaluation is very easy to use and theore­
tical work as given in publications SEl2,i3has reduced the analy­
sis of third-order systems to comparatively simple terms, there 
seems to be little merit in artifically constraining a system 
to behave as second-order merely for purposes of analytical 
convenience. It is obviously useful, for teaching purposes, 
to have a system which is second-order, but there should not 
be'evan a small amount of third-order term present if an 
adequate system is to be produced.
Data acquired on the assumption of second-order response
for a third-order system are valueless for predicting stability 
and can give misleading results if used as a basis for the 
design of compensating networks. Obviously an experimental 
procedure which closely approximates the true nature of the
system is to be used where possible.
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. . a  The closed loop test conducted here, based on the method
in e.g. Ref. SE ~J. necessitated determination of the frequencies
at which the output was (a) in quadrature and (b) in antiphase
with the input sinusoidal test signal. These frequencies are
specified as w and w respectively. The corresponding ratios q r
of output to input modulus, m and m , were also determined,q r’ ?
using the T.F.A. A further test for linearity and repeatability
of results was made by determining these w and m values for
various angular positions of the output potentiometer shaft.
This v/as achieved by rotating the input potentiometer to
positions 30° a p a r t  for each test, to constrain the output shaft
to adopt a corresponding angular position. This enabled the
effects of stiction and other non-linearities to be assessed
at various positions.
In this test the scatter of results for m was much morer
marked than for m , since, due to the low-pass action of the
servo, m was small (about 20mV) compared to m (about 1 V) and 
r q
backlash, stiction and Coulomb friction hence tended to affect
m values more than m . Consequently readings for m were used, 
r q 1
it being a feature of the method that either m or m can be
4.
used in the analysis.
Results
Using the data from the test the transfer function derived 
from mean values v/as found to be:
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n  ( \ 4 7 0  , 0 0 0  f NG(s) =    (3.3)
s + 221s + 8,840s + 470,000
From 3*2 the equivalent OLTF is
W  \ 470,000 , N
^  ~ « '(s + 167)Ts + 44) ....
Two effective time-const ants appear, namely secs and
^2 = 41 secs. Thus although the system is intended to have a 
second-order response the method used here discloses a third- 
order transfer function with two effective time-constants such 
that T^ = 4^. The shorter time-constant T_^ is not insignifi­
cant compared to T .
As a check on the accuracy of the method an anlogue com­
puter circuit was set up to simulate the system as specified 
hy eqns, 3°3 and 3-4» The circuit used was as shown in fig. 3? 
p. 8, Ref. SE 7, ‘The Experimental Determination of Third-Order 
Control System Transfer Functions’. A step input was applied 
simultaneously to the servo and simulator circuits, using the 
method described with respect to fig. 4 of SE 7» Transient 
response records as given as figs. 3«1 and 3*2 were then obtained. 
The transient responses are seen to correspond very closely, 
without any computer adjustments for non-linear conditions.
3-2.2 Experimental root-locus plotting
The method of transfer function determination proposed 
gives effective open-loop poles which are gain independent 
for a linear system and also closed-loop poles which are gain
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independent. These latter poles are given by the solutions of 
the characteristic equation (G.E.),
1 + F(s) = 0    (3.5)
which, in the example considered above, is a cubic equation.
The closed-loop poles, for a given value of gain It, can be 
determined experimentally, and can be plotted in the complex 
s plane to give points on the root locus. The gain can then 
be varied to give further points in accordance.with the re-deter­
mined transfer functions.
If the system is linear and measurements not subject to 
appreciable error, the open-loop poles deduced from F(s) should 
remain substantially unchanged in value. This serves as a 
check on the validity of the method. Alternatively if a linear 
approximation to a non-linear system is used the migration of 
equivalent open-loop poles with gain change can be assessed.
This, however, is a procedure which should be used 'with caution 
when extrapolating to behaviour outside the range investigated. 
The validity can, in general, only be verified for particular 
cases after detailed experimental and theoretical comparisons 
of results due to the inherently non-sinusoidal response of 
non-linear systems. Variations of closed-loop pole locations 
for a given change in a parameter re]#ted to non-linear condi­
tions, e.g. input amplitude, ,can also be obtained.
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3°2o3 Prediction of limiting stability conditions
Prom the derived C.E., with s = jw for closed-loop poles 
on the jw axis, the system wodld, theoretically, behave as an 
oscillator for steady state conditions. This assumes linearity, 
and many practical servo systems have substantial non-linear 
behaviour for the s.h.m. condition. Thus from the results lead­
ing to eqn. 3»35 with a general gain K, the C.E. becomes
s3 + 221s2 + 8840 s + K = 0.
2With s = jw the real parts yield K = 221w and the imaginary 
parts = 8840 or w = 94-rads/sec giving f^ 1 15/cs. The
corresponding gain is = 1.93 x 10 .^
A test to determine the actual oscillation frequency gave 
the pen recording of fig. 3*3* II was virtually impossible to 
prevent the system breaking into a large amplitude non-linear 
oscillation, typified by the record presented. The frequency 
determined from this record was f = 2.14 c/s, which is quite 
unrepresentative of the actual value. This was verified inde­
pendently by setting the gain K so that a very lightly damped 
oscillatory transient was obtained, without actually reaching 
the oscillatory condition. The order of frequency obtained was 
then closer to the derived value of 13 c/s. This substantiates 
the comment in Chapter 1 concerning the method advocabed in 
Ref.
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Since the sustained oscillatory mode is an undesirable 
response form for most control systems, determination of the 
corresponding data is generally inadvisable,
3° 2.4- Note on generalised root loci
Calculations for the third-order system can be greatly 
simplified by using"the author's generalised root locus 
curves, as given in refs, SE 12 and 13, ’Generalised root loci 
for third-order control systems' and the extension in Ref. SE 
Eig, 7 of this publication presents the family of root loci 
which can be used as a basis for the rapid production of a 
root locus from experimentally determined open-loop poles.
3.2.3 Alternative method using gradient data 
3»2.3° 1 Second-order system 
Eor the transfer function
F(s) = 5 j
s + 2fw s + w n n
at a frequency w = w 
then
|r(jw)| = ~~2
2Cwn
on the quadrature lag axis.
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With F(jw) - x + jy the gradient dy/dx at w - w can
- n
he shown to he equal to -Q} thereby giving the damping ratio 
directly. Since and |f(jw ) j can he determined from test 
data at w = w and Q is derivable fro m the gradient at 
w = w 3 K can he deduced and the transfer function can then 
he specified. A practical example of this technique is now 
given.
The ’Feedback1 servomechanism considered in section 
3.2.1 was tested on open-loop with sinusoidal excitation of 
2v peak to peak. The output voltage was picked off from 
the tachogenerator to avoid drift difficulties due to the 
open-loop integration present in the error-output position 
transfer function.
Test data gave the frequency response locus of fig. 3.4 
which is clearly sufficiently close to second-order to justify 
assuming a transfer function
= K _ K
9 (s + a)(s + b) 2 s + w 2
 ^n n
and by deduction, as w = s0 , J 7 o 0
> rr '0 K
S(s + a)(s + b)
:r
— 9 6 —
Ii/ includes any correction factor necessary, e.g. effect of
gear ratio.
The value of £, derived from the gradient at w = w
n
was found to "be £ = 2.2, with w  = 13®6tt approximator.
giving separately identifiable time constants of 1/10.7 and 
l/l70 seconds. To check the adequacy of the methods points
transfer function. These can be seen in relation to the experi­
mental values at a, b, c of fig. 3*4* This is an adequate 
measure of agreement for many practical purposes, particularly 
since the data used in the transfer function evaluation is 
derived from one frequency only.
-The recent development of frequency response measuring 
apparatus giving greater precision has enabled still more accu­
rate results to be obtained, e.e. using the Solartron digital 
transfer function a.nalyser#
Since
|F(|wn)r = 2.28 K
then
K —  18,4-00. The transfer function is then determined
as
F(s) 18,400 
S 2 + 180-75+ 1820
"(s + 10.7j(s + 170)
18,400
t ( /
a , b and c on fig. 3*4 were calculated using the determined
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For the open-loop locus of the third-order system, as
shown in section 2,3*2.2, the gradient of the curve on the
negative real axis is (^)x_q - if m = ~r is determined,
For the modulus x on the negative real axis we have 
K
x, = 3 occurring at w = w . Thenr gqw nn
F(s) = -■ ..— — -—  ---   for the desired OLTF becomes
s(s + 2£w s + wn n
3w x n r
ml
F(s) = — s—  ---—— — *-~~2~‘ ^erms Ihe experimen-
s(s + —4 s + w ) m^ n
tally measured values of nr , w and x „1J n r
F (s ^
For the CLTF, F(s) = q + f'('s') J ^ie §rac^ -en  ^on ^ie ne&a~ 
tive real axis is again m^ = l/2£, from eqn. 2.45? at a modulus
x K with w = w . Thenr 3 n2£w - K 3 ^n - wn
nr (1 + i/x ) lv / r
3
G-(s) = w
3 Wn 2 2 ---— ---s + —  s + w_ s + _ ^  + )
in terms of the measured data.
The method proposed here is of particular value if data is 
available restricted to a range near the reverse-phase condition 
only but necessitates accurate determination of as this
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enters in the third power of w.
3°3 Fourth-order systems
The general procedure is now extended to fourth order systems 
characterised by the open loop transfer function:
p(s) = --------- — :..........    t3-6)
s (s + a) (s + 2Cw s + w )• n n '
Here K is the open loop gain and 'a' an inverse time constant,
while Q and specify the nature of the open loop poles due 
to the quadratic term,, For Q < 1 the poles are complex conjugate 
pairs: for Q ^ 1 real poles occur, giving two further inverse 
time constants.
In the method described below it is shown that the 
transfer function of equation 3-6 can. be determined from, test 
frequency data taken at two ftequencies only, for either open
or closed loop systems. This restriction to two test frequen­
cies greatly simplifies the problems of open and closed loop 
testing and enables rapid production test schemes for the check­
ing of systems to be applied. A particular advantage of the 
method is that real and quadrature components only need to be 
measured so the technique is well adapted to conventional GRO 
or bridge measurements. With the advent of digitally controllable 
transfer function analysers it is also possible to programme 
test gear for the automatic selection of the in-phase and quadrature 
values.
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If the closed loop transfer function of Fig. 3.5 is 
G-(s) = §, with G(s) = - ..... (3.7)
this can he determined using the experimental technique given, 
providing A is a read, constant. Here two test frequencies and 
a d.c. value provide all the data necessary.
3°3°1 Theory: Open Loop Tests
In expanded form equation 1. becomes -
F(s) = — --------  g... ....
s + ms + ns + ps
2 2 where m = a + 2Cw 9 n = 2£w a + v/ and p = aw° n n n n
For the fequency response, with s = jw,
F( jw) = —j—— ~~2— — ---- — 2“   (3o9)
w - nw + jw(p - mw )
A typical frequency response locus is shown in fig. 3«6.
For the frequency response data sinusoidal excitation is 
applied to the open loop system and vectors OR and OQ at res­
pective frequencies w^ and w are determined in polar or
Cartesian form, using conventional phase and modulus measuring 
techniques. Since these vectors apply to real and quadrature 
conditions only they are relatively easy to determine.
From equation (3*9)* "the response OR = x (fig. 3*6)
2
is negative real when p = mw ....  (3«10). Then
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x = _ _ 1 —   (3al)
w In - w ) r r '
as x is the modulus value
p
For the quadrature condition n = w   (3*12)
and y = — —   - ..... (3 .13)
w (p - mw ) q q
These equations give
2 4w X w X
m = vr .... (3.14), p = 77-   (3.15)
1 q .
2 2 2
and K = w (w - w )x .... (3.16)r  ^q r ' w  J
Hence the transfer function is:
3/ 2 2xW (w - V/ )x
F(b) = ---------1— 9---- ------- r- . (3.17)
, 3 Wr X 2 2 2 wr is(s + — —  s + w s + --- ;w y q w^y
in terms of the experimentally derived values.
The cubic in s can now be factorised if required, using 
an appropriate numerical method, to give the explicit form of 
equation 3«6.
3»3°2 Closed loop tests
From equations 3.6 and 3.7 the closed loop transfer func­
tion is:
G(s) = -r ........    (3.18)
s + ms + ns + ps + AK
101
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with
d j w )  = — ------3---- 5------;------- Q. ..... (3.19)
w - rns + AK. + jw(p - mw )
fig. 3®7 shows a typical closed loop frequency response locus,
with real and quadrature components as indicated.
A measurement at zero frequency ( d . C o )  gives x^ = on
putting w = 0 in equation 3®195 so that A = “ is directly
X1 2
determined, for negative real conditions p = mw ..... (3«20) 
and the modulus is
-2 4 2 K ■ .... (p.21)
w - nw + — r r x^
The quadrature conditions at frequency w^ give
y = — ™— .... (3 = 22) and w ^  - nw  ^+ AK = 0
1 w (p - mw 2) q q
<1 q ..... (3.23)
Solving for n? m, p and K among these four equations give
xn N 4 2(1 + l)w - w v ' q r
n =   (3.24)
Xl\ 2 2(1 + —  )w - w ^ x£' q r
2W w X-.
m =  a_n_i    (3.25)
,, X1n 2 2(1 + — Jw - Wv x ' q r
\
with p = w ^m from eqn. 3®15 and also: |<^ — n ■>- UOc^ tj
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3°3°4 Alternative formulation
The expressions given so far approximate the transfer
function over the range w to w or Tf to w . By taking
q r r t J b
measurements at w , w_^ and a broader frequency spread is ob­
tained. This can be of particular use if the system is non­
linear and a linear approximation is desired. The derived
equations are also simpler in form than those previously given.
£ 2 K
for the quadrature conditions w F - nw + — =0 ... (3.31)
X1 -
using equation 3.19.- The solutions are:
n = w 2 + w 2 ... (3.32) ■ and K = w 2w x^.. ... (3<*33)q t ' q t 1 '
These two equations, in conjunction with equations 3*20 and 
3°22, then give
2w w x ?
m = -§— 9 ••• (3.34) and p = w m ... (3-35)
(w 2 - w )yn rv r q JJ1
This formulation uses the larger value of y, in preference to y » 
3°3° 5 General Observations
In general where the transfer function is determined so 
that compensation networks may be designed it is the open loop 
transfer function which is required. In particular if root 
locus methods are used the open loop poles will be needed. These 
can be recovered from the closed loop transfer function by writ­
ing it in the form of equation 3*7? which will then involve 
a denominator which must be factorised. If the loots of the
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quartic of the closed loop form are required for varying gain K, 
these can be determined from the root locus plot based on the 
open loop poles, as derived either from the open or closed loop 
test data. Both the open and closed loop transfer functions 
of the fourth order system can be determined from modulus and 
associated frequency values relating to real and quadrature 
conditions only. Linear transfer function approximations to 
non-linear systems can be made as discussed in section 3»2. 2 
and the effects of variations of a given non-linearity on the 
derived values can be assessed. Tests at different amplitude 
values of the sinusoidal test signal may be used to assess a 
range for which the experimentally determined linear transfer 
function provides a realistic representation of the system. As 
for the third-order case, the derived transfer function may be 
set up on an anlogue computer and the transient response on 
closed loop compared with the actual system response. Non­
linear elements may then The added to the computer circuit to 
provide a closer fit of the experimental data to the given sys­
tem.
3.4 Type 2 systems with lag termsgtransfer function determination
3°4°1 Introduction
The open loop transfer function for a type 2 control system
is of the form F(s) = “TT"~ ... (3.35)
s p(s)
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where P(s) is a polynomial in s. Experimental determination 
of the open loop frequency response for such systems is diffi­
cult owing to the double integration represented by the —  ^term.
s
Moreover the system cannot be tested on closed loop for any 
gain value G-, where loop closure is via a unity negative feed­
back path, as the system is closed loop unstable.
Type 2 systems can be series compensated by phase advance 
networks, the design of which can be accomplished in the time 
domain using e.g. a Nyquist diagram for F(jw). Alternatively, 
if the transfer function is known, or can be experimentally 
derived, root locus or pole-zero cancellation methods may be 
used, as shown in Ref. SE . The type 2 system transfer func­
tions can be derived from restricted frequency response data 
to reveal the open loop poles by experimental means, root locus 
design methods may be used based on experimentally derived 
data, as discussed in earlier sections.
3°4°2 C-eneral principles 
3q4-2.1 Single lag system 
Here
F(s) = —-— ” “—  *•• (3*36)
s (^s + a)
For the frequency response, with s = jw,
F( jw) = “2— — “ *’*
w (a + jw)
giving a typical frequency response as shown in fig„ 3*8» Eor
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this transfer function & and a are to he determined from 
frequency response test data. At a frequency with 
F(jwq) = M1 and 0 defined as shown in fig. 3.6 then, from
eqn. (3-37),
a = w^cot 0X ... (3.3 8) and = ~  ^  ^ --- —  . .. (3-39)
(a + W-^ )
giving G- = w cosec 0 ... (3.40)
on substituting for a from eqn. (3.38).
The transfer function can hence, in principle, he deter­
mined from measurements of the modulus and associated phase angle
at one frequency only. Increased accuracy of the experimental!y
derived values of a and & can he obtained by repeating the test 
for more than one frequency and using mean values.
3<-4°2.2 Quadratic lag system
For F(s) = 2 ""g......  2 **' (3»4l)
s (s + as + w )- v n
&, a and w are to be determined from test results, the frequency
? n
response expression is
F(jw) = ~2~~~2— ~tt2 ’ 7
w (w - w + jaw) 
n
A typical frequency response is shown in fig. 3«9. Several 
methods are now given which enable the transfer to De determined 
from test data.
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3.4*2.3 Use of quadrature component and additional vector
Referring to fig. 3.9 and eqn. 3.42, the quadrature lead 
condition gives w = w with a corresponding modulus of
y = — 5 ••• (3.43)
awn
For a vector 0A at frequency and angle 0^  to the negative 
real axis,
2 2aw w -
tan 0 = — 3-— 9 giving a =    ... (3-44)
J- a a W-,
W  - W-, 1
n 1
Then, from eqns. 3°43 and 3°44;>
2 2 3
(w - wn )w y tan 0.,
6 i i s  L l i i l ----A  ... (3 .4 5 )
wi
The required constants are hence expressed in terms of the test
data. Here measurements at two frequencies are adequate.
3°4°2.4 Evaluation when w is low
When the natural frequency of the open loop poles is low
the frequency may he below that which can be recorded or
produced by available test gear. If this is so, data relating
to a vector 0T (fig.v3) at a frequency w^ may be used. Using
the angle 0 shown in the figure and the quadrature condition
of w the equations are:n
2" 2wQ - w ^
a _ —a----- 1—  tan 0 and G- = aw y
w9 2 n
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3.4° 2. 5 Equal angle method
An alternative method is to determine data at equal angles 
0 to the real axis, i.e. with 02 = 0 in fig/3.9. The expres­
sions then become
2
a = (w - w.,) tan 0 and w = wnw„ with 2 1 n 1 2
x
G- = Mqwq (w2 ~ sec usinS 0A = M.^  and
x
G = ^2W2 '^V2 ~ Wl^  S0G us n^S Of r 2‘
If is chosen this will be relatively large, but subject 
to errors in determination due to the enhanced effects of drift 
at low frequencies. Use of M gives better results in this 
respect but this modulus tends to be small in value unless a 
is small or 0 is large. However a large value of 0 makes w2 
approach w^ and then each needs to be known with increased 
accuracy for the difference to remain meaningful. Hence the 
choice of M or M2 must be a compromise.
3^4°2.6 Quadrature vector method
If any two vectors in quadrature are considered, with 
the first at angle 0 as shown in fig. 3®95 the expressions 
derived are:
2 2 (w - w^“)tan 0
2
W1 + W2 "k011 ^
w + W-, taxi^ r
'2 1w_ ¥71 2 2 
W1 + W2 "^an ^
(3.46)
(3-47)
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M w ^(w 2 - w 2)tan 0
and & = — -— — -------- ^--- ~~ ••• (3 -4 8 )
+ w tan '0
This method and the equal angle technique enable the range 
of w values over which the transfer function is evaluated to be 
extended beyond that described in previous sections. This is 
of practical importance when a transfer function approximation 
for a non-linear system is required.
3q4° 2.7 Integral frequency method
Where step changes of frequency are a necessary test con­
dition, results can be formulated in terms of a frequency w^ 
and a second frequency If 180 + 0.^ and 180 + 0^ are the
respective lagging phase angles at these frequencies, with
y-i y2
tan JZL = — - and tan 0 = —  in resolved component form,
1 X2
where the x and y values are modulus values, then
2 2 x2n  - k2xly2w _ w     , - 
n 1 *0^ 1 _ Y V1— 1 2
w]yi 4 k - o
_Xly2 - Xly2a
and
G-
/ 2x 4 / 2 2n
(1 - k )W;L y2(x1 + y1 )
47. - xly2
(3X 9)
(3.50)
(3.51)
3«4»3 System with cubic la^  
for the general f orm
p(s) =  ----- — |----- * 2n *•* (3-52)
s(s+a)(s + 2Qws + w )
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attempts to solve ior a, Q and w directly lead to cubic 
equations in these terms and it is therefore more direct to 
writ e
y(s) = ~  2” ••• (3.5-3)
s + as' + bs + cs
where G, a, b, and c are to be det ermine do
Here
F(Jw) = -5— 5 A . ... (3- 5k)
w (.aw - c) + jw (w - b)
with a frequency response locus as shown in fig. 3.10. For
quadrature lead conditions.
2 ■ Gc - aw.. and y =
The real condition give:
2
w~ = b and x =2 - - 2 2 V
w2 (aw^ - c)
These equations yield
3 5
W1 y 2 W1 y 
a = —~2~, = w2 3 c = — ~  and
w2 x x
z 0 o
G = w (w - w )v in terms of the test data.
1 v 2 1
Measurements at in-phase and quadrature conditions only therefore 
give the desired data. Alternative expressions may be formulated 
in accordance with the variations of technique discussed in 
previous sections.
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For this example the method gives a cubic equation in the 
denominator of tne open loop transier function and this must be 
factorised ii uhe open loop pole locations are required explicitly. 
In principle the method can be extended to any order of 
system® A practical limit is set by the accuracy with which 
test data can be recorded.
3°A°4 Practical test details
In addition to the precautions mentioned in section 3-2.1 
it should be noted generally that w values should be separated 
as fax apart as practicably possible for a given test, consis­
tent with the limitations of drift at low frequencies and modulus 
diminution at higher frequencies.
The advent of digital transfer function analysers with 
Cartesian and polar read-out considerably simplifies the test 
procedures. The polar form can be used for the identification 
of the appropriate angles or quadrature conditions with resolved 
components in Cartesian form used in the formulae, as exempli­
fied in section 2.2.5. The possibility of the automatic programming 
of such a device for the location of spot frequency values 
suggests applications in the routine production oi servo systems. 
Vector formulations other than those derived can be used; 
attention has been concentrated here on those which are easy to 
apply or which relate to data which are readily detei mined.
3.1-.5 Concluding comment
It has been shown that type two system transfer functions
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can be determined from test measurements at restricted fre­
quencies. The procedures described simplify the problem of 
open loop testing by concentrating attention on selected points 
and also show that quantitative data of practical utility can 
be obtained from test results. The transfer functions obtained 
enable root locus or other design techniques to be applied in 
the evolution of compensating devices to stabilise the system 
on closed loop.
s with lead terms present 
When numerator terms are present the algebraic procedure 
for evaluating the desired parameters in terms of measured quan­
tities becomes very much more lengthy and the derived equations 
cumbersome unless simplifying techniques can be found, e.g. by 
selecting points of maximum phase lag or lead, as exemplified 
below, or by using gradient equations in conjunction with other 
data, as described for the third-order system in section 
Some examples are now given.
3°5°1 Phase lag and lead networks
The network of fig. 3.11-'has the transfer function:
(3.55) where a
A - # Maximum phase advance occurs
R + R^
at frequency w =v/^ " corresponding modulus v/A.
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The do Co condition gives — A. These relations are shov/n
on fig. 3® 12o If w and M or 0 are determined experimentallyin m m u
then
e s + w M0 _ m m
e. w1 m3 + rm
(3.56)
or
e s + w (sec 0 - tan 0) o m ^
e. yi
r ms + ~ — ?...—!— -7sec p - tan 0
(3.57)
on solving the equations. A similar procedure can be used to
determine the transfer function for the network of fig. 3.Stas
this is a dual of the aboye network.
The problem can be solved using data at other frequencies.
1 + 4
Thus the quadrature part is a maximum when w_^ = a/A with x^ = — — —
and y^ = i— a£ phase angle 0 = tan"^  ~ » Hence if
w. is determined with any one of the other quantities the trans­
fer function can be determined. As y_^ can be quite accurately
determined with w., the transfer function becomes
= s + (l - 2y±)wi (3.58)
0 . — — -— — .—
1 S + . YI.1
The general expression for any w value produces, an algebraically 
cumbersome expression although the problem can obviously be 
solved at any one frequency.
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Experimental results using a digital transfer function 
analyser (Messrs. Solartron, Type P m )  revealed the following 
principal sources of error.
(a) Instrument loading. The input impedance of the 
instrument was 1 M-o- resistive which is significant for most 
practical circuits as it appears in parallel with R (fig. 3hl).
A buffer amplifier of very high input and low output impedance 
gives effective isolation of instrument and circuit. The 
effective R of the instrument can he considered hut this com­
plicates derived equations, especially when reactive elements 
appear between the output terminals of a network.
(b) Phas e measurement inaccuracies. It was found that 
- 0.5° of uncertaintly of phase measurement in polar form was 
possible whereas less uncertainty arose when using resolved 
components. In practice the ’one frequency measurement' necessi­
tates exploration of frequencies either side of the desired fre­
quency , when using" the methods proposed, as maximum values are
to be located. This is the penalty for using the simpler for­
mulae derived but it is considered that the algebraic simplicity 
of results merits the exploration procedure.
To set up a network to have a desired transfer function, 
nominal component values are chosen and one or more circuit 
elements are ’trimmed’ e.g. by using series or parallel resis­
tors or capacitors.
3._5 Transfer function as ratio of quadq^ atirs
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The transfer function Initially considered here is 
2
WcA s + a s + b  „
Us) = -o-------- ... (3.59)
and is exemplified by the circuits of figs. 3.13 a and b. The 
frequency response expression-
now) = ... (3.6o)
b - w + jew
may be associated with a circular locus as shown in fig. 3. 13c, 
on which principal geometrical relationships are shown. Methods
for determining a, b and c for this condition are now discussed.
3°J3° 2.1 Maximum phase lag and lead conditions
t-, -7 rn, “1 aw , -1 cwFrom eqn. 3®o0j p = tan — --  - tan —2 2
b - w b - w
For d0/dw = 0 for the turning points
f) Ll 2 *5w _ (aG + b)w - (ac + b)bw + b = 0. This is divisible
2 2 } 2 2 \
by w + b to yield-w = -b or w4" - (ao + 2b)w + b = 0  (3*6l)
The Imaginary value of w is inadmissible. If w 1 - w^ and w = w^ 
define respectively the frequencies at which the phase has maxi­
mum' lag and lead then
_ (w 2 + W;l2)w2 + w2w12 = 0 also (3o62)
Comparing coefficients of eqns. 3®6l and 3*62 gives
2 2
b = w2w1 ... (3c63) and ac + 2b = + w2 ••• (3.64)
Hence ac - (w^  " wq) *’* (3*^5)
a•A
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At the maximum modulus condition, as shown in fig. 3.13,
2 2
OP - - a/0 ••• (3°66). Eqns. 3*65 and 3»66 then
w yL
give a = (w2 - ••• (3-67) and c = ^ . .. (3.68)
m
Hence the values of a, h and c are expressible in terms of the
measured values of w0, wn and M . The modulus M can he determined± m m
at w or or from a mean value. This procedure gives the
simplest algebraic expressions for a, b and c.
1 2OR = M , = M a measurement of M can replace1 r m r
M in the above formulae, m
3*3°2.2 Alternative methods
Referring to fig. 3-13, if the values at a maximum quadrature 
value are measured then
0 urn *4“ 0 /
y =  --  and x = —-— ~ giving x - y = a/c,
Jm 2c m 2c m Jm
and x + y = 1.m m
The real part of E(jw) is, via eqn. 3«60,
2
(a - c)w(b - w )V  ^ >v j 1 ctow -t \ w ~ / • • s ____
X = (Z 2\2 2 2  (h -w2)2 + c Vb - w ) + c w v13 “ w )  w
for the system considered c > a and
2
_ (c ~ a)w(w - b) .
y " / 2n 2 2 2 
(b - W ) + c W
As + y = 1, at a frequency (fig* 3*13) on reduction
have
2
w , - cw, - b = 0,b b
i 13
/<
Y  / ?
-AAV--— —  
v -  y  3
vVY— t - A A Y
Cj 5
V
•< <
I s  >  e *
-'y
V3
w-i / __i=/d
~c.xJ ]M., “r: 
/
^ ‘ ' \ ! '.urZi&irx %
R & 3 ‘ 15
For the negative y value, at a frequency w ,
a
(c - a)w (h - w 
Y  = — ----   iL_------J3—  ?
m , 2x2 2 2(b - w ) + c w
9- a
2  ^
ohen vf + cw - h = 0 on reduction.
cl cl
Between these quadratics we have
Wb ~ Wa A»69) and b = w^w ... (3»70)
since ym = £(l - a/c) = J(l - ) then
b a'
a = (wb - w d (l - V  ••• (3.71)
Eqns. 3-69 to 3-71 give a, b and c in terms of test data.
3.3°2.2.1 Check on accuracy
It can be shown that vj ; = / w n w ' which can serve as ar 1 2
check on the accuracy of determination of these quantities.
JiA ” 2.3 Loaded bridged-tee
Where the measuring apparatus loads the output significantly 
the previous methods cannot be applied. The network shown in 
fig. 3 = 14 has an effective load Yr. and a transfer function
'■ 5
F(s) = —  ... (3.72)
(Yn + Yn + Yt)(Y7 + Y. + Y )
If Y^ - sC^ j ^  - l/^23 Af ~ S^ 1 all(^ Y5
for a resistive leaded bridged-tee then
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This is of the form 
e 20 s + as + b .
= — --------* (3-73)
1 s + cs + cl
with a frequency response locus which may assume several possible
forms. Thus at d.c., for w = 0, the modulus is M = b/cl. At
very high frequencies the modulus approaches M = 1. The
h.f o
response is real for these conditions and also when
2 ad + to , v wr4 - (t + d - a c g A  + bd
w - — —  with modulus M = —
r a + c  r 4 2x 2 ,2w - (2d - c )w + d r r
A quadrature response is obtained if
4 / \ 2w -- (b + d - acm + bd = 0 necessitating
q q
(b + d - ac)2 > 4bd or (b - d)2 > 2ac [b + d - 
This may or may not be fulfilled by a given network. If the 
ice quality is satisfied a locus as shown typically in fig. 3-15
will bo obtained*, the actual shape depending on the values of
a?b3c and d« For this condition if w^ and are the quadrature 
frequencies then
Q Q Q Q
w wv ' - bd and wn ^ + w_ - ac - (b + d) provided ac > b + d. 
1 3 1 3
Considering this case as an example, we have
w w7
b -2 wnw7 /M. d = -Kr-^  ' ~1(1
1 3 /A
 ^2 ['a2 + w52 + (/M + yi)w-jwJ[/M w /  - Wj w5]
/M w  ^~ w-, ff0 /M r 1 2
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and y 2 1 n
2 -^Wl + w3 + + ^  " w-,w7v/m)]
[/M w - w-,w7] r 1 3J
from the above equations.
The effect of the load can now be investigated by consider
ing the desired transfer function with Yr infinite as
5
2S -f cl_^  3 +
S2 + c-^ s + b-^
The errors in the determination are Aa = a - ay, Ab = b - b' etc, 
If the load resistance R i s  known, it is possible to derive 
expressions for the a's and a,s etc.. in terms of R_ , h and R7.
Thus, e.g,
ri ^i R2d = d U  + ~ ~  + ~  + 1
i~3 2 3 -
I3 2
or
d ~ d. d-,
-R-
ur
3 3  iz
e - + e •
gives the desired
correction term if R-, , R„ and R7 are known. This, however, rather
1 2  3
defeats the object of the exercise, which is a direct transfer 
function measurement where possible. Preferably for accurate 
results the input impedance at test frequencies should be very 
large compared to the system impedances.
In instances where the transfer function of a loaded bridged- 
lee is to be determined the above example demonstrates that this 
can be done. The effective load is then Y^ + where is 
3he measuring instrument admittance and may be zero, i.e. uhe
instrument constitutes the load.
3» 3 Ratio of quadratics with integration term
For P(s) =
s(s + cs + b)
with
o
p(jw) = ~JW
~ " W ■ + J aw 
2
h  - W  ' + j C¥7
then if the frequency response locus derived from the latter 
equation is ’differentiated' graphically, the derived locus 
then relates to the ratio of two quadratics, and may he treated 
as in section 3°5®28
The ’differentiation' process here is to multiply the locus 
by jw, i.e. by wZ_+90°- Thus a phasor at frequency is advanced 
90° in phase and its modulus is multiplied by the value of w^ .
3°6 Transfer function determination for systems with transport 
delay and lay terras 
3o fa.1 Introduction
Ke-ST
 ^ The transfer function ih(s) = ... (3*73)1 s + a,
characterises a system which incorporates a transport delay of
, 1
T seconds, with a single exponential lag of time consoant
Additional lags may give the transfer functions 
-ST .
f F  ^ ...  ^3 0 ~l^  ^
2 (s + a,)(s + b,)
Ke •ST .. (3-75)
or V s) = ( T n y r r r r y i T T v , )
For many systems ap  and cq are identifiable as real 
inverse time constants, specifically where non-interaction of
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@1611161113 is involved. In others the values may arise as factors 
of a. denominator quadratic or a cubic and these may not be 
independently identillable time constant values in a given sys­
tem. This is typical 01 an interacting system in which one 
element of a control loop loads, or is loaded by, another element.
In addition where underdamped main or subsidiary loops 
are involved the values of a, b or c may be complex. Eqns. 3.74 
may then yield a pair of complex conjugate values for a and b, 
with a complex conjugate pair and one real value in eqn. 3«75*
In the following sections it is shown that the gain factor 
It , time delay value T and the constant in the denominators of 
the given transfer functions can be determined from restricted 
frequency response data, involving measurements at three 
frequencies only for eqn. 3-75 and two frequencies for eqns.
3»73 or 3.74.
3° 6o.2 Time delay and single lag 
2.1 Theory
For the transfer function of eqn. 3»73 with s = jw, the 
frequency response form is
F(jw) - ... (3<>76) •
a + jw
A typical frequency response locus is shown in fig. 3,l6f
- j wt
which indicates the spiralling effect which the e term pro­
duces. Modulus values y^, x 0 and y^ are specified at the 
nespeclqvp. angular frequencies w^, and w
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From eqn. 3*>73,
|F(aw)| = ••• (3-77)
qa + w )d
and the lagging angle 0 from the in—phase axis to a point on 
the locus is
- 1-$ - tan a + wT. ... (3.78)
w w  ' '
o "l n
When j$ = 90 eqn. 3*78 gives T ~ — oot^a ... (3.79)w w
For the modulus values
K n K
y-] - “rzzzzz ^  x9 = — 7 ? from ein* 3«77'
v 2 2/*™2 2 8 2 2 a + w 1 2
2 2 2 2 
X2 W2 " yl W1 - 
2 2 
yl X2
... (3=80)
and thus is expressed in terms of values which are derivable 
from frequency response test data. With ’a' known, T cam be
calculated from eqn. 3 = 79 using the test value of w^ . The
gain K can then be' evaluated from eqn. 3<*77 since
K = y^[a^ + w-j^ ]2 ••• (3-8l)
In some instances the frequency w^ may be of too low a
value for practical test purposes, in which case the frequencies
w2 and w (fig. 3.16) may be used, with the modulus y^ at Wy
Here
2 2 2 2 
~ h i
2 2 w7 w
w2 X2 w3 la. "laa = — _— -2__2_ and T = - tan -
J '2
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3 ° 3c, 2o 2 General Comments
These results use the real and quadrature values for ease 
of measurement and calculation^ but may readily be extended 
to include measurements at any frequency* However frequency 
values close together should be avoided if the difference of 
squares in the formulae is to be meaningful,, When in-phase 
and quadrature conditions are used the frequency spread is 
usually adequate*
Using the expressions developed the transfer function of 
eqn* 3»73 is completely determined in terms of the test data.
The system under test is assumed to satisfy eqn. 3»73 
which implies linearity. If the system is non-linear or not 
of the assumed order the experimentally derived transfer func­
tion merely approximates the system. The frequency response locus 
specified by the experimentally derived transfer function can 
readily be plotted and compared with a number of experimental 
test points on the'true locus to determine the accuracy of 
correspondence *
.3»6.3 Delay and quadratic lag 
3q6.3.1 Theory
Eqn. 3®74- is written as
... (3.82)
s + as
which encompasses reel, or complex conditions for the denominator
term.
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for the frequency response
Ke 'jwTF(jW) =      _ ( 3 _g 3)
b - wf + jaw
with
f(jw)| = — — h — r x k  ••• (3-^)
L(b - w J + a w J
and
0 = tan1 — ~ ~  + wT - ... (3.85)
b - w
with 0 the lagging phase angle. The general shape of the fre­
quency response locus is somewhat similar to that shown in
fig. 3°l£for the single lag.
o 2
When 0 = 90 , eqn. 3-83 gives b - w^ = aw tan w-^ T ... (3.86)
v/hile for 0 = 180°5 8 - aw^cot w^T (3.87).
Substituting these expressions in eqn. 3-84 gives
K = aw]_^"i sec wi^ °‘* j^
and K = aw_x0 cosec wr0T ... (3>2 a 2
... (3.90)
with x^ as a modulus value.
cos w^T sin w^T
•• =
cos w-jT sin w2T
By plotting granhs of -— and — ~—  as functions
V l  W2 2 ‘
of T the equation can be solved to give T? eqns. 3«86 and
3=87 can then be solved to give a and b with K subsequently
determined from eqn. 3.88 or 3.89*
8.6.4 Delay and cubic lag
  -OT
... (3.91)For F(s) =
if i
, -1 C:U la n  9 can "
F o r  9 -  9 0 U Iain n. T - -............ 1...... -  .. , .. ( 9, h,b3
'U J J " i 'L  "  [.<o - s f i 2 + f n .. f a r
B etw een th e s e  two eqns., >
o
K  -  ( c  • - ;i.vn eon no u..|T , , ( ; h 9 o  )..
F o r  th e  io O u ooanbitn on
K I, a u n t’" --- o )aq, so-.;- ,tB . . . .  (. i n : Fy) o rb
:r0 an tiiB iiiocu.,1 tun o r  tne  require i.v e  rea,J. rani;,.
Fnirihier l in tn  :in noohocl horn as eqn.. q.. 9J a i no i.von n
uuhuouiin. nan f o u r  (.nnuunione o n ly  have boon. F u . n n a  bonvora e
cia.ta ah; th e  f r e q u e u e ^  w.v ( f i r , ,  9F.L2) ca n  be u s e d  ir> rane
')
K ( a n 7 'J c o o s a c  v / f i  . .* • La-, qu)
F r  on Gf.[nsu 3 - n } an d  3 --hi/ be a n a r n e :
U'-f br COB u ..ii a- u,. an, san va, t
.1. n i  2  n a  _ ...... ......................
\f_ c o n  u . t  a- ar. _ s an. U-, T
" J. 2 2 -L
aid f r o m  eq ns* 3 - 3 7  and 98
n i n n . . t    n . v . o.on n.-,
( ), lob
n  a.. 
)
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By equating eqns. 3.99 and 3.100 an equation involving 
the unknown T and the test data values is obtained. However 
this does not give an explicit solution for T, but this may 
be found as follows.
Between eqns. 3=99 and 3«1003
D are known in terms of the test data. These now lead to idie
... (3.101)
) cosec w T 'with
After some manipulation these equations give:
... (3.102)
Eqns. 3«101 and 3.102 can be. written in the form
.  2
= [A cos w T + B sin w^T] and
= 1 - sin^wqT
D
2
= [C sin w^T - D cos w-jT] , where A, B, C and
2
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equation
[C sin w2T - D cos vqr]2 = 1 - [a cos + B sin w T]2,
on eliminating sin w,T and cos w T.
3 3
This equation can now he solved to give the value of the 
delay term T. This now enables the equations in a, b, c and K 
bo be solved. However uhe process is laborious and it therefore 
seems that the delay with quadratic lag sets a practical limit 
to the application of the method.
3° 6C 5 An alternative method
A transfer function of the form
-ST
F(s) Kp(s) e
qTh
with p(s) a polynomial of degree n and q(s) of degree and has a 
phase angle approaching (90(n - m) - wT)° as w becomes large, 
lienee the lag term dominates the phase angle at high frequencies 
and if results give a line of substantially constant slope for 
high frequencies values, the value of T can be assessed from 
this slope. A disadvantage of this method is that large attenu­
ation usually occurs in the high frequency range and noise 
effects may cause inaccurate results.
With T determined the effect of the time delay can be 
removed from the locus vectorially by rotating vectors at a 
frequency backwards through w-^ T radians, without change of 
modulus. The transfer function can then be determined by opera­
tions on the modified locus, using the techniques given in this
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Chapter.
3.7 G- en e r al c o mm en t s
The method of transfer function evaluation proposed here 
is best adapted to systems which do not have zeros, and to 
systems with pure time delay, which have few poles.
In the next sections an analogue computer technique is 
developed vdiich provides a further extension of the use of 
frequency response methods for transfer function identification. 
This is not subject to the same restrictions as the methods 
of the first part of this Chapter, but does involve a more 
oblique approach to the problem in that results must be pro­
cessed ’off-line' using an anlogue computer with adequate non­
linear capacity.
The methods discussed in the first part of this Chapter
require, a knowledge of the system transfer function form and
become difficult to apply when zeros are present. Further,
although restricted data is used certain f’equency measurements
must usually be taken, e.g. those which give w at reverse-n
phase or quadrature conditions. There are a number of prob­
lems of practical interest where such requirements cannot 
readily be met and for which data can be acquired over a very 
limited frequency range only, e.g. in tests on turbines or 
gas engines to attempt to fit transfer functions. Here a 
dozen or so points at spot frequencies may constitute the 
effective range of experimental data available, and the problem 
is how best to fit a transfer function to such data. Various 
methods have hitherto been proposed but these usually rest on 
the basis of knowing the transfer function form.
In an attempt to overcome these difficulties the author 
has developed a new analogue computer method for the automatic 
display of frequency response loci which also enables trans­
fer function approximations to be made on limited frequency 
response data. The form of transfer function does not need 
to be known in advance and the effects of poles and zeros 
can be assessed. The method has a further distinct advantage
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in that pure time delay effects can be introduced: this is 
not possible for existing methods known to the author.
Apart from the display and identification of frequency 
response data,, the circuits presented also enable Mikhailov’s 
stability criterions to be investigated for a given system.
One disadvabtage of Mikhailov’s method is the difficulty of 
plotting curves for a range of parameter, particularly when 
pure time delays are present. By using the techniques pres­
ented here either of the two forms of Mikhailov curve can 
be prescribed gain and phase reserves can be met. The corres­
ponding transfer functions can then be read off from potentio­
meter settings on the analogue computer. This frequency is 
represented by time t on the computer and the circuit is such 
that a display can be obtained of the frequency response 
curves relating to the rational function. It is also possible
to extend the method to include the effects of pure time delays 
- S T
of form e
Results may be displayed on a CRO, X ~Y or other plotter. 
Real parts of the frequency response function can be displayed 
on the X and quadrature parts on the Y axes, to give Nyquist 
diagrams or frequency response loci* Alternatively gain in 
decibels can be displayed on the Y and phase data on the X 
drive to give a Hall chart presentation or as a curve which 
can be used as the basis of Nichols' chart design formulations.
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As a third possibility logarithmic amplitude gain and phase curves 
can be displa.yed to a base of frequency, as used in Bode plots0 
Increments of w can be marked on the plots at desired intervals, 
by using a time marker pulse generator.
Loci for systems with one or more integration terms can be 
obtained, i.e. the locus need not exist in closed form. The 
effects of parameter changes can readily be assessed and families 
of curves can be obtained. In this way the effects of compensa­
tion networks on system frequency response can be assessed and 
adjustments made to the networks to achieve a desired form of 
locus.
In the determination of the transfer function of a linear 
system, or approximating transfer function to certain non-linear 
systems, by using frequency response test data from the system, 
the computer circuit is adjusted until its gain-phase or frequency 
response locus presentation adequately fits the curve or curves 
from the system,, The coefficients of the numerator and denominator 
polynomials of the system transfer function can then be read off 
from the computer circuit. The procedure can again be extended 
to include the effects of pure time delays. A possibility worth 
investigating Is that of nsing an error signal derived from the 
difference between actual and existing frequency response state 
curves so that the computer can be adapted automatically to set 
itself to give the desired transfer function.
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A further advantage of the circuits is that frequency 
response curves for unstable systems can be plotted. Such 
curves can give insight into the nature of compensation methods 
to ensure system stability. Thus systems with poles in the 
right or left-hand side of the S plane, can be studiedo There 
is no restriction on the location of zeros, so that non-minimum 
phase conditions can be investigated. A note is appended herein 
relating to systems with poles on the jw axis.
3.o 7° 2 Theory
3°7«2.1 Systems characterised by rational functions
in terms of the real and imaginary parts of tbs polynomials
functions while X(w) and Z(w) are odd. Each of these 
polynomials has real positive roots, for w s 0.
If time t on the analogue computer represents pulsatance
For a system transfer function G-(s)
where p(s) and q(s) are polynomials in s with real coefficients, 
then
... (3.104)
This may be written as
... (3.105)
p( jw) and q(jw)* The polynomials W(w) and i(w) are even
w then
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is to be realised on the computer. Since this equation involves 
polynomials with real positive roots, these can be realised by 
integrator chains, as discussed in section In particular
it is there shown that all four polynomials can be generated 
using one integrator chain.
3q7°2°2 Nyquist and associated frequency response functions
for Nyquist and frequency response plots voltages repres-
are.
entative of the real and quadrature parts of eqn. 3-106/to be 
displayed respectively on the X and Y axes of a CRO or X - Y
plotter. If voltages e^  and e^ represent the real and imagi­
nary parts respectively of G-(jt) in eqn. 3-106 then:
m  + x ze = ... (3.107)
Y + Z
and
e = ... (3.108)
q Y + Z
where W, X, Y, Z are the W(t), X(t), Y(t) and Z(t) polynomials.
These equations can be written in implicit form as
(Y2 + Z2)er - (WY + XZ) = 0 ... (3-109)
and
(Y2 + Z2)e^ - (XY - WZ) - 0 ... (3-UO)
in forms suitable for computer solution, as discussed subsequently. 
3°7» 2.3 G-ain-phase plots and logarithmic amplitude phase__and
gain v frequency plots
For gain plots displayed on the Y and phase on hie X axis, 
a Hall plot is obtained, and this may be used in conjunction
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with a Nichols’ chart for design purposes. If gain in decibels
and also phase are displayed on the Y, and w on the X axes,
Bode plots are obtained. These presentations require gain and
phase iniormation. If is a voltage representing the modulus
of G-(jw) and e a voltage representing phase then, from eqn.
P
3.106 we have the implicit forms appropriate to computer reali­
sation as
(T2 + Z2)em - (iff 2+ X2) = 0 ... (3.111)
and
(XZ + WY)tan e^  + WZ - XY = 0 ... (3.112)
3-7-2.4 Systems with pure time delay
For a linear system including a pure time delay or transport 
lag T, the transfer function may be written as
( \ “ S T
G(s) = ••• (3-113)
with
/ . \ - jwT
. &(jw) = ... (3.114)
q(jw)
Writing p(jw) = W(w) + jX(w) and q(jw) = Y(w) + jY(w), v/ith t = w 
and using the W, X, Y, Z notation as before, eqn. 3-114 leads to
(Y2 + Z2)er - (WY + XZ)cos Tt - (XY - WZ)sin Tt = 0 ... (3-H5)
and
(Y2 + Z2)e - (XY - WZ)cos Tt + (WY + XZ)sin Tt = 0 ... (3*116)
I
where e = cos wT - j sin wT is represented by
e = cos Tt j sin Tt (3-H7)
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Here e and e are respectively voltages relating to real and
X
quadrature components of eqn. 3.II4. Since jeJwT| = | 2'Ml
still gives the modulus condition, which voltage e represents.
m
The phase voltage equation in implicit form becomes:
WZ + XY + (XZ - YW)Tt tan e + YW - XZ = 0 ... (3.II7)
P
Computer circuits to solve appropriate equations for the expres­
sions involving e , e , e and e as given above, are discussed r q m p
in section
It is to be noted here that by representing w by t it is
then possible to represent T by w.
3c8 Plotting Mikhailov curves
3°8-1 first formulation
The stability of a system can be assessed by the nature
of the singularities of the characteristic equation
q(s) = 0  ... (3.118)
the zeros of which give the poles of eqn. 3*103* Mikhailov
formulated a stability criterion in terms of q(jw) = 0 ... (3*119)
If this is expressed as
q(jw) = Y(w) + jZ(w) ••• (3*120)
and the co-ordinates Cy (w )^, Z(w )^] are plotted in the plane
of the Argand diagram, this will give a point for a particular
value of w-^ o As w varies from 0 to 00 a curve, termed the
Mikhailov curve, is traced out. If the vector from the origin
nTT
of co-ordinates to the point Y(0) rotates by y  rads as w increases
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from 0 to cd j then, if q(s) is a polynomial of degree n, the 
system is stable and all the zeros of q(s) are in the r.h.s.
hn —
of the s plane. If the rotation is rads, for k < n, there 
must be n - k zeros of q(s) in the r.h.s. of the s plane and 
the system is unstable. A curve passing through the origin 
of co-ordinates is associated with a system having zeros of 
q(s) on the jw acxis in the s plane.
The method given above constitutes the first formulation 
of Mihailov* s criterion.
3*8.2 Second formulation
In the second formulation of Mikhailov’s criterion Y(w) 
and Z(w) are displayed on a common vertical axis, with w as 
horizontal axis. Stability is now assessed in terms of the 
alternation or non-alternation of the roots of Y(w) and Z(w). 
These functions can readily be displayed on a two-beam CRO 
or two channel recorder by using a linear time base to represent 
w with voltages representative of Y and Z as vertical drives. 
Vi/hen using an X - Y plotter with one Y drive only a first run 
is used to plot Y against time, the plotter is then returned 
to the ’start' position and a second run gives a plot of Z 
against time in correct relation to the Y plot. A non-linear 
time-base, e.g. logarithmic, may be used if desired.
3°9 Analogue computer circuits 
.3»9°1 Use of implicit forms
The implicit forms of eqns, 3*109, 110, 11, 112, 115? H 6
-I If I-
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and 117s enable a high-gain computer amplifier with normal 
feedback omitted to be used., thereby avoiding direct division.
It will be assumed at this stage that voltages represent­
ing the W, X, Y, Z polynomials have been generated: this aspect 
is discussed in more detail in section 3.11.
3°9°2 Circuits for Nyquist and other displays
Voltages e^ and e^ to satisfy eqns. 3-109 and 110 can be
obtained using the circuit of fig. i7 a, It is assumed here
2 2
that voltages representing the polynomials Y + Z , - (WY + XZ) 
and WZ - XY are available.
Referring to fig. 3-17a for the voltage e_^, with equal in­
put summing resistors R = for the associated amplifier, cur-Lr
.rent summation into the virtual earth gives:
[(Y2 + Z2)(e^ - e) - (iff + XZ) + e]G = 0 (3-120)
where e is the potential of the virtual earth point and the 
amplifier input current is assumed to be zero. As e = -e^ /A 
then
o. 2e
(Y^ + Z^)e - (WY + XZ) = - ■—  ... (3-121)T A
As A »  1 this equation closely approximates to eqn. 3-109. 
Further equations involve similar approximations.
For the polar forms of eqns. 3*H I  an -^ 3*112 the circuits 
of fig. 3.174,dan be used. The tangent function will tend to 
infinity and amplitude limiting must hence be included.
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If the voltage em representing the modulus is fed to a
circuit to give 20 -®-°§pQemJ output from this will represent
the gain in decibels, related to an input excitation function
of unit value. The excitation is applied to the polynomial
forming circuits as shown in section <o* Tf is applied
to the X and em to the Y drive of a recorder the Hall or Nichols
type presentation is obtained. With 20 log_,^ e and e as10 m p
separate Y drives to a two channel recorder, and with a linear 
time-base on the X drive, gain and phase plots are displayed.
The time-base can be made logarithmic to give Bode plot rep­
resentations.
3° 9.3 Open-ended loci
For transfer functions with one or more opsn-loop integra­
tion terms present, the frequency response locus approaches 
infinity along one axis and as t 5 y/ for the computer circuits, 
large amplitudes are associated with small values of time. To 
prevent amplifier -overloading the computation can be commenced 
by energising the polynomial circuits and after a predetermined 
time interval the outputs from these are applied to the multi- 
pliers to give output voltages at or near the -100 v level.
3-9-4 Pure time delay effects
Here eqns. 3.115 and 3.116 are to be realised to give the 
Cartesian voltage representations and e . The equations 
involve the generation of -cos Tt and -sin Tt which can be 
achieved using a conventional S.H.M. two-integrator and summing
) ' ’-1-
r a b - p ' t !'] C a  rtes_id»^ (-0 r*H
ViiHv p i t r e *  V n ' i t L  d a Pty .
i/
 f
_
Ci2a j
m .[
tl
p i G  3  £  13 p o I a  r  _ I o r ^ y  W  i l'_k_ p iife  t...
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amplifier loop with ganged potentiometers to vary the frequency 
of oscillation to correspond to variations of time delay T.
An output representing -E cos Tt is available from one integrator
+
and -E sin Tt from further outputs of the circuit, as shown in 
fig. 3-Wo This also shows circuit connections necessary to 
produce voltages and e^ for the X and Y drives respectively 
of the frequency response locus presentation.
For the polar form eqns. 3.111 and 3*117 are to be satis­
fied and eqn. 3*111 has been considered previously. A circuit 
appropriate to eqn. 3*117 is shown in fig. 3*1^ * The time 
multiplication of the term (XZ - YW) is effected by using an 
integrator fed with an input voltage, to give an output
appropriately scaled to give the voltage Tt.
3*10 Mikhailov curve plotting
3*10*1 Linear systems without pure time delay
The procedure here is very much simpler than for full 
frequency response presentations since only the characteristic 
equation q(s) = 0 and frequency response form q(jw) = X(w) + jY(w) 
need be considered. Here the time function X(t) is plotted along 
the X acis with Y(t) on the Y anis of the recorder. Polynomial 
circuits only are needed, formed by an integrator chain.
A Mikhailov curve enables stability to be assessed and 
also indicates the degree of system stability. For this indi­
cation a ’phase reserve’ criterion is used and this states 
that the Mikhailov curve should not approach closer than a
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specified, radial distance r from the origin of co-ordinates. The 
computer circuit realisation enables this criterion to be implemented 
by adjustment of the circuit constants.
3.10.2 Linear systems with pure time delay
^(jt) = (Y + jZ) + (W + jX)(cos Tt - j sin tT).
If M( jt) = U(t) + jV(t), wh ere U(t) is plotted as ordinate and 
V(t) is abscissa., then,
These equations can be implemented using the circuit of fig. 3°20 
with an S.H.M. generator to produce the sine and cosine terms.
3.10.3 Investigation of the characteristics of the denominator 
polynomial
In several of the computer circuits proposed should the
2 2denominator polynomial Y(t) + Z(t) tend to zero during computation 
the output voltage of the computer amplifier will tend to infinity. It
is shown below that the polynomial in Y and Z can become zero when
+ • TTi / \ SlGyI •the system has poles on the - jw axis. If F^s; = q(s) 1S Sn
open—loop transfer function the characteristic equation form is
Kp(jw) + q(jw) = 0.
This can be written as M(jw) = Y(w) + jZ(w) which
For an open-loop transfer function F(s)
the characteristic equation in the frequency domain is:
q(jw) + p( jw)e  ^ =0. For the Mikhailov curve, with t£= w,
U(t) = Y + W cos Tt + X sin Tt 
and V(t) = Z + X cos Tt - W sin' Tt
... (3.123)
... (3.124)
H  :;.7r*
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enables Mikhailov's second stability criterion to be applied, 
i.e. that for a stable system the zeros of Y(w) must alternate 
with those of Z(w).
If this condition is not met the system is unstable as
closed-loop poles exist in the r.h.s. of the s plane. However 
2 2
for Y (w) + Z (w) to vanish., Y(w) and Z(w) must vanish together 
and this can only occur for coincident zeros of Y(w) and Z(w). 
This is the limiting condition between a stable and an unstable 
system and is hence associated with a pair of complex conjugate 
poles on the jw axis. As then s = -jw, a quadratic of form
A
“vp*"—— - must exist in the partial fraction expansion of
If sine— wave excitation e-^ sin nt is used for test purposes the 
response will contain steady-state terms in sin nt and sin wt 
and a frequency response measurement of amplitude and phase is 
therefore not practicable. If the excitation is e^sin wt the 
response contains a term t sin wt and again no frequency res­
ponse data can be obtained.
We thus have the situation in which it is only possible
o 9
for Y (t) + Z (t) to vanish when the G-(s) function has no 
derivable frequency response locus so that the circuits pre­
sented correctly recognise the existence of this condition.
2 2
For poles near the jw axis the polynomial Y (t) + Z (t) 
may become small, as one or more pairs of zeros then tend to 
become coincident. The circuit must then be scaled to avoid
s + w
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amplifier saturation, aid this can be achieved by adjusting the 
magnitude of the excitation voltage driving the polynomial 
circuits.
3°10°4 Systems with poles or zeros in the r.h.s. of the s plane.
It is to be noted that the circuits presented enable fre­
quency response loci to be plotted when the system has poles 
in the r.h.s. of the s plane as Y(t) and Z(t) do not then van­
ish simultaneously. This exercise may be useful when it is 
desired to design compensators for systems with poles in the 
r.h.s. of the s plane, as exemplified by the author's work 
given in appendixiwhere all-pass network compensation of such 
a system is considered.
3.10.5 Conjugate loci
In C-(jw) = , if w is replaced by -w we have
v ' Y(w) + ctZ(w)
G-(-jw) = since W(w) and Y(w) are even func-
' Y { yj) + jZ(w;
tions while X(w) and Z(w) are odd. Hence for
G( it) = + .bllJl). j_f t is replaced by -t In the
; Y(t) + jz(t) ’
polynomials for Y(t) and Z(t), the conjugate locus will be
obtained, this being the mirror image in the real axis of the
direct locus.
3.10.6 Generation of the polynomials 
3.10.6.1 Integrator chain circuits
The simplest way to generate the W, X, Y, Z polynomial 
forms is to use a chain of integrators, and to use weighted
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sums of the output terms, the output of the nth integrator being 
.E tnn
("1 ) " f*°r an input voltage E bo the first integrator, Then 1 < - > - ■ -
nature of the polynomials necessitates the insertion of apjiropriate 
sign reveusers, as successive polynomial terms alternate in sign. 
Alternative methods are given in Chapter 6, In particular, initial 
conditions on integrators can be used to set in desired polynomial 
terms and these can he either positive or negative in sign<> The use 
of feedforward methods 'also enables successive integrator outputs to 
he established representative of individual polynomials and this effects 
considerable economy in the number of operational amplifiers committed. 
Ideally a separate parameter of the transfer function should he 
represented on the analogue by a separate potentiometer or other 
controllable variable factor, e,gn an initial condition. This 
requirement is largely met by the circuits developed in this section.
As a consequence the effect of one or more parameter change on 
the frequency response locus can readily be estimated. This feature 
could be particularly useful'for hybrid computer implementation 
of the methods presented here. Automatic parameter changing 
is then possible,
3,10,7 Example with mimerator and denominatorgterms
The function
1 (s) = p -™ “ g
s t s + 2s + 3s t 4s + k
is here considered, with respect to variations of the paimane lor L
« 150a
1 16 'tjKvZf (Tirtuii: k o br&yisf&r Cli<al(nOn.
5} ~ s2-* 2
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Here
2 _ f 2
F(jw) - - —  - —  _ _  (3.125)
k - 5w + w + j(kw - 2w + v i )
Writing F(jt) = gives
I + JZj
W = 2 - t2, X = 0, Y = k - 3t2 + H  ana
.3  52 = 4t ~ it + t as time functions to be realised to
represent the w functions. The circuit as shown in fig. 3.21
gives the required time functions and is completed to indicate 
how e and e can be realised. For these, as'X = 0
n  ? ;
F(jt) = £11™ iiil  ^ (3.126)
Y + Z
giving
(Y2 + Z2)e —  WY = 0 " and
r
(Y2 + Z2)e + WZ = 0.q
These equations are satisfied by the circuit given. The 
parameter ~k is introduced as a constant voltage at the input 
of the amplifier producing the Y function output. Hence by 
varying the input k by a potentiometer the effects on the 
frequency response locus can be displayed.
The circuit shown requires two units which must be able 
to accept positive and negative input signals as the polynomial 
voltages may be positive or negative at various time instants. 
By inserting appropriate coefficient potentiometers any of the 
polynomial coefficients can be independently varied so uhat
this forms the circuit with the maximum flexibility and ease
of programming.
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The square law generators could he eliminated hy forming 
2 2
Y and Z from an integrator chain. This would however necessi-
2 in
tate ten integrators as Z involves t
A disadvantage of the circuit shown is that terms in tn
appear independently. Thus in the circuit of fig. 3.2.\ , t^
appears. If ^100 v is the maximum computer output voltage,
_i_
this will he reached in 1004 = 3. \ 6> secs. However, in this
time the Z function voltage would greatly exceed 100 v. and 
vecome equal to 100 v in just over 2.5 secs. This can he 
avoided hy forming the polynomials successively, in the manner 
indicated in Chapter 6 in which further aspects of the forma­
tion of polynomials are considered.
3.11 Experimental results
A series of test was carried out using an analogue computer 
(Solartron 247) to derive frequency response loci for first, 
second and third-order systems, together with pure time delay 
effects and the effects of open-ended loci. These results are 
presented in figs. 3.22 to 3.30 and comparisons are made with 
theoretical curves. The results show good correspondence and 
in some instances the plotted curves from the computer track 
over the theoretical curves. The multipliers used were of the 
time division type and of relatively low accuracy, and improved 
results would he obtained using the higher accuracy quarter 
square multipliers.
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Analogue computer results for representative Mikhailov curves 
are also given in figs. 3®31 to 3°35* Results for a system with 
pure time delay are given in fig. 3.35 and these indicate how stability 
can he assessed and also how the maximum gain, before poles move into 
the r.h.s. of the s plane, can be assessed® This is drived by 
adjusting the gain coefficient term until the Mikhailov curve just 
goes through the origin of co-ordinates. This avoids the necessity 
for solving transcendental equations. The method can also be used to 
advantage in assessing the stability of sampled data systems.
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CHAPTER A
Some Contributions to the Theory and Practice of Root Locus Methods 
/ Introduction
There are two aspects of root locus methods which have not 
been fully developed. The first is the presentation of families 
of root locus and constant gain curves, which was developed for 
third-order systems by the author in References SE 12/13 on 
Ceneralised Root Loci* In this chapter families of curves are 
developed for additional systems and certain deductions are 
made from the curves. By presenting such curves, the global 
behaviour of a system with respect to parameter changes can 
readily be assessed, and design work for system synthesis and 
analysis is facilitated.
The second aspect of root locus theory taken up here is
that of sensitivity to gain change. This was discussed by 
(?)
Hanoch Ur but the results of his work have not been widely 
applied. In the work presented herein sensitivity aspecti of 
a number of systems are discussed and related to the transient 
behaviour and pole-zero patterns of the system. A number of 
results are derived relating to special conditions arising by 
synthesising a system to have maximum insensitivity to gain 
change.
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The relationship of some of these special conditions to practical 
control schemes is also discussed.
A02 Generalised uqot 1oci
Ao201 Socpnd-qrder system with lead term
The system with transfer function F(s) = 0 „# (Aal)s(s + b) \ *
has already been discussed in Chapter 2, where frequency
response data is given. Here a family of root loci and constant
gain curves is presented.
In normalised form
F(s) = # T aJ ••• k * 2)
with S = 3/a} G = *Va and A = aP
with the characteristic equation as
-}• (A + G)S + G- = 0 ®o° (AoA)
VfWriting S = x + jy in the complex plane, with x - ^ and y : 
gives, via eqn. A«3,
w
y
2 2
+ (A + &)x + & ••• (Ws-)
‘or root locus sections off the x axis and
y(2x + A + G) = 0 with x = - X— i-s-..- ... (4,5)
Eliminating G between these two equations yields
(x + 1 +  y^ = 1 - A •6° (4»6)
for j J 0.
Fi
! I j 1 _ . : ;
'f-w.il f W  dl k s t r c J - i v v  ^ k f m z s i  tfl r $ m s  j 
^Ic^che cbsecLioa o  ^ &  ' eA;creasia<|') i.  I
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Ilcnce roo o I o c .l are ci.['fi L0s, eer^wnj on the zero ot S — —1
wi 0I1 radius <f1 — A provided a a 1® oiiic0 G varies on eech
locus and A varies ±rom locus to locus, a complete family of
curves can be drawn in the S plane®
for the constant gain contours , G-  ^- (2x + A) ... (4.7)
from eqn. (4.5), Sifostituting in eon® 4° 5 then gives 
2 2
X + y = G ;v - ... (4.8)
The contours are hence circles, centre origin.
wTil
The root locus sections give a maximum value of y = -*:;’
rn a
when x = -1 giving G = 2 - A And y = /l - A ® for a givenrn
locus, with A < 1, for small G- the root locus lies on the
real axis from the pole at origin to the pole at S = -A, a.s
shown in fig® 4»1« At B the closed-loop poles coalesce and 
ecjn® 2|.„3 is then a perfect square, giving,
G2 + 2(A - 2)G + A2 = 0®
Equal roots also occur at C, fig® 4®1®
Hence at B,
and at C,
G = 2 - A -i- 2/T^A «... (4=10)
4o 2„2 Transient response and modulus peaks
Via eqn. 4-l3
q.(s) _ ... (4-ll)
s2 + (b + K)s + K£
on closed loop,
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The unit impulse response is then
1 -h+K
g(t) = K
■aK -
 ±
" e 2 sin {[alC - + fi] ... (4.12)
_lf L &  - (-— t V
where 0 = tan 4 ---— *— 7-— -™— —  }
a (Jli-L1!)
If 0 = 90 then 2a = h + K or & = 2 - A in normalised form, which
is the condition for maximum oscillatory frequency y as deduced 
from the root loci of fig. 4.1. The transient then reduces to
g(t) = (2a - b)e cos /(a “ k)t ... (4*13),
a. fecial condition giving an oscillatory response which is 
readily identifiable from other forms of response. This has 
bearing on the minimum sensitivity condition discussed in 
section 4-2.4* It was also shown in section 2.3-1-5 that the 
maximum w condition discussed is associated with the maximum 
resonance modulus peak in the frequency response of the closed- 
loop system. The modulus expression of eqn. 2.32 of that sec­
tion can then be reduced to:
M 2 = ••• (4-41)
m 3 ~ 4A
for A < 1 where M is the resonance peak value at the maximum 
m
oscillatory frequency y = /l - A.
2 2 . 2
The gain at this point is G- = x with x = 1 to give & = 2 - A
... (4.15)
In eqn. 2.32, the normalised frequency is x and this corres­
ponds to y from the root locus. Equation 4-14 is hence derived 
1 m
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from eqn. 2„32 by using y = /l - A and G- = 2 - A in them
latter equation,,
A graph of M^/A for 0 ^ A ^ 1 is shown in fig, 4°2„ The
maximum value of M occurs when A = 0 and the transfer func- m
tion then degenerates to 
F(S) =
s
i.e. to a type 2 system, with 0 = 2 .  Then
&(s) =
on closed-loop which yields the impulse response:
g(t) = 2 ae cos at ... (4-16)
4.2.3 Conditions for A negative
With us) = f g A i }  ••• OfW)
the closed loop transfer function may still be stable, in spite 
of the unstable open-loop response. Here
0.(3) =   iiLiJk)  ... (4.18)
S + (G- - A)s + G
This will be stable provided G > A.
With S = x + jy in the characteristic equation
S2 + (G - A)S + G - 0 ... (4-19)
the root locus equation becomes
(x + l)^ + y2 = 1 + A ••• (4-20)
rx TCioS d iia ckd  Q  hicr£.osun-
i* ; i l - ' i ‘ c- A  ~  O  \ i‘•-US : ftr* r t  - a - J I
These are circles centre -1, a.s for the positive A condition,, 
neornotrlcal re 1 arionshins on the root loci are shown in fig, d° 3 • 
In the diagram, OQ = , / ]  a a. -  1 .  For jA j > 0 ,  A > /l a A -  1  
so that A lies outside the circle by a distance /A + 1 (l a ,/d a l' 
From the root locus wc cun deduce the following, For low 
gain closed-loop poles lie near the open-loop poles at s - 0 and 
s = A. As gain is increased the. poles track towards Q, even­
tually coalescing at Q , For further gain increase poles move 
up the complex pole section until with G ~ A an s.h.ra. condition 
with y = /A is obtained. The system is unstable up to this 
condition. A further increase of G- now results in a stable 
system having a maximum oscillatory frequency y = /l + A.
As G- is increased still further the oscillatory frequency de­
creases unk.il at R the response Is aperiodic,
2.4 Serisiti vity to_ G-;lin Changy
Using Han oof's Ur's definition of sensitivity to gain change
as S^d , \ = -^4-—  . shows that this will be aero when the
_ Gr(s) Lr
gradient of the root locus curve is zero. For the second-ordcr 
system considered here, this gives the points where the circular 
root-locus has its peak w value, de observe that this is 
associated with an in-line distribution of closed loop poles 
and zero, a result which recurs in the sensitivity analysis of 
the third-order system where closed-loop poles are found to bo 
in-line for a similar sensitivity condition. A simplified form 
of transient response to an impulse also applies i or the two cases
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4 o 2„ 3 Loci for A > 1  (for pole in _L_. H. S. of _S plane)
With A > 1, eqn. 4.6 coases to to that to a circle0 The 
root locus is then a pair of straight lines on"the x axis
frequency response locus is confined to the first lagging 
quadrant. The closed-loop transient response is then always 
aperiodic. When the locus enters the second quadrant, for A < 1, 
complex poles may occur, as discussed above, and the response 
will then be oscillatory.
4*2o6 Family of root loci
G-eneralised root loci for A < 1 are as shown in fig.. 4-1? 
together with the constant gain contours. Those curves enable 
the effects of parameter changes to be assessed rapidly. Fre­
quency and transient response deductions may readily be male 
and resonance peak and least sensitivity conditions are also 
presented, in accordance with the foregoing discussion. The 
root locus and frequency response aspects discussed constitute 
an almost complete specification of the oehaviour of' the second- 
order system with lead term.
4.3 Type 2 system with lay and lead term 
it ° 3 pi Introduc tion
The open-loop transfer function considered is
(fig. 4*4) a/nd this corresponds to the condition for which the
s (s + b )
( a  2i)
which is written as
f (s) = 4 A ± x l
r\ f r\ . *1S (S + 1)
... (4.22)
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in normalised form, v/ith
for loop closure via a unity negative feedback path the charac­
teristic equation is
A family of root loci for & varying on each curve, and A a 
parameter on the family of curves gives a global view of the 
system behaviour and enables the effects of parameter changes 
to be assessed rapidly. In the following sections the possible 
forms of root locus arc analysed and the family of root loci 
is presented. In particular a critical transition curve is 
derived and discussed with reference to a triple pole condition 
and to the sensitivity of the system to changes of gain or other 
parameters. A family of constant gain contours is also obtained. 
A discussion is included of the effect of an input noise signal 
of Gaussian distribution and a condition is derived in which 
the parameters of the system can be set so that the minimised 
ram. s. error power is substantially independent of changes of
4 1 2  Root locus equations
With S = x + jy in the S plane , on subs trtuting in ecgn 4, Ip
14
and separating the real and imaginary parts we have:
X
1 0 C m )
0 (a.25)
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Eliminating G , with y / 0, gives
y 2 = h A x ^ n A A y y  ( 4 . 26)
as the equation to lie root loci oil1 the n axis. Here y i3 
infinite for x = -- ■■■-- , witn A < 1 for a stable system.
This gives the large S asymptote line.
If A = 0 then F(s) = and. the root locus is acf D + 1)
vertical lino from x = - y with a section from the origin to
the point (-1, 0).
With A = 1, f(s) = &/S^ and the root locus is the jy
axis, with the closed-loop system forming a harmonic oscillator
at normalised frequency y = /&. Thus root loci for stable
n
systems lie within a strip bounded by vertical lines at x = 0
and x ■ -1.
Between eons. 4* 24 and 4»2p the gain equation can be 
determined, in terms of x and A only, in the form
o ( i y 2
"" & = ... (4.27)
1 - A + 2x v J
for y ■£■ 0 and
a = u i h a i ) .  ... (y.28)
x + A
for y = 0.
As A < 1 for stability the normalised open-loop pole-zero 
configuration of interest is with the zero nearer the orj gin 
than the pole at S — —J..
xO' ii.
(: -
1
tv /'
' l .r ~ d '■> ■'.S.
i,  ^ - f; ....
V i C v
A-<(Tc -J
/
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^ l2a 3 in Forms of roo t 1. o c j
Three distinct types of root locus can exist, dependent on 
tne value of A. die of tnese forms is a critical transition
curve s/nd is considered first.
Eqn, 3 io a perfect cube of form
(S + oi)J  = 0 „. „ (do 29)
1 1  y
provided A = ™ and d = then 8 = -a = - a: gives tie location
9 0 3
of the triple closed-loop pole. With a = "I eon. L» 26 becomes
9
( -y 2
_ 2 "x(-x + y  ( . • )
9 + x
with the large S asymptote at x = - pa The curve to eqn. d o Q
is plotted in fig. d» 5 and gain values are marked, calculated
from eqn. d»27., with the triple pole at B.
The gradient at 13 may he derived from eqn. d-27 as
Limit (dy/dx.) This gives an indeterminate condition of 0/0 
x ---
on a first trial hut application of L'Hopital’s rule shows that 
the gradient is in fact infinite for locus sections which cut 
the x axis at B»
A second type of root locus is now considered. With A < ~ 
root locus sections are as shown typically in fig. d=6» The
loci cut the x axis for y - 0 in eqin d«2/, giving
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-(1 + 3/V) )<k -  A )*
x i.+
As the gain G- is increased from aero a pair of complex poles
pole between E and F. When the gain & is such as to give
double pole at D the third pole is at a point such as Ho For 
further gain increase one real pole moves from D to I, a second 
from D to F and third from H to F. Eventually a gain value 
Gp occurs giving a double pole at F as the poles coalesce, with 
the third pole at some point J. Further gain increase causes 
poles to become complex again, moving along sections FK and 
FL, with the third real pole moving towards I, Formulae for 
these conditions are given below.
The relationship of these results to the transient response 
is interesting in that it discloses the following. For G- < G-^ 
the transient response is oscillatory. With G-^ A G- f &■ an 
aperiodic response is obtained. For G- > G-jthe response again 
becomes oscillatory. The author has shown that a similar 
condition prevails for third-order type 1 systems, (fef» SE 1 j. 
t-, j oW Aperiodic to non-a periodic transitions
For the first double pole condition at 33 of fig. t_.o, 
use of x involving the positive root of eqn, 1.31 in conjunction
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with eqn. 4 *2 / leads to
(l + 38 ~ R .
1 1_ (1 ~ pA
where R. =  (9A‘“ - 10A. + l);4
The second double polo condition at C occurs when
&2 = U  y3A + R)(l - 3A - R)2 ___ (i>35)
with x involving use of the negative root of eqn. 4»31»
8-08° 3 Illustrative examule
With A = 0.1, use of eqn. 4*31 shows that root locus
sections cut the x axis at x_, = -0,23 and x.,. = -0.L At xn1 2 1
the gain, via eqn s. 4* 27 or 4-82 is G- = 0,8125= A double
pole therefore exists at S = -0.25 end the characteristic
. \ 2equation 4*2p must be divisible by (S + 0.20; to yield the 
third root. The constant term of eqn, 4*23 is AG- -- 0.05125 
for the values considered. If (s + a7) is the third factor,
J 0.08125 rs r -L • J_ X. 4then a = ----— = 0 . 5 on equating cons 0an0 serins.
( o . 2 5 p
At x = -0.4 the gain is G-^ = 0.520. If S = -p is tin
third root then
(S + P)(S + 0.4)“ = SJ + 2/  + 0.825 + 0.082, using eqn.p,
hence p = 0.2. The locus is plotted in f i g .  4°6 .
L c' (-•{ £ <-| w-tw £  
u c  a x i - 9 '  ;
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4 . 3  R o o t I  j o c i f o r A > ■“
With A > ~  , since also A < 1 for stability, eqn, A.pi 
cannoo be satisfied t or real x. Root loci do not now cut the 
s axis except an x — U, dug exist as mono tonic or n on—m ono tonic 
forms, as .shown in figs. A. 7 and A. 8.
4.3"7__Constant rad_n contours
2 2
From eqn. 4=25 we have y = 3 x + 2 x + &  = 0. . .  (4.54)
for y / 0. This may be written as
p A a i f -  _ F g i  = x ... (4.J5)
showing that contours of constant gain G- are hyperbolae unless
n  1a- = y. For this condition eqn. 4-34 becomes
y = -( /3x + ^i)2 ... (8-.36)
and the corps tant gain ccfpour is a pair of straight lines
at 60° to the x axis with intercepton the jjy axis and cutting
the" x axis at x = R°r G- < 3 the constant G- contours are
hyperbolae centre x = -R and exist to the left and right of the 
60° lines, as shown in fig. 8-»9» Eqn. 3-.p4 shows that when 
x - 0, y = ~/rG- and hcnco constant G- contours cut the y oners at 
these values. The contour cut the x axis for
X  ------- ----=~ ... (4.37)
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l.o. for y - 0 in ei|ru 4*34 and provided G- < 4. V/ith G- > 4 
the hyperbolae do not cut the x axis, but now become a set of 
conjugate hyperbolae lying aoove and below the 60 lines.
From eqn. 4 o 4 3
= ' 2(3x + 1)
dx y
for G- constant and T.P's therefore occur at x = -4, with
+
y - VG- - 4 ... (.3 .3 8 )
for G- > 3 . The contours cut the bounding vertical line from 
x = ~ 2 > a4 AAo values y = ~ /G- - y . ... (4.39)
These relationships are shown in fig. 4.10 and enable the 
approximate form of a given constant G- contour to be sketched 
rapidly.
3 = 8 G-radient equation
The root locus gradient is given by
A: - - m l + a 2 + (1 - a) (1 + 3A)x + a(i - a)] (l ,rA
y[l -  A + 2xJ"
for A < 1.
'when * = 4, (fj ^  ... y„4l)
The large S a.symptote is at x = -(— y~"). When A = 3 ,
x = -4 and “4  = co at x = -4 , i.e. the centre of the hyper- 
a 0 cLx
bolae is the asymptote line.
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4 = 3o9 1i onornllceel roc, 3.uci aiui cons b;i.ri 1 coin curves
In fig. 4=11 the foregoing recults ore summandsod by the
constant gain curves and generalised root loci, drawn on one 
diagram. This provides a complete specification for the stot 
behaviour of the system and may he used as a design chart as 
it embodies all necessary information relating to transient a 
frequency response and to the effects of parameter changes„
The discussion of the system is non continued, with part­
icular reference to the response at the critical transition 
value of A = " .
1/
413 °10 Transient response when A = _9
1 1When A = -- and G- = y to give the triple pole position it 
closed-loop transfer function becomes
i(s + h
G(S) = ^ T-h ... (Wl-2)
(S + h j
J
Tne unit impulse response is
g(t) = ~[fg + tJ e-T/3 ... (UU)
where T = bt in terms of time t and the actual pole location
of eqn. 1 at s = -b.
for a unit input the response is
f ( T ) = 1  + |  „  l )  . . .  (d-ol)Jl-)
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A1 oil on £,.ti .aperiodic eke i‘C sp one e cog an overshoot . The maximum
value 01 this occurs when T ~ 9 and then f(y) --.1 + „
ep
The overshoot is therefore very closely 258a A sketch of the 
transient is given in fig. 4.12.
4• 3-11 Sensitivity to go.in change
The root locus .indicates th.at the response near the trinle 
pole condition is extremely sensitive to changes of open-loop 
gain. Thus a change of G from 0.8333 to 0.3843, i.e. 0„34, 
gives a step response of form
f(t) 1 1 +  pe"°o6r sin(0.25T + f )
which differs very markedly from the desired response. The 
family of root loci given enable sensitivity of closed-loop 
pole movements to gain change to lie evaluated, with respect 
either to larger or small gain variations.
The curves for A > ~ may have two horizontal sections.
That for the higher gain value, will have higher sensitivity 
to gain change than the lower gain value region, particularly 
for A in the region of This indicates that llanocb lie1 s 
formulation of sensitivity in terms of root locus gradients 
can be an oversimplified approach to the problem of sensi­
tivity.
'+ * Effect of Stochastic Input
An investigation is here conducted to determine whether
c If b P&nStC .iii; fern}* L~yp e: Z  S 'f-pl-tha •
1 '-1 h -L . i  / l ln H Y U ' /  - .i&Cr'fi  p f ‘ i € -  -•
2D ? x r
I*
C-0
/J
be C  ^  •’■LClQri tutU-'.i/r
10 
Q’%
41' 4
i
da .!■ 1" I 4  * 13
1 | ' : .,— .— -----------------
■ i
I
I
>___  =    _  _
44 f.J.x c-'h C-.b 0-% l’<~>
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optimisation, in the sonso of' minimisation of r.m.s. error 
power for a Gaussian noise input to the system,^has any rela­
tion to minimum or other sensitivity conditions. If the inpm 
to the system is a noise signal n(t) corresponding to white 
noise with power spectrum fj transmitted through a low pass 
filter of transfer function
V T  ( 2  1 , 3 3 )
, the error power is given hy
s +
2
ere
2tt j
JOD 3 2 2
5 4" S
jed s'+ + (1 + B)s3 + (G + B)s2 + G(A + B)S + AEG
as
.. • (4.45)
s 1The complex variable S = — is used, as before so that B = r~ .b bT
Evaluation gives
oe2 = ___________ (1 + & - b2)a + (1 4- a  + B)B___________  ^
2{[&(l - E) - B2(l + B)]A - GA2 + [& + B(1 + B)]B}
... (4-46)
For given values of A, B and G the error power can be 
calculated. If B and A are constant, the value of & to mini­
mise eqn. A. 1+6 can be determined. Some particular cases are 
now considered.
A .I.. 1 Minimisation of error power
If B = 1 (i.e. T = “ for the low-pass filter), then 
v b
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_ 2 (1 + A)& + 2 ,ae =----- -^--- J--------  $ ... 4..i|7
2[-2A - GA + G + 2j
This reduces to 
2
ae
which is independent of gain C-,
O
The variation of with A is plotted in fig. 4.13. The
power is Isast for A = 0 hut for this condition the loop has 
110 do Co gain. It would appear that the open-loop transfer 
function
igs) = T,s_±_A}
s (s + 1)
becomes
c
f(s) = ~77r— 7Y when A - 0, but is is not in
S(o + 1) ?
practice possible to cancel a. pole at s = 0, by a zero at s = 0, 
without introducing a capacitor in the forward path of the
loop5 thereby blocking the d.c. term. This must be transmitted
if the system is to operate satisfactorily on closed-loop, so 
that the condition A - 0 is to be avoided. The graph of fig, 
4.13 indicates that a limiting ratio of error power ae'1' to
input power, of 0,5 occurs vjith A = 0„ hence small values of
A should be used to limit the error power ratio.
The condition for the error power to be independent of
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gain is a special one as gain otherwise enters into the exore: 
sions. Thus for B - 0.5, eqn. 4-46 reduces to
= (1 +A)0.5 + (0. 5 + A)C- f +
0 4(1 - A) [0.375 + (0.5 rijG-j **' vi-“4-9)
a function of A and G-. If we consider a fixed value of gain
0G- and seek the value of A which minimises ae /0, then from
de^/0. n/a _ 0 for the t.p.'s. , we have
oA ■ J
4G-[4& + l]A2 + 8G[G + 1]A + 2G2 + 4.56+3 = 0
(4.50)
There are no real values of A satisfying this equation and 
2
ae /0 has no minimum value for 0 < A < co .
The behaviour of the system with respect to variations 
of the value of the noise filter time constant, normalised a; 
B in the above analysis, is now investigated, as well as the 
effects of varying A.
0° '±• 0 ^arialion of noise power: limiting conditions 
Prom eqn. 4*46
Limit -6~  - d(A + B)R0 — Q
G^oO ^ 2[GA - GAB - G-A + GB]
7 T V T T  -  ^
on reduction.
191
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Also
Limit 21? = | ~CLiLjAlAj_ll_+_B)
G-«-0 f> U r  °•2LB (1 + E) - B g l BjA
A + B(l - A)
“ 2B(T-TJ“" ••• (^ -52)
4-43 Variation for B fixed, A and & varying
The behaviour is hero investigated for B = 0a The 
limiting values are then
A':'; A _ „4„_t 4 / \
A h 0 - 2(1 v y  ••• 0-55)
and
2
£e _ JL
0 G~oo “ 4Tl™^TT •** 54)
with
_ 0°75(l + A) + Ct(0o3 + a) n rr\
0 4(1 - a)L0.375 + G-(0.5 + A)I
A family of curves is plotted in fig. 4-14 from the famulae 
given below;
A 0.05 o.i 0.25 0o5 04
5(63 + Vi-CQ
56(15 + 22G-)
5 11 + 8(1 
18 “5 + 13(1
5 j- AG- 9 + 8Ct 
6(T rill 2f3^ -i5"8&T
__21 j_201 J 
2(3 + 10l)|
The curves indicate a fall in the ratio of error power to signal
input power as G- is increased and also as A is reduced. Lea?
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gain values are assoicated with large error power/input signal
ratios, with a ranid roduct: ‘eased. In general
0,1 A a and G > gives a relatively low*figure.
4-4-4 Variation of error power for fixed A . B and G varying.
With a fixed value of A = 0,5, graphs of fig. 4 .15 are 
plotted from the formulae beloYr;
k  =  0.5 ]
B 5.0 2,0 |loO
! 2 18 + j »5G 10G + 18 ]
50 + 1.1G i ^5G + "2a j
0.5
j 9 + 8G 
2(3 + 8&J
0o25 [
j
25 +_ 2-4G I: 
It" a 48G)j
The limiting values are 
2
2 4 -4 =; = b
and
with
v 0 G=0
B a 1
CTel _ bCb " a (G a l) (2B +
" J f  “ 2BLB(B + lj] +'Gl2B 4 1]
(4-56) 
(4-57) 
(4-58)
The regions of relative insensitivity to parameter changes are 
readily discernible from the graphs. There is no apparent dir 
relationship with the transfer function coefficients, nor is 
this to be expected. The topic of insensitivity 01 err02? to 
signal noise power ratio to parameter changes merit further in 
vestigation and further work is currently being underoaieen in 
this respect.
This section is a digression from the main puipose of thi 
thesis, but is included as an indication of an extension of th
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concept of sensitivity analysis,,
4° 5 Pole Sensitivity to fain Ihangeyf coy Third-C) rder_ Systems 
4 o_ 5ol I ntroduct ion
Further considerations are now given to the type of sys­
tem with the transfer function
I-I(s) = -5--------- :-----    ...
s + '204 S + ¥ S + G
• This transfer function may specify a third order elec­
trical or mechnical filter system or may he the closed loop 
form obtained from the control system of open-loop transfer 
function G-F(s) with a unit negative feedback path, for which
h (s) = y y o y .  ... g.so)
1 + G-F\d,
The problem considered here is that of assessing the 
densitivity of the variations of the poles of Ii(s) for changes 
of gain G-n
The classical definition of sensitivity is 
H(S)
= ____________= n n i / m v a  ... (4.6l)
G d lo : G dG/G v '
H(S) 
H(S)
a io
where S gives the sensitivity of pole movement for changes
Lt
Of Gr > Oo
Using eqn. 4-61 with H(S) as given in cqn. 1 gives
O H(s) s[s2 + (2Q - 3G)s +. 1 - ktfr
°C, =  V   "V   ••• (a.G2)
sJ + 21s" -i- s + G 
as the general sensitivity expression.,
1%
This is to be investigated for a range of values of Q
and Ct5 However, the classical definition does not lead to verv
tractable results and the process is better facilitated by using 
the definition of sensitivity based on the root loci satisfy­
ing the characteristic equation
1 + G F(S) = 0 ,  ... (4.63) for
G- b: 0 varying. i.e. "the variation of the poles of eqrn p. 60.
In the complex plane, with S = c ~jw, the definition
of sensitivity becomes,
s f s )  = n f c n  ... (;fi6,+)
where G- is the gain and dw/da is the slope of the root locus 
at a point (op w)« (Ref» S ).
Root loci for third-order systens
The system with the open-loop transfer function
F(r') &1 0 6r)
s(s2 + 2g¥ s + ¥ 2)n n
has"’ the characteristic equation
+ 2QK S2 + ¥ 2 s + C-p = 0 ... (4-66)n n 1
Writing S = S/W and d = &_./¥  ^gives the non-dimensional 
° ' n 1 n
form of equation as
S5 + 2£S2 + S + G- = 0 . (4.67)
for the root locus equations, substitution of
S = x + jy vl® OLv
in eqn. 4»67 gives
° 2 { 
y = 0 ... (4® 69a) and y*~ = + 4GX + 1 ••• (A
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from the imaginary ports and, after refract;1 on,
Ct = 2(C + Cl) ... (4„70)
from the real parts.
Eqn. 4.69b defines root locus section above and below the 
x axis in the S plane, eqn0 4.69a relates to sections on this 
axis and eqn. 4®72 gives the gain Cf ad a particular locus 
point to which £ and "sc apply. ■
Eqn, 4°69b shows that root locus sections for complex 
closed loop poles are hyperbolae except for the special case 
of £ = / 3/2, when the equation reduces to
y  - ~(/3x + l)2 ' ... (4.71)
The root locus is then a, pair of straight lines inclined 
at 60° to the x axis, with a section on the real axis.
Eor /3/2 < £ < 1 root loci are hyperbolae which form two 
sections, one to the left of the straight lines, the other to 
the right, with a further section on the negative real axis.
With 0 < £ < /3/2 root locus sections for complex closed-loop 
poles lie above and below the straight line loci. With 6 ^ 1  
sections for complex closed-loop poles lie to the right only 
of the 60° lines, as C- - 0 is necessary for a stable system.
Representative root loci illustrating these conditions are 
presented in Ref. SE 12/13 which also elaborates on the above 
the o r e t i c al considerations.
Zeroes ensitiyityqconditions
For the non-dimensional root loci, eqns. 4® 64 and 4®6b give
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the sensitivity as
o j’Ks) ly/dx
a  - Vi ••• (4.72)
From eqn. q,'V1'., dy;/dx = -V.--.._V (q..7Tj)
which is zero for x = -2£/3 . .. (4*74)
provided y £ 0. Between eqns. 4.69b and 4„74 we have 
x2 2
P + y = 1 ... (h.,75)
(1//3)2 '
as the ellipse which is the locus of the minimum points on the
root loci, as shown in fig. 4-|4 > poles Being restricted to
the L.H.S. of the S plane for stable systems, for closed-loop
poles on this ellipse the sensitivity is zero provided 
0 < C ^ /3/2. llhen Q = /3/23 y -- 0 and eqn0 4.73 is indeter­
minate. This condition is discussed subsequently.
Using x in eqn. 4-74 in the gain eqn. 4-70 gives
q
c; = -4  [ 1 - 4 ; - ]  (4.76)
J 9
on the ellipse, for zero sensitivity conditions the open-loop 
transfer function is therefore
4  (i - -dp
F(s) =  - J— - - - - - <—  ... ( 4 . 7 7 )
S(S + 2£S + 1)
for 0 < 7 < v/3/2.
Maximum gain for zero sensitivity
for the maximum gain at a zero sensitivity point, from 
dG-/d£ = 0 for the turning point of eqn. 4»7o we have
200
-! A
.... j>2 Fjth G =
23/2 ’ ^  f/2.
Grit i c 3,1 p o int
When x = ~2£/3 and y = 0 on the ellipse, earn 4.73 is 
indeterminate, This is associated with a critical point on the 
root locus for which the sensitivity expression becomes
0 H(S) r nl . -- ,
1  = Ly y p i 11 ••• (4.78.
CL G-/ CLO
c)nGwhere • •'  the first non-vanishing derivative. (Ref.
dSn
from eqn, ,
O
dd/dS = + k-Qo + l) which is zero for
2£ 4-2
When £ = v3/Zs S = -2C/3. Hence a critical point occurs
for S = x = -2£/35 where the straight line loci intersect on
2 - 2
the negative real axis. For this condition d G/dS is zero
3 f 3 " cand d G/dS = -60 Eqiio 4°?8 then gives the sensitivity as
(-l)1//j),
Hence zero sensitivity conditions are restricted to
An advantage of the root locus presentation is that the 
mathematical abstraction of tne sensitivity concept can at 
once be related to physical changes in the system. Thus a gain 
calibrated set of root loci reveal inunediaceljy cne efiecos o .l 
gain change on the displacements of closed-loop zeios, giving 
frequency and exponential decay f acoor changeo eyplicioly.
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The concept of ’zero sensitivity', .given here is also seen 
to relate basically to least changes in the imaginary part of 
the closed loop pole but changes in the real part are also 
readily assessed.
Transient response for zero sensitivity* conditions
for zero sensitivity conditions a pair of complex con­
jugate poles must exist at
x = = y  and y = [1 -
3 3
since these poles lie on the ellipse given by eqn. 4«75®
The poles are therefore At
giving the quadratic
J  V J
equation
s2 + s + i - hjL = 0  ... (4.79)
J 7
The closed loop transfer function is then
2Q (± _ Qt£\
H ( S )  = “  m y —  8 ■ ••• (4»80)
S + . 2£S + S + ^(1 -
using the value of G- given by eqn. 4«76®
The cubic in the denominator of eqn. 4„80 must be factori-
zable.by the quadratic of eqn. 4»79 to yield the third pole,
2 Cwhich is at s = - . Hence the real parts of the complex
D
poles of eqn. 4®8(o have the same value §,s the real pole, which
is a special condition for the zero sensitivity values.
Afteiu factorising the cubic in eqn. 4*80 and expressing
H(S) in partial fractions,
in the sense of Hanocli Ur* O' definition*
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H(S) -
o + -
(8 + ^ ) 2 + 1 - A -  :
2 2 —
for C < /!/2o
t i l e  U 7 6 x  5 S  'O.l b i l_ L S  g i  V 0 3  i d l e  s y s t e m  i m p u l s e  r  6 8 0  0 1 1 5 0  a s
h(!) = -- f r e [x _ cos(x _ h i l y k Tj
X _ i f  ^
x ... r.si)
where T = w t is a non-dimensional time* n
For the maximum gain condition this becomes
h(T) = -Tj- e 1’'V6 [1 - cos(I'//2)j
3^/2
ihe impulse response is a special case of the general impulse 
response for trie system which., for oscillatory condition, is 
h(T) - Ae ~a' ~ + Be~'DTcos(aT + 0).
For the particular case of the aero sensitivity values, 
inspection of eqn* 4-81 shows that the impulse response can 
never become negative. This condition also holds if G- is 
reduced below the value given by eon,. 4»?6 and does not hold 
for G- in excess of this.
Closed loop modulus - frequency response
9
An open-loop gain of & = g(l - gives a closed-loop 
modulus -* frequency response wnrch is an equi-rapple Chebyshev
form, provided C, < “/t 29 For C = -/v 2 a .butterworth type
.... 1 ay , , 1-re so on se j s reelvsedi for a a A' 2 and C- a r-~ the modulus—
Ah
frequency curve is monotonic0 A trans?,tion boundary between 
non-monotonic and monotonia modulus/frequency functions also
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\
sms'.
0k~> „ OiQ> Q<'7 *• QiCi
22 2-W
iMC1di *.*-.;•>>.> l v_'> . Ci ’ ■'■U iaI KU'v.-y
V ■ Cj. I; i -ji.L (-0 " ,
2  V .  M.-<':0s} V  ZK/l*/ tX f - Y  .
•> I’ toa-ploc-iC I tVssj ri<r2 -^ii-S
CdU--
(d'o IrJwMfcs o**, S£ast(-cvity C «!<*?€. .   ^
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exists for
& = C r ^  “ "Of ^  “ 0^ )] • •• (4-82)
These aspecLs are discussed in reference SF 1 „ The zero
sensitivity curve satisfying eqn. 4-76 is shown in fig. 4.17 
in relation to the Chebyshev and monotonic to non—monotonic 
oransition boundaries. The straight line & = ZC, which gives 
the maximum open-loop gain consistent with closed-loop stability 
is also shown.
The gain values given by eqns. 4-76 and 4„82 are equal at 
the point B in fig. 4-^1/ oocuring for £ = 0o38?3«
for 0 < Q < 0„3873 the minimum sensitivity modulus function 
has a resonance peak., For £ > 0.3873 the modulus function is 
monotonic: the maximum gain condition at D is therefore associ­
ated with a non-monotonic curve.
Conclusion
Zero sensitivity conditions for the third-order system 
sire shown to be associated with closed-loop poles vmich have 
equal real parts, the locus of complex poles for 0 <_' o> \ . /3/2 
being an ellipse. For operation on this ellipse si positive 
impulsive input results in a transient response which is never 
negative. A niaximum gain value consistent with this condition 
is given.
The zero s e n s i t i v i t y  filters do not correspond with known 
classes, e.g. Chebyshev, Fapoulis, or Butberworbh, but form a
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distinct set which must satisfy the conditions given in the 
preceding sections. The 'in-line’ pole condition is related 
to an equi-phaso ripple condition (Ref, 3 ) hut this has
no significance in the third-order case as a phase ripple 
characteristic is not obtainable.
Using the positive impulse response condition it would he 
possible to constrain an adaptive control system to operate in 
a position of minimum sensitivity, with an additional constraint 
to maximise the gain if desired. It is clear from the preceding 
work that this could form a more satisfactory criterion than
(3 S)
the impulse area ratio criterion which could clearly be mislead­
ing for systems higher than second-order.
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M  I!\!\/ESTIOATI()N 0 2 THE^SMSITJ.VITY OF TEENS I ENT AND OTHER 
ERRORS it_ DUE_T 0 VAR I AT 1 01 >13 li >T FOIE ARD ZERO P OSITT. ON
6„1 Intr oduct i on
Snail variations of poles or zeros of transfer functions 
from desired values, result in changes in transient or amplitude- 
frequency response characteristics, except under certain special 
conditions„ In the following sections the effects of pole -zero 
variations on open and closed loon transfer functions are con- 
sidered and general formuaie developed to enable the quantitative 
aspects of changes to be assessed. Investigations are curried 
out in the ’S' domain and extended to encompass transient res­
ponse and steady state phase and amplitude variations.
p. 2-1 Role-zero sensitivity relation::, for open looip systems
The general form of coon loop transfer function considered
initially is m
^  P g  (s a.,)
V R  (s + P g
The no] 03 ere at s -p. and K Is a :eeal positive constant
" " J
Identifiable as the open loop gaum For a physically realism;!e
system n d in is necessary™ hue or more oi m o  z R s or P^1 s may 
be zero , corresponding to single or mule, dpi e poles or zeios an 
the o n  ran„ The arcs isitlry oi mul uiplo uoles or zexot. othoi 
than at the origin is also considered.
Firstly the condition where aJ1 poles and zeros are distincc,
i.e. no multiple poles or zeros, is invesligated.
Taking logarithms of eacn side of equation (l) gives
m ;n
log F(s) = log^i (s + Z ) - log l~K (s + P.) + log K . .. (5.
J
Differentiating this equation partially with respect to a zero
gv lot
cnange involving an alteration of Z. = Z_ gives -
1 1 oZ-^
m
I' 2*4 ( S + Z.)F(s) ^ ^  N
in s +' Z -j (ff)
p. (s + z.)
while partial differentiation with respect to a pole at s = -P 
gives n
h i  .  3 (s + F^ (s) n h h  , r n
Pn " n s + Pi
f.\ (s : P,)
J
/ \ o uj^ I S J tJJ1 I v3 )
The total differential is given by dF(s) = -mx.,,/. 57 + r -is - yp& ,y \ j dt^ p
for small but non-infinitesimal changes. Thus approximately,
5Z- 6P_(
(ouhdP(s) = F ( s)
1
+ "1 3 + J1
The zero change leads to a pole at s - -Z cancelling the zero in 
F(s) while the pole changes leads to double pole at s = -P in 
the expression for dF (s). For the fra.otional change in the t ran si 
function
r \ 6Zn 6Pn
- --- 1—  „ — i _  ... (5.6I
F(sJ s + Z s + P-l
5.2.2 Sensitivity relations for closed_logap_jiystemn
For the clans of feedback systems in which loop closure is 
via a unity negative feedback path so tiiat the closed loop transfe 
function connecting an input forcing function with the oui.puc is
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then, with F(s) as in equation (l),
G-( s)
m
K U ( ; z )
n
tr (s + P.) + k D ( 0 + z.)
For changes 6Zn and 1
1 ' - y ' “ 1
6P in a zero ancl pole respectively, logarithmic partial diff 
entiation leads to
AG(s) = G(s)
1
+ Z
d o  + Z j
1 rt (s + P ) mr\ (
^ ( s  + P.)
n rn
n-(s + P.) q  (3 + Z.)
6P
or
AG-(s) = G-(s)
+ Z-
K
K
(s + zp[.F(
6Z
+ K] '
or using equation (7) and simplifying product terms. This finn. 
reduces to
A G ( s )
6Z3.
1 + F(s)
The fractional change is
1
_ _ 5
S -r F
(5-8)
1
Ad(s)
G-(s)”
1
[~ (5-9)1 + F(s) S + Z S a it. -
The foregoing relations give explicit expressions for "both open 
and closed loop transfer function changes due to variations in
one pole and zercu in control system and other applications
the system error input transfer function il(s) . =  rnc,y
1 + H't s;
be of more direct importance, particularly where an object is 
the minimisation of the error arising from given changes in 
accordance with specified criteria, or in the deliberate change 
of system parameters to minimise errors, as in self adaptive 
systems, e.g. by adjusting pole-zero positions of a compensation 
networko
g „ 2 o 5 Change in the c r r o r-~ ;i .up u t transfer function
Partial differentiation of Ii(s) - g - _ ^ y 1 + F(s)
n
K g  (S + P.)
■a m
U (s + P.) + K n (S + Z.)
1 v y i J
with respect to the zero at s = -Z and pole at s = -P-j gives
H (s + P.'
i   y
(■) ■ ( )  ^  ^ ^i
b + _1 (s + P.) + htf (s + zj
m
K gs (s + n_.
 ^j (s + P .) + if (s + Si-, j
On simplification thus becomes
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which shows that
ii(b) - -G-(s) ... (il) i,e. jGhe closed loop error-input
function changes by minus the amount of the closed loop output 
input function. In particular, the changes in C-(s) due to eith 
& pole or 2- zero change are given by
rf,/ VI F(s) °Z]LblojJ _ -- — ______ (fyn)
1  I -I , 1,1.' \ p  S t  Zi. VO — y
L 1  +  T V S j J  1
‘or the zero change and
r e a m  - - ~I(T) i , ,V'COip, - —  2 — p~ (5-12)
n  [i + f(3)j - - p
The fractional changes are
LCr(s)]z1 J 6Z1
&(s*) 1 + F(s) s + ’ (5»lj)
and
[G-(s)]Pl 6Fh
= i T T ( 7 )" - •••
5‘2.4 Multiple nodes or zeros
(5.15)
in Z± and sb? is not contained in P ., then, on determining F(s) 
for a change in the multiple zero of order q at s = -a and the 
multiple pole of the order r at s = -b,
K(s + a)q n (s + Z.)
If F(s) =
F(s) = F(s) —  -!L-  6a - 6b ... (5.16)s + a s + o
Comparing this expression with eqn. (5*5) shows that the
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respective pole and zero changes are weighted hy the order of 
the multiple pole or zero.
For the effect of multiple open loop pole and zero change 
on the closed loop response, writing eqn. (hold) as
F(s) = where A = ¥,Tj (S + Z.) and B = T| (s + P
B(s + b)1 J- x 1
are to be regarded as constants on partial differentiation anr
to a and b, since they are independent of A and B, gives the
closed loop form:
ag-(s ) = ~ o ~ ( a h  =  h m u b l -----...
1 + i ( s) . / % q _ / n s r' a ( s + a) ~ + B(y + b)
and from this,
log G-(s) = log A + q log(s + a) - log A(s + a)0" + B(s + b
... (5.17)
Then, from (5«17)j after simplification of the derivative term
AG-(S) = ---£ h ) --- ^ _ X A O j .  ... (5 .1 8 )
r-i n/ )v- Oo+a, s + o 2Ll + Fl sJ J
and on comparison with equation (5.8). the weighting effects of 
the multiple pole and zero can again bn seen.,
Gere  ^ r T n
ACr(s)/&(s) = w— -3— 4 „ ilhdno (5ol9)v y/ v y 1 + Fvsj Ls + a s + o J w
gives the fractional change.
5. 2o 5 Changes in complex poles and zeros
Since, for the open loop transfer function, the change is
6Z
a[p (b)]zi a u s) I T ^
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for a change in zero, if a complex open loop zero at 
5 = ~ + is considered uhen the con jug a, te open loop
zero at s = -Z = -a - jw must also exist for a phvsically 
realisable orunsj. er iuncuion. ihe chance In the transfer func­
tion due to a change ’a' in the real part and a change ’w1 in the 
imaginary part is given'by
r sz-i 41[Ai’(s)] - - F (s) I T +  1,2
•01,31 v ;Ls + Zn s + Z '1 1
giving
A[p(s)L - = 2P(s) ( m ± X ;)iX±JX|w ... (5.J.20)
31,zi / \ 2 2
(. s -f a) + w
with a corresponding expression for the pole change. Since in
9 o
eqn. (5® 20), F(s) will possess a. numerator term (s + a) ^ + w 
this is cancelled by the pole term in A[f (s)] whereas the pole
expression will involve a pair of second order complex con,jugate
2 2 2 2 poles of form [s + 2a* s + a* ** + w’ ] for a change in poles at
_l_
s = -as - jw1„
5«3 Relationship between s and time domain parameter change stuc 
The conventional method for studying the effect of a parame 1 
change for a system characterised by a differential equation is 
to differentiate the equation w.r. 6o a specified parameter and 
to derive a sensitivity equation, as described below.
For the second order equation 
ad'-© ■ bd©
 1  + ° + c0 = f(t), ... (5.21)
at
for a change in c, partial differentiation w.r. to c leads to
UCt'G- bci) 0 cod
O 0 0 . . .
5,7,2 ""debt + 7-c ' ; ;7  u —  43ecu 1;
..On bhis Anna rtie siiIjs,; jimiii 1 n.a.Lg,fc :i nit-icl conditions
independent of the changed Trciuornbere and are not f a r
eluded in the argument. The foreinn function f(t) is
assumed to ho independent of the ooromotor considered,
z - 60 /oc for the chance in b aibb o -t von 
c/ o
a d 2  hdo (_ \
a -r ' , ' -r cZ -  ,, , n 9
at-
'The Laplace t emeus forms of enns, 5’ 21 raid .4 22 ore re on
where 9 - L(L )o ' o
-■UA w  j
' o '
9
a s -i- b s + c -
hebh z = L(z)
i'uhztitutinr for L[ 0 I in ec;n„ c,ao from £ru , b,24 ; rvao'
(as + Is + o 7
If the Lopla.ce transformed eon., 4-24 is aiffe.reniintc 
wore, bo o then
 l U  . !
/ 2 n 7
( o c  -I- 0  0  ! c  J
to he independent o:f c„ 
o(i
r,U:Vi
For a chcnfo of ,, vc dorivo, : , sin:ilo.o ffr,L;;„ono
(10-
v . . ' "b::;d . 4
cl7 4 (.93 _r C- ' f .-j ;
dO
T / a, _ ■ , .
9  b ‘ ~  ll"} o  COrx'cG!JO:i0_eiiCO o f  o pLld
Adored,,
!jl°r a chon go o f  as w i t h  z /on,, ff0-;
O O' ■'
d '"0
■ ' 9 9 -i ’ '■ o
z = / " 9' —  and “-x-y = -' dio
_ ( a'0 o OS + o )  ^  (o,s4 h s  0)
d'G9 . 0 /;—
d(-u '(d  aa 40 - - - . . , - )  3 0 .  , the-. C i d f . V f l & i u m  o f  o one! '•
d l / '  J .....  GO l
o./la: i. r). o s t  a l), I. i  o h o d „
5 d d A  n o n - la n e o .r  example  
F o r
addO f'!0
o , o , ,
"  ■ r, ' -i- O f  -  ... ~ -!- CO ~  -f ( t  I ( I) x A, a O (lb O '   • -a  ‘-' 'Aor;
o. change Ao c le a d s  to
a d 7  n ... do 1 ^
w A  nt) ~y + 00 = - - -  —  O p  _  C7j, A o a t  i f ,  '  >dv,
oh ore z =
As th e s e  oniosbiovo; oro r o r . - l r s o s r  L en la c e  t r i i - f n r x  jo, 
'Ao n o t  applicable and i) o p e r a to r  mothers era- ,ovo re a d  A 
d  ion iiocoinos
-AzDO - O0 , f . fo  o:;o y ( r  ) -  Q o
0:1)“  r  1*0 D + 'O ( a i d '  -; d  A r  O V~o c y
. . .  (dfd)
os iJ !. o i„;u; a b .r p, * a sos
4 /  +  ! ■■ u a O
rG
oG ~n --2. ])f(t) ~ @oO _ c; c ' '
oc ~ / A - , d " " “ -’
3:- A : cry, c)"
ITenoe direct part a pi. different!' is or w,r, ro the rare:., 
to tiio dosarea result,, r.Aor adu v:uri,rulos a._o cur viler 
tLons of D,
top.'2 Giynif ionnoo of r■ ,r-*ir.oti:-' ch'vso dr v 'lat:i on to 
1,0 0
The parameter sensitivity equations frequently on 
no.tor terms which are the square of those occurring an 
system equation and these load to time multiplied t a r  
as shown he 1 own.
F o r  a  sys tem.  w i t h  t r a n s f e r  f u n c t i o n
,,, r/f(t) ! f/c. Lf r/i'd ,Gboj = ■- y . ... - - (p
as"" a hs -i- o sd -i- jy p 0
where B = b/a and G = c/a, the unit impulse response 3.
9
i" < GO,
. v/cg ° so/
.v:(t) = e ' " si.i.i o r viiicj.ro v; •- (i -- a* p.
the parameter sensitivity equation.,, v;.r, to c, as
y  -c/fCr')] . ql/a "t/ f (t ) J
(as" + tv + o r  ( 7  - 2s a C/" 1. (
with a unit iyuirv runvi.s! of
z(u) 4as bn p's v/hen (l -• - b -j sin vrb - vt cos at, riy;L 
-st/2t
t (o' t sir:
T h is  e x p re s s io n  as lo a sb  vOs m . ;, i n  a t  ,- I; / • s in  rb  -  o c
■ m / c. s , a / 'O' a -
and b i s o n  Z ( t )  ~ .......... con'd ; A- sari n t  -• u cos v;t  Ain , ■ z "■ "2 '
on n
T h is  v a n is h e s  f o r
i i 2 v/ /hoe8oai \'it - • . /  -  I f / d  ■ 1 on s u d v i t i tu t io n  o f  the
[ J
c o n s ta n ts ,,
f o r  t a n  n t  = 0 ,  1) a 2 /ao  0 The res  ounce i s  thee; ■-
damped and the system eeiua.tto,, heoomos 
“1
•■h---  ..-y-’ , whore A - h/h
(s a A)"
The unit impulse response be non
tor vise sonssOtZLVjery equation.;
—  nitIs usiit impu 1 s e resp*
•t n f i t
v A )"1
, p
-° _ 2. . ,.p.v'2tb . ^ ; . . . ... ri . -,,.01
ta o 2oa
c'j 2
(-a 4
era'mom
Tne {time multiplied1 onaractor of c l , a saasatavaiy
■ -  pi 7 -
errors arising can reauiiv be ...ssessod analytically, as woll 
a»j die bOsal. 1 r 1 so, p1 errorsJnn.s mpxi a j - - ■.-y■; g Jf,<> ■] a
t-!c 1 ox mula im.C)n ci analo gue computer circuits.) as cL is ou.ssecL 
subsequently,
 effects of pole or zero cbenpGs
oome con.1. us Ion cxisus in too laternture as to the relative 
importance of pole and zero locations on transient and. steady 
s c ate irequency response changes, Many workers in this field 
maintain that pole positions arc cnticaI and zero locations 
of secondary importance„ Others, g0£ 0 Kants, (def„( u, ) maintain 
that zero locations are more iiroortant, In particular Kanin 
quotes this inference to substantiate his belief in the opt:imi- 
sat ion of the amplitude factora in orthogonal methods of transfer 
function determination, considering errors in. polo lo(nations to 
be less serious than errors in zero locationso In this contort 
the poles found experimentally by orthogoua.liso,tion methods 
are allocated without recourse to r a n .  Optimisation, iota, mini- 
'mis at ion of the square roof of the integral of the error sou a nod., 
■as used in Wiener optimisation, A further view held is thz/f 
pole and zero locations are important, but this has not so ter 
been substantiated analytically. The equations developed, in 
the preceding sections enable'quantitative assessments of pole 
and zero changes, and their relative effects, to be d.o i;eruino u .
In the follov/bng sections illustrative examples are given 
to determine which of the possible hypotheses concern:! ng polo - 
zero variations is valid. It is shown that, in fact, bouii po.i e
and zero locations are important and that no dominant effect 
can, in general, bo assigned to cither,
5J+ °1 U lustralive examp 1 o 1.
Consider the transfer function ~-~™ noo (5,33)
s + b
for a typical network in which, if a > p, the net phase angle
of the frequency response lags and for a < b leads, for w > 0.
Let 6b be the change in the pole and 6a that in the zero. The
*1*
unit impulse response as a function of time for a system with
the transfer function of equation (5,33) is
f(t) = h(t) + (a - b)e~Du „„„ (5„3k)
where bh(t) is the unity weight impulse function. For the
given pole and zero changes, the total change in f(t) is given
by Af(t) = 6a + qg approximately. This gives
a a ob
Af(t) = e-bt{6a - 6b[l + (a - b)t]} ... (5.35).
If R Is the ratio of the change in Af(t), due to the zero, to
that due to the pole, then R -  -------— -—cy - „„„ (3,36) •
1 + 6 n “ b J 0
The denominator may involve a negative value of a, as in certain
non-minimum phase networks, but for stable systems b will be
positive. Hence, as t varies, the denominator may, change from
a positive to a negative quantity. In particular, if 5a = 6’0,
R = Af(t) = v— « - This expression depends onzero 1 + (a - bjo
whether a > b or a <b, with a = b excluded. Thus If a - b = 1
1 1 R = vfhile if CL - b = ~1, R = y — y  . These expressions
.1. +  G 1  “ G
vary so widely in form that some other criterion Is sought 
since, although they show R decreasing with time the transient 
is also decreasing with time, so that the relative weighting
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effects oi polos and zeros are not necessarily disclosed*
This aspect of weighting is considered later- but before this 
the example above is first approached via the formulae developed* 
From equation (5*33)5 writing F(s) = *•••- y and using equation
S + D L
(5-5) gives
a -r-i /■ \ s + a r oa 6b ^ . r -bt / \^ ( p  = _ _ _  _  _ _ _ ]  _ 6aa „  6bL1  + ( a ... t ) t J
as before* Thus the result of differentiating the hs' function 
partially and finding the inverse transform of the result gives 
the same result as inverting the given 's' function and effecting 
partial differentiation witll respect to time. This is an aspect 
of the general theorem that
L-h-d [p(s a)]} = -1 [L~b(s,a)]
d  0  ctO 1 O
For further determination of pole-zero sensitivity the time 
integral from 0 to co of the transient response change is con­
sidered* Effecting this integral ion for equation (5" 35) gives 
the Integrated error as 
6 ^ _a _
em = - -2 6b * Writing e,_, = e - e where e is theT b b T s p s
total error due to the zero change and e that due to the zero,JO
£ * /
and defining R-. - — ~ results in II = -9™'- i.e. the ratio of° 1 e 1 cb/D
P
the fractional zero change to 'the fractional polo change * For 
b6a = 6b then R-, = — * Clearly either the pole _or zero effect may
J- cO,
predominate in the total integrated transient change*
The transfer function F.^ (s) = F(s) + AF(s) can, for certain * 
purposes, such as direct simulation procedures, be compounded to
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eliminate sum terms„ For this example this gives
j?(s) = [i + ---is--- m_._]
o uen
1 u o -i- a s + h "riLL 11 " 00
2
p (s') 1 .§■— i— Cgi-t.Jl)s + ab
1 (s + b)2
5 ° 4 •_ 2 C1 os ed loop o o n s i cl erotic n s
li ? i or the trail,sfer funcixon of equation (l) F(s) =
5  4"
with G-(s) = c -^osed 1°°P? then
A&(s) = „ J I l -]
[ 1 + F (s) ] ^ S + Z1 S + P1
s + a __6a_ " s + a „§"4__
C(s) - -S -+ -^  5  ^?1 - S + b   s +_ b
" i + [ ~ r f ] 2 " i 4[t-bi]W~
s + b s + o
Integrating from 0 to ro , after re-arranging and transforming
inversely gives the pole ancl zero contributions as
_ b§ a  ^  ^ _ a,6b___
Z (a + b)2 (a + b)2
arising from transient zero and pole terms such that
fgt) = d p p t  [ i  + t ] n
for the zero contribution and
f2(t) = -ib'f'F[i + 1-rJafP
for the contribution due to the pole change*
a  a nThe ratio Rn = —  = vp-p , as for the open loop conch.1 G 0 D/ Dp
tion*
204,° 3_ -4 higher order example
The particular example of the transfer function
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I'(s) = — 2-+ h ( n x l i . _
(s + cjls + ads - e) 
is now considered,, IIs;ing oauation (boh) gives
AF(s) --  ^  Cs_+.a)(s + p)
(s + c)U + djls + e) , n 2/ nw  s
Cs + c) (s + cl) U  + e)
considering a change 6a in the zero at s = -a and a change 6c
in the pole at s = —o<> On inverring this gives the chelae in
the transient response to a unit imoulse as
Ana \ _ r ""_c ~°Jf' 2 - d -dt
1'2 > ~ L(a - c)To c) e + (o""-'If(e‘ -"a)e
+ __b - e' ’ • -et-^ r (a - d)(b_- pi)-dt
(c - e)(d -e) 6 J "a ”/ \2/ \°V 7 - (c - a) (e - d)
(a - e) (b — e'l-ct -ct -ct-,
+ “ — "~x — — -“^ e + Ae + Dte ]6c
(c-e)^(d-e)
i a r (  ^+ a) (s + b) in d r (s + a.) (s + b)where A = L )-- ------ — 'J and B - a-' L  —  --- ; 1
(s + d)(s + e) s = -c ds (s -i- d)(,s + ejJs - -
using Heaviside’s expansion theorem. This gives
A _ (a^9lL]L ”„.cJ rficl
A - (d - c)(e - oj '“!d
_ C (0  - (e + d) o + ed][a + h - 2c] - [c - (a + d c_aCrV h
2 n 2[ c - (e + d) c + ed] ^
gO ^ ] J. "gOt | pj_ -/j.
/. Af(t) = £-e—  + 20 *-° - ^e— ]6a - [3© l_b - 3 ^  + 3Jb - 3ti-;b]6c
Integrating from t = 0 to give the total transient error as:
= 2 / 6a - A. hSbl shewing on increased node contribution.-,
T 3 IT '
If the values are chosen as a ^ $9 b - 4$ c = g, cl = 2, and e = 1,
i0e0 reversing the order of the assigned coefficients, the zeros
have a dominant contribution,,
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The above results obviously hold for certain of the coef- 
-l icien bs zero and therefore enconvnass a fairly' uidc clays of 
systemso It is clearly derusyst rated tiiat rno Quantitative as­
pects of pole or zero chovnges cannot only be determined by 
rei ererce to partici i"! ar siruations gen oraliseci to embmce 
order conditions.-. The t echnrLouos developed in the bo repo in a
sections enable the effects to be assessed both in the * sf
;
domain and in the time domaim
5o.5 Frequency response cons:: 1 :^rha: ms
In this section general considerate ons are reverted to0 
Sitning a I yiw for froquevyy response gives, for the trans 
for function ]?( jw) , the irorvasys..si expression
y .  s y
+  JV7 p x  +  J W
AFt pvrt = F( q.;) f n n . . . :.._. s- - ^  + JV, , , _  J
The total expression is then
]u fjw) = F ( ;y:-i) + IF ( for F(yw)ri i —
1 ' --y i Jo"
The new modulus is
■ y  bP
r a 0 j “)
'f (jw)i = |f(jv/) I jl 1 ~ -.y1---’ | »B „ (hob)
1  S-j ^  JO , 1  ■. J o
and the non phase an.gle P is
6z op
0 = /F(;]w) + -1 + — ~ -..."l-~ ... (sot)
-   ;■ z n -i- Jvf p. j p i  ■ -
Writing IP (jw) = F(jw) E(jv/) and defining"
_ m -6Pl . (yp., + yp., - 8plS - vl)naPl- e
U »  = [1 + ~  - — y -  V  7- y     ■
L- n
-y  1  J o  j)^ J 77 t - j  J d )  I p - ,  +  J l . )
enables the effects of porturbations to be considered witii. reforenoe to
tne imperturned iunction i’(q ) 0 For the modulus of the pertur— 
hation term,
I ^Z]^l + ^zjPi ~ ^Ppz-j ~ + W (^P] “ P^-| + z-j J
" ' “ 1-— -j--
(sp + 1' )(p1 + W )
and chis gives the chan geo in who magnitude of F(jw), in a multi- 
pi i c at iv e s e n s e,
The phase angle change 0 :, in an additive sense, is
-I,Wc an - 
P-,
It is therefore apparent that steady state a.c. changes can he 
deduced from the results obtained in the s domain, since they are 
in effect, merely particular cases. Thus, for the closed loop 
changes,
iG(jw) „ ivpvy; “ hfT ' i ]
with s = jw in (5*8). Since G-(jw) = this gives
G-(jv i) ^al ^l
AG(jw) - I , + IT(y.v-)j h  + jw p, + jw
and
G(jw) + G(jw) = &(jw)[i + r v a i p ) ( y v ±p  - - p f y ) ]
_ G(,iw)_ r . , 6g. _ 6P1
i + igjwt + h J,h  T + jw P, + jw
from which, for a given F(jw), the corresponding modulus and phase 
changes can be determined. The results can readily be extended • 
to functions arising from complex or multiple poles.
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5°.^?. A-Pal.Q£>i*e Gompuuer ouidi e s_ jpt" th e  Effects of Pert urn at ions
of JPoles _and _Zeros„
Ex is cing motnods tor perturbation studies on analogue corn— 
pumors approo„ch tlie problem via the system differential equation 
on closed loop, Gog. beissingorTs porturbat ion method, (Rof. ).
Here a differential equation of say second order such that 
2
ad/e deo 4 n/.N , .
“..72 ' i; In ceo "
d r
subject to a change in one of the parameters, which can fou illus­
trative purposes be taken as b, is partially differentiated war. 
to b„ This gives
-15 ,-.2 ^ao^eo^ do eo coeo oeo _
dbdt " Shot dt dt
as f(t) is. not a function of la
Putting z - deo/db gives an expression for the output change
in e for a variation of the parameter b, whence o 1 1
2 2ad z /dt"- + boz/dt + cz ~ -dco/dto
Conveniently this equation may be written as 
2
ad z bdz deo f r+  +  n 3  =  _  . g o 7 )
dt
de
The change z ~ -jr™- can be observed using the analogue computer 
set up to provide a forcing function --d °°/c-|p as input to an auxil­
iary circuit satisfying equation ( 5® 37) • The resulting simulator 
circuit is shown in Fig. 5*1 initial conditions being neglected for 
simplicity of presentation. The term de /db is called a.sensi­
tivity coefficient in Meissingcr's work.
F i s
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It can be seen from Fig. 5*1 that for a second order d.e, 
with constant coefficients the circuit requires einht o n e r a t i o '
a.raplif iers.
A comparison is now made using the techniques developed 1 
this section. Firstly the d. e , of eolation (h „ 66) is trans­
formed to give
(as‘“ + ds + c)e = L[f(t)]
giving the closed loop transfer function  ^ ^/
o 1 1  I s  -I- b/a od/( s + b/a)'^
L[f(t)i q  _./f A.
o/ n
C omparing__this with
_ ^(s)
l/c b[f(t)J 1 + F(s)
gives the corresponding open loop transfer function as
p(s) = sg'b-1--) ••• (5oa)
and l/c appears as a scaling factor on the input forcing fund
Equation (5» 38) is realised using one exponential lag unit and
;/-) / \ r o ( fa/ a )
an integrator,, The equation AF(s) = ~F( s) [~/ 51017 aPP--
for the change in F(s) and requires a further exponential lag
unit of ’ gain’ 6(b/a). Since F(s) a d/s) js required on open
. \ j . - j, 6 (b/a.)loop, chc outdut from one e(s) sec cion ana die —.•.•.• ••~ ' s + o/ a
unit can be in a summing amplifier as the. sn-n reversal across 
this unit gives the correct sign to AF(s). The final closed 
loop scheme is shown in Fig. 3*3* The extent of the change 6b
be directly controlled. The circuit uses fewer operation anrol- 
liers and pares control of the variation of open-loop parameter
I rial
The mechanisation of the sensitivity equations developed 
in this chapter is a relatively simple process, and the circuit
response changes to bo 
of the analogue computer, 
for circuits relating 
e q n s. h ° 13 an d 5«14 o -an
... ('5.39)
... (5-40)
In a simulator circuit 
the error channel of the
tno appropriate signal is
6pl 6k‘!
fed to lag units with transfer functions — — • and   ’ -s + Pl s i s:L '
the required sensitivity terms con readily be mechanised. An 
appropriate scheme is illustrated by fig. 3.1.
5. "7 » General_ c omment
The a lie vo work, con bo extended to non-l:i near systems end 
can also serve as a basis for setting systems with least sensi­
tivity to parameter changes. Further work will follow this
derived enable transient or frequency
observed using the full dynamic range
A simplification can be effected
to closed-loop equations. Thus, e.ga
be written as
[G(s)]z1 6 z1
G(s) “
• -,;S • k
A
[&(s)]p1 6P^
G-fs) s + p
_L
where
E(s) JL..1 + F(
is tne error/ inpuu oransi ei‘ iUuc cion. 
F ( s) is the transfer f unct ion war. to 
analogue computer circuit, so that if
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Ul'irJT' i'E d 6 
SPECIAL TECHNIQUES
6 .1 . T n t rodn o t i o n
In preceding Cnapters, direct and indirect methods of
s-
transfer function deterniinwation have been considered^ The 
essence of such techniques is that the system investigated 
should be substantially linear, since a transfer function implie 
this, however for conditions, e.g. of jump resonance, substain­
't a al s aturation, de aid zone or backlash, frequency response method 
cannot be applied directly for transfer function determination. 
If the form of non-linearity is explicitly knovn techniques could 
well be developed for recovering the equivalent linear response, 
but no general methods exist at present, based on frequency 
response data. Further, for linear systems a high degree of 
parameter interaction usually exists when attempting to deter­
mine transfer functions. This is evident from the complexity 
Introduced in the direct method discussed in Chapter p, portion- 
1 curly when the transfer function is charaotovised by poles ana
zeros. This is evidenced also when attempting to model a system.
•:T  ^ 3£,
e.g. by the Wayne Kerr Transfer Function Computer or by the 
author’s method discussed in Chapterf .
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Tbo parameter* interaction can be reduced by using tochilques 
based on orthogonal functions, ey virtue oh the finality condi­
tions possessed by such functions„ however, to date such methods 
nave no u .received very vnr) espread application and it appears to 
the autnor that this is because viable computer circuits have 
noo been developed which make it feasible and practiced to use 
orthogonal techniques. v 4
The defects and inadequacies of current methods are dis­
cussed in this Chapter within the context of proposals for prac­
tical analogue computer techniques for system identification.
(4based on the theoretical work of b . fierier ^ . This has wide
generality with respect to the analysis and synthesis of both 
linear and non-linear systems. The work is included in this Thesi 
in part because of the dissatisfaction felt by the author in rela­
tion to the methods discussed in earlier Charters*. Although it 
is to be hoped that some of the contributions made herein are not 
insignificant, they anise as solutions to a particular rather 
than a general problem„
It is Wiener’s formulation which gives the generality 
sought and this marks a point of departure from more traditional 
methods. As the method used is based on Laguerre and Iicrmi.te 
expansions, and these are particular orthonormal forms, a dis­
cussion is first included of a n a l o g u e  computer circuits which 
enable wide classes of orthonormal polynomials and functions
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to be oocained, using th0 simplesi  circuits v/hich con ho rlorivod. 
To this end. an at to nipt; has been made to find the math ema tic al
relationship, in the form ol' a pure or differential recurrence 
1 ormula, which, when mechanised, leans to the sl.mplost computer 
circuit.
A particular requirement imposed by the prautical applica- 
lions to which the circuits are to ho put, is that successive 
outputs should correspond to polynomials of successive degree, 
and further that these should all aprear s:i multanoously. This 
problem has been successfully solved by the author, as given in 
following sections of this Chapter in which the generation of 
orthogonal polynomials and functions is considered, A method 
is then described whereby a system can bo identified or synthe­
sised using the Laguerre spectral coefficients of an input signal, 
forming the arguments for si multi-variate Hermite series repres­
entation of the output, as proposed by Wiener,
6,2, Computer Circuits for G-eneratlng Orthogonal Sets 0f 
P o 1 yn o m i a 1 s
A brief outline of the mathematical propertm.es of ortho- 
normal polynomials and functions is given in Appendix , In 
table a number of important relationships concerning liessel, 
Laguerre, Hermite, Legendre and Chebysbev polynomials are pres­
ented, In this table the differential equation for each form is 
given. This could be solved on an analogue computer and, for
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appropriate values of n and initial conditions, a given poly 
nonrial lorm produm oq. ilowevor solution of the differential 
equation does not rive n polyp sr. ills simaltaneously. Is 
in Appendix 1, ortn o n or mal po 1 ynomials can ue used as weJ; 
sums to approximate to certainfunctions or to represent otlie 
polynomials and also play a pant in the determination of spe 
tral coefficients. Id id therefore desirable to produce 
circuits which give n polynomials s 1 nr j. ’!. 1 an e o u s l.y of a given 
form.’ Desirably such circuits should be easy to set up and 
should not commit an excessive number of operational amplifi 
Simple circuit modification to convert from polynomials to 
functional forms involving, for example, damped exponential 
types of polynomials, is also desirable, since several such, 
forms have useful a np lie at i on s in engineering practice. The 
circuits presented below give some instances of oconimical 
configurations, which are possible if a careful selection is 
■made of the defining polynomial relationship.
6.2.1,, Laguerre Polynomials
These polynomials are used in engineerrug practice part 
because of the simplicity of their Laplace transform and the 
ease with which they can be generated using electrical net­
works. The differentia], op cat.! on :
ty + (l - t)y + ny = 0   (6.l)
with initial conditions y - n and y = n may be solved for
integral values of n f0 yi.bi.d a sumwas; Ion of polynomial s 
■^n("^ ) 0j- degree n. Alterna.tively l^ir:s.e may be developed 
i rom the generating function.
yd) - b XL d;" ah .. (6.2)
Ii'i table 1 o, j timber oi did. f orontis. L and f)uro roourreucG rod a —
cions are listed, depe.rally use of one or another of the
possible recurrence relations for a given po 1 yn omia 1 form
leads to the development of a computer circuit from which
successive polynomial ouip.n '-s nro o ctnonoble. In this ins tone6
on expression giving a sinolo computer circuit is:
n-1
Ln(t) =■ ~b L (t) ..... (6o3)
]c—C
Rewriting this as
yd) - -,b yd) dt .. da)n
leads to the feedforward circuit shown in figure a! shown for 
Lo to L . initio,.!- conditions are used to estabxish constont 
terms at the outputs. The polynomials formed in this way ore 
normalised, that is, the first term of each is reduced to 
unity with a proportionate division of other coefficients of 
the polynomials. Weighted sumo of the polynomials can now bo 
formed, as shown in figure £' .ib Tlii s gives a means of goneratiiw 
non-linear fimeti.ons, mb rig i Aren igwioiiuni (as only, according 
to the procedure discussed in Appendix (X). The coefficients 
to be generated in this procedure can be determined by mecha­
nising the equation:
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0J_v
an = Jo “ f(t)l,n(t) dt, .... (6.5)
“ 1“ ' 
Here e is a weighting tael or w m c n  mares Lne integral ortho­
gonal in the range 0 to co .
The problem of forming successive polynomdie can be 
approached in the alternative way described below. The method 
used is also applicable to the fornvition of successive poly­
nomials which do not necessarily’form an orthogonal set.
The first three La.guerre po.lynomi-i.ls are:
L = 1, AL = 1 - t, L0 - 1 - 2t + \r~ and L = 1 - It + g-t"~
1 - 2 I p l
If E gx 1 in figure 1 the output of integrator I is L - 1 - t-L si
If this is integrated by I 0with initial, condition!, then
O
■}j a = 1 ~ t + t . To correspond to L  a further berm —t 
2~~
necessitating an input +1 to I is needed and Uri s is li.crivcd
by feedforward of E . Then La = b9t) . A furthor integration 
,y I 2 - 7
j  - - y  . ,p .. .. . a H f 2 _-t/ . ^  V U -,LLlj-Uli -U- C -Jp ^ 'g, / ’ 6
9
An additional output -21: At A, requiring an input 2 - t is
now needed. A term L^ = 1 - t is available from .9 ana is fed
to the input of I_. A further input of +1 is now needed, dcriv 
5
by feedforward of E . In this wav L... ms formed at the output- p ..
of Ip. By proceeding thus further polynomials can be generated 
It is to be noted that A A s  method. i-mo.o t.o prooi sely the some 
circuit as derived-using the differential recurrence relation
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The rnetnoa given auove c:.i,n be ex. Icnaoci Aj the gone u.tion
of wide classes of polynomials for v/nich suou-'tgucg or other
relations may not be available. It is not necessary for
the terms of the polynomials generated to alternate in sign,
nor need all terms he orosent.
6.2.2. Laguerre Functions
The function F(t) =ye d°L (t)   (6 .6)
is a Laguerre function and has found application in the inver
sion of Laplace transforms without knotledge of the poles of
a transfer function. Alteram.lively idtj may be used to appro
mate the response of a system. The functions can readily be
generated merely by adding a resistor in parallel with each
integrator capacitor to give a series of lag units of time 
1 n 37
constant T = ~ . Ward considers tne oiTocb of 'a' on the
convergence of the series formed by the baguorre functions.
3 S  - .37
Aigran and Williams ' chose a = y and card compares u i
and other values, and discusses the effect of pole locations 
on convergence, with respect to certain rational functions of 
s which are to be inverted using Laguerre iunctions to give 
functions of time F(t) . In his work d, / and 11 oerrn Laguerr 
approximations are considered. The data he presents shows 
that an 11 term app r ox irna t i o n gives an .accuracy acceptable
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for many eng.Lncer.Lnf’- n.no.jn1 ,l ■ A ;V 1 9^ ■■—:— t-.c— casr'pl~i f ~i ci— * ■——gr-—
.f.-4-KI P gj-r )
The Laplace transform 01' the Laguerre polynomials is:
f [ L (t)] = i ( ^ g - h n   (6.7)I i o o
and for the fum-dions
■£[c :"Ln (t)]  ^ g--i.g  (Afbl)11 ..... (g.Q)
> • J_ 1 iv/iuh a = -p Twe  have v
U V t/2L (t)] = r g 7 T  (— f ~  ) ..... (6.9)
11 6) +  2 S +  if
giving a symmetrical form.
Wagner produced a more flexible transform for which
W(bt) = — i-r- . .... (6„] 0-)
s + o as + rf v /
The real constant b has a powerful effect on convergence of
the series, as shown by Ward.
Expressions 9 and 10 correspond to first-order all-pass
electrical circuits. Tv/o circuits realising these equations
are given in figures 3 and 4= The first circuit uses-! cascaded
, _ . , . / s — b \ n
operational amplifiers 2 and p go realise driven op
— n
an exponential e to realise the additional -— ; term.
In the second cirou.it cascaded ell-pass networks with unity
 ^b
gain buffer amplifiers are used. Van aer Pol and nrsnmer 
give a number of passive L, (•, h nofwoT-l >• to realise Legendre 
and Lagurerre polynomials but these lack the fiexibililii,v 
of the analogue computer circuits proposed.
A simplified circuit results if the capacitors of the
integrators in the polynomial circuit of figure 1 are all
uiiunlvjq i),y xbcilo sors iiO convere one n.nf opraf ors from "
1
+ • this has the effect of producing
(°) the n output points and corresponds to the operae n
tii oti that if Jt| f (1;") ! :: f(s) ty-a Ae I n p(s + b) .
6 . 2 , 3 -  A e gen dr e P o lynom  i. alls
these arise as solutions to the differential eouation 
(l - x^)y - 2xy + n(n + l)y = 0
The first five Legendre polynomials arc:
P (x) = 1, P. = x, P„ = A  - f  P.. = S f  - -5g
o ? 1 2 ■" 2 2-' a 2 2 *
r 35..>_ 13 v2 3 , x-j 63 5 36 5 16
3+ b > aud 5 “ *"’8^  " V  " " “8" x *
These can be formed by the circuit shown in figure d- 5 
developed directly from the polynomials. The circuit dis­
closes certain recurrent rol.of i,a,,f f>,s which indicate how 
higher order polynomials can he formed, the initial condition 
setting being decided with reference to the constant terms * 
of the odd polynomials. An integral recurrence relation can 
also be deduced from the circuit.
An alternative met vod for producing spaces sive Legendre 
polynomials is to use the pure recurrence relation:
pnb) = (2 - v f A - d a  - h  -■ 6  n - d d  ..... (6.n)
This leads to the circuit of figure {-»«.'kin which a multiplier 
is, used. Successive servo-multipii or potentiometers or time- 
division height units may bo used as indicated. The terms
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considered are:
P -  1 P = t  P’ = A.p,- I;"; - 3 t 0 _ j t ,
■ o * 1 7 "2 2b|l " Id<V "i " l “x 2 3J 1 using
equation 6.11 successive polynomi-als can to generated this
way and one integrator only need ho used in conjunction with
the multiplier and summing amplifier. Clearly the degree of
is limited by the number of multiplier height or other
units, but additional'multipliers may be added if required.
J? ° A-d Th e Hermite Poly no mi al s
Tne differential equationfbr these is:
y - 2ty + 2ny = 0 ...... (6,12)
Of the recurrence relations listed in the toble the simplest
form for computer mechanisation is:
1
Ig (t) = Zip^gt) ..... (S.13)
This gives the circuit shown in figure 7-
A multiplier circuit can be developed using the differnn-
f
tial recurrence relation:
II (t) = 2H n(t) - 2(n - l)li (^t) ..... (6.14)n J n-1 n-a■ •
and this leads to the circuit of figure 0 which uses a prin­
ciple similar to that for the circuit of figure 6.
6 <• 2«5 Chebyshev Polynomials
Various forms of Chebyshev polynomials occur, of which
T (x) denotes a nolynomiad of the first kind and U (x) one 
n 11
of the second kind. Explicit formulae for these, (w,mPh~r~ep- 
-y^ lyneffii^ drs^ are given in the jfpptrndnx. ^n(x)
and U (:x) can be generated as time functions by developing com­
puter circuits directly from the equations or from an appro­
priate recurrence relation. The T and U polynomials eren n
related, for example by:
T (t) = u (t) - tu Ut) ..... (6 .1 5 )n n n-1 v J
for n >  1 and (l - t)2 U (t) = tT _(t) - T (H)„...(6.]6)nv n+1 n+g: y v y
Hence if one set is developed the other can be derived from 
it.
bo 2 . 6 Bessel 'js_ Functions
Bessel’s functions J (t) are infinite series and hencen
can only be approximated by polynomial circuits. To avoid 
errors due to such approximations Bessel’s differential equation
y * ~ y  + (1 - — „)y = o (6.17)—X
can be solved for integral n, using the differential analyser 
approach to give J (t). An improved circuit less subject to 
overload is given in reference 3 *7. . Equation 6«Y] can be 
reduced, by substituting x = kt, to the form
if f y  + | A  + (if - 4  ) y = 0 (6.18)
n,2 t no .2dt o
If n = 0 and k = 1 then
V  + i  4? + y = 0 (6 .19)J t dt J
paid this has the solution y = j0(Jg) which is Bessel’s func­
tion of the first kind of order sercn V/e thou have
2 ,A ,6
i t {
yn = J (t) = Ll - ■ "0 ■!•   "' f -■ -  +.]
A  0 a  d ( a r  d o D "
/in 2n ,n (yy)= L (-f A _  (6o20)
n~.0 (n0
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which is an absolutely convergent series for all t, either real 
or complex. ^
An analogue computer circuit to mechanise equation'6.19 is 
shown schemmatically in figure 9 .  The division by t at t = 0 
can be avoided by deriving the voltage t from an integrator 
the input voltage to which is obtained from a step voltage applied
£ 4'
to a very short time constant operational amplifier. An inte­
grator train circuit cannot be used here as an infinite series
is involved for J (t) and an alternative method is used here, o
In the circuit given, in figure 9 the computer output
voltage S gives J (t). Since2“r. (S3 (t)) = J|,Pc)“ S’(t) and in the 
O O CLT 0 4 -i ti
computer circuit the voltage B is minus the time derivative
ci
of 2? (for unity time constant for the integrator) then E = J (t). 
o a l
/ .
Also g? = -J (t). A further zelation given in the Appendix is
2J/(t) = J , (t) - J ,(t) (22)n ' n-1 n+lv
The computer voltage H?. = j/( t )  an.d if we write equation 22, with
b
n = 1, as ,
J 2 ( t )  = J 0 ( t )  -  2 j f  t )  ( 2 3 )
since J ( t )  and J g t )  are a v a i l a b l e ,  J 2 ( t )  can be formed, as
dhown in figure 9®
To form further J (t) functions the relation:
j n ( t )  _ ^ ( t )  -  J n _ 2 ( t )  ( 2 4 )
1can be used, incorporating the division by — in the committed
multiplier if practicable, or by using further direct division. 
_6°.3o Jfeneral Comments
The circuits evolved enable wide classes of polynomials 
and functions to be generated using a minimum of committed 
amplifiers or non-linear capacity. Using the circuits the 
properties of polynomials and functions can be exhibited and 
further functions approximated by using weighted sums. The 
effectiveness of one set of polynomials with respect toilers 
can then be assessed, in terms, for example, of the convergence 
of solutions or adequacy of £Lf. Laguerre and Hermite poly­
nomials and functions find particular application in the 
identification of profess or other control system dynamics and 
in computer controlled adaptive systems currently being devel­
oped. In the next section the identification problem is con­
sidered.
rms
i A f _ J J ™ _ m A T i OGUE COKPDTO MET’ inn t?qr  TYPK AKAL-,-FTS
A M D  S Y N T H E S I S  O P  t ,t ;;e a p  m . , q w  y . s y y y g
—, iL? ip tro c l u  c  t i Ci n
It has been shown by N .  V/ienol'^ that a non-linear syst 
can be approximately characterised by the c o e f f i c i e n t s  of a 
multi-variable Hermite Cories with a finite number of ter
such that the system out'out
/n , ai 51 kl
' =a=° b=° "'k=0 °a,b.. . k W V V  * * * W ....
In th±S eIuatl0n the y  terms are the Laguerre spectrum
coefficients of the system input c(t) such that 
n
c(t) = Z A L (t) /0tn-0 n n J (2)
In particular if c(t) is a Gaussian noise input the 
La0uei re coeft iciencs are s Latis tically independent and a .Iso 
have a Gaussian distribution,
A discussion of Wiener's method for characterising i(t)
is given by Mishkin and Braunf25') , based in part on the v/ork
fy t ^
of Bose i'-X' . Mishkin and Braun present analogue computer
methods applicaole to the analysis and synthesis of non-llnear
systems based on the determination of the c copffi-
a,b...k ~
cients for analysis and the adjustment of these for a desired 
r(t) m  the synthesis approach. For the circuit.?, given by 
them, if i Laguerre coefficients and j Hermite polynomials
are used respectively in the approximations of c(t) and r(t),
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then i. j function generators are reunired, with j"L multipliers 
and j integrators, to give tL characterising coefficients c
p h
Thus if j = i = h the circuit must include 256 multipliers;,
256 integrators and 16 function generators„ These figures are 
"based on the use of a special purpose computer using multi­
pliers which give an output proportional to the product of thre 
variables• The numher of multipliers needed is increased if 
the usual form of general purpose computer using multipliers 
accepting two variables is used.
Experimental Measurement of the Laguerre coefficients has
t o) " (■ °J
been considered by Lee ' Van der ill and Bremmer ? and
(hj
Mishkin and f u r t h e r  work is presented by Braun, Mishkin
O o  0 2 )
and Truxal ' and Kitamori, » The methods proposed use 
two techniques, one of which necessitates the application of 
c(-t) as a forcing function to the Laguerre network: this is 
used in Mishkin and Braun1s synthesis circuit. The second 
method enables c(t) to be applied but results in a computer 
circuit which must have n units each with transfer function 
and these are inherently unstable so that output 
clamping is nccessaryi Additional complications are also 
wintroiiuced into the Laguerre computer used by the method 
of analysis adopted.
In this section a new technique is given for the computer 
realisation of eqns, 1 and 2, This results in a very consider­
able reduction in the aVnount of committed non-linear equipment
- 2.57 -
for both synthesis and uwiysms circuit i.sThe method is exe sola • 
with reference to a circuit using throe Laguerre coofficio... js ■ .2 
throe Ilermite polynomials. For the application of the metbol the 
multipliers must each be capable of slaved operation. Servo or 
time-division multipliers may therefore be used. Quarter-souares 
multipliers may .also be used it' suitably adapted but the process 
is indirect, using a conventional analogue computer, however, a 
hybrid computer could well be adapted using the normal logic and
VV
mode control facilities provided. The Appendix gives the theoreti­
cal background to the following discussion.
6 J+ o 2 0o mp ut or c i ro i j i ts for non-It near system s y n t h  esis
In the synthesis problem the characterising coefficients 
c^  ^ ^(eqn.l) for a  non-linear system are to be determined so 
that the system output approximates a desired form f(t) for a 
given input c(-t)„ An analogue computer circuit is set up to 
realise eqn. 1 with a pre-determined number of Laguerre coef­
ficients and Ilermite polynomials. If these are chosen :i Atially
as A , A-, and H and FL , then o7 1 o 1J
1 1
r(t) I h ., hn c II (A )ib (Ajv 7 a-0 iuO ab a" o7 bv I7
= W W ^ o  + Ho(Ao)H1(A1)Co1 + p ( g k l0 + H1(A0)H1(A1)Cn
... (3)
The conventional circuit to mechanise eqn. 3 is shown in fig. 1, 
This uses four function generators and four multipliers anci must 
be subjected to the input c(-t).
'-Z4K-.
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-fy grouping the terms of the Roth So of eqn0 f in pairs 
a more economical computer circuit is devised: this is shorn 
fffi° 2o Io is hore ussunrd '..-nab she- Laguerre coefficients 
A0? A-j are generated from the specified ianut c(t). 
f Vo <Laguerre_spectrum generalion
Since the Laguerre spectrum is derived from
00 4 -i-
An = J Q c(t) Lgpj e" at, ..... (4)
— tas shown in the Appenriiz0 nf successive ],■ (t)e functions
n '
are generated • and eqn. A is then mechanised the A coeffici-
n
ents can he obtained..
A simple circuit for achieving this has been derived by 
mechanising the differnntial recurrence relation
V n = h o d h )  ..... (5)
leading to the circuit of fig. If each, integrator cap a-' 
citor C is shunted by a resistor R so that OR - 1 the cir-
r-
cuit now produces successive Laguerre functions:
L ~^(t) = e °L (t) for n = 0, 1, 2 etc, n n
This procedure converts each integrator to an exponential 
lag unit. Eqn, can now be mechanised by feeding c(t) as 
pfche input to a multiplier as shown in fig. A- The multiplier 
units accept L '^(t) ; L^(t) ; „ . . L..^ (t) end the resulting 
products are each integrated, ths procedure enables the 
successive Laguerre coefficients to be made available simultane 
ously as voltage outputs from the integrators and these form
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^ ie An inputs to tho synthesis circuit of which tip. 2 is illus­
trative o
6.«/u°4 Synthesis pnocecLure
V’tn.tl'i c(t) cud rH.:) specified,, tho La.guerre spectrum. of c(t) 
is i ormed and eon. 2. is then set urn on tne computer with func­
tion generators formin': II (x) . a » H ( x ) for an Innut x = (\ „o n" •'  “ -V
with n = 0, l y 2 etc0 "This is illustrated in fig. 2, rela­
ting to eqrio 3° The coefficients c , c _ , cn . e _ are adjustedoo- ol' lo 11
until the synthesised express:).on. for rnt) approximates the
desired valueo If a. satisfactory appr oximat 1.on .is not ohtainoci
further A and H, terms must be vaneratedn The natme of pr> n k
approximation for n = k = 3 can he seen with reference to
the analysis circuit discussed in the next section.
6-V5Circuits for system analysis
To determine tho coefficients of the Ilcrmitc scries rep-
f
resentation for a given non-linear system the Laguerrc spectrum 
of the input eft) is first obtained. It is then necessary to 
form functions of the type
, _» 2/? Pi
H0(X)e “° " , HgAgo -o
2/,-A-, 7 2 ■ -A ■' 2
H (A1)e 1 , H (A )e no 1 ? k n
-A 2 / oThe term e  ^is a consequence of the -weighting function of
tho Hermite polynomials5 as discussed in the Appendix. Various 
cross products of these terms are now formed and multiplied
c.
I
J l_C? -3 » k? C \l.(Zrici (i. O.rC.C l'-C1 Si tac.";
Oo^l-[iCiKi\h I'ic/Jtfr tvjf.nri hci\ ,
r{fe) \ m
tikhjMfct) 1*1 ('/]?)
h  ' X * 3* ' J* 1&- ' U  h  a- r
n
P( r< r • 'cc-o <- < '■ r r £>{'' /
i
C"
M,
n f
"1
3 4-
I  _  L
n
; _  j
n  L- l:r 11
: o  ?-
. „ i'" *. (' 4 -■< : 1 < - J1. •j
hi<2- &6 h:>rtnaftpn o f - _ C r a £ £  - P r o d i t c£- N'-nn^ , W j Irk ,
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by che system u a opu L r \ c ) „ Tb o '> nro o ■") 0rodnets now yiol d 
the C . , ooen relents ?> A bio cl: diagram of the sehe-'o i-d j U n e O Iv. ""
sbown in fig. ancL a computer circuit exemplifying the parti-
cular of n = k = 3 is given in tho next section.
6,4,6 Illustrative comutor circai.it;
tor n = k = g the mu it i--var aa o.L e seri.es V'Tirorr::" tier 
is 2 2 a i
r(b  = -/j o  7- a  b 0 V g ) g < h g u b i g  •••a=0 b--0 c-:0 a o b i o c-
The 27 serins 01 the expansaon ^ oi‘ r(t ) can be arranged in group; 
of 9° The first 9 are - given by
H (a ) x C H ’sh ereo o o
C ~ c c c p p p p p p 1 
' 00 kol "oo2 "olo "oil "ol2 "o2o 'o21 "o22
and H = H g A g  l i g  A g , H , (  A g l l g  A g  . I l g  A g l g (  A g .
i Ho (A1 ) K g  A g .  K g  A g H g , A g .  H2 ( A g H g  A g .
j Ho (A1 ) H g  A2 ) .  H g  A g H ? ( A g .  H g  A g l i g A g  .
The next 9 are developed from
II., (-- ) x C., II avid the remainder hr1 o' 1
h 2 (a o ) X  0 2 H
whore *c,l = -^°100 °101 °102 c,:i 10 Gm  °112 °120 °I21 C122J
and °2  = ^ 2 0 0  C201 c202 °210 °211 °212 c220 °221 °222p
As the H matrix is common to each of the three groups, three 
multipliers arranged as shov/11 in fig. 6 can now be used. The
r (t-:)
fr-
/ - i f n 1' '.HCro tr tcw m,- {■ m-■/
kuU'-Ltbw /) ;y
 ° i P i ' X t A  \-f r,v?.9 ,
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1 ^'
H (An) product terms must be multiplied by ( a )eA6 d %
for lc = 0, 1, 2, as shoves in fiq. 2.. and also by the non-linear 
system output r(t). The throe terms are produced by one multi­
plier. as shown in fig. 7„
Further economy in the generation of the nine Hd(A. ) 
product terms can be effected by arranging these in three groups
of three, leading to the multiplier configuration shown in fig. 8,
v
The complete circuit diagram for the coefficient determination 
is shown in fig. 9« This uses seven multipliers only whereas 
the conventional circuit would commit 27 multipliers. Equipment 
saving is already significant and increases markedly as higher 
order approximations are used.
6.4.7 Extension to higherg order coefficients 
For the L x 4 expansion:
3 3 3 3
= a?0 b§0cE=0 d=0^ 'l?b5C,d I\a^ A0^ Iil^ Al^ IIo/A2^ Hd-A3^
on writing H (Aa) = H n , II (A ) “ H,.-, etc., groups of terms taken
cl if ct i- IJ J- O. L
sixteen at a time can be formed from the total number of 256
terms in the expansion. The first of these groups is
S h h o f o j  V ,i2 I,03 b i b h o ’5 W
00
°0000 °0001 °0002 °0003
. 0
0010 °0011 C0012 °ooip
ocmoo
o
°0021 C0022 °0023
C0030 °003i °0032 c0033
i r110irl02:T5 1,01n12r:13 H01f,22Ti13 Ii011 lb2rj 
ji!01n02n13 r'0iH22rl23 J'!01A32n
|H01jl02n33 ]I01jJ12ll33 ]i01h22d35
where the sixteen terms of the expulsion are interpreted as being 
the sum of all the elements of the product matrix. The remaining
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terms are generated to a similar pattern. Common mult ipli.e.at:iye 
forms c o n  now be selected from sy;. reprint.:, rows or columns as 
an ex cons ion of the unshod given : n ton cm section.
As the number of units wnich can 00 slaves from one multi" 
plier is limited it will usually be necessary to add further 
multiplierSo However the unmoor of committed multipliers will 
still bo very much less than in the conventional method, in 
alternative method which is tying developed makes use of a 
hybrid computer. Here the multipliers can be multiplexed and 
logic mode control can be used to initiate and terminate com­
putational operations. This is..- tho type of problem for which 
a hybrid computer is especially advantageonc. Unfortunately 
the author did not have access to a hybrid computer in time to 
include results, but preliminary studies indicate the viability 
of the proposed procedure for non-linear systems, but not for 
linear, due to the nature of Wiener’ s method., However, a 
discrete level representation is apnlicablo to overcome this 
limitation, and again this is .adaptable for hybrid operation.
AIAzPass Network rn>nn-
~ ng m l  Jl _cont ro.I^  Jcf by em^_ wyth_l i gh t ly
^ ^ ^ P e r ^ o o i ^ p o l c s  and for , , .
■ occit ions Jn_ the R ,H 0 S 0
■gJL J fte  8s ? Dlang  0 *
Synopsis 0
Control systems wrth an open loop traElsfer function characteriBed 
U  a pole a t  origin arid ,a rlght!y ^
are l i f t e d  to low gain  V£lt2s in cIoscd ^  ^
systems can be compensated using all-pass networks (33) in t M  s 
appendix criteria are developed for the use of these networks as
;eri6S C°mpenSat—  ^ design proc.,A!re is cstablished ^  ^
optimum transient response. The stability and transient response 
are investigated via the inverse N yguist diagram and root locus plots,, 
and the performances of the compensated and uncompensated systems arc 
m e  e.fecLS of open loop poles in the right hand side of 
the .s' plane are considered and it is shown that in these circus,stances 
hoe of an all-pass network compensator can lead to a conditicnallv star- 
system, subject to certain restrictions on these Poie locations, '
Results of an analogue computer simulator study are given,
9 .90d ' j y
K,
'l(s)    1 ■ 7
2 „ 2si s a zg V/ saw s L r. v ,!
On closed loop, wiih loon closure "via a unity negative f eecbr.c'-: pa 
the closed loop c id: put/9 arm i transfer function is
\ !U
G'(s) ~  «-rJ’ _     4 Aw.-,- ,_TO_r.______ ,..O O o O C. O O O O ■ L J.
1 ‘ J -S;! s:; •:• 22 w s"vr "hubhn n a
Maximum gain for closed loon stapii'iv s b - Ops nr r s
v. -:i n  ....  b
low the tolerable open loop gain v;ill also he lov-.p this ray load 
objectionable dynamic errors’and a poor transient responseo Cora 
lag or lead compensating n e t w o r k s  can improve system performer,:a J: 
it is shown in subsequent sections that on alb-rows network of 
transfer function H( s) „ „ n „ 0 0(y) ts none salisf nciovv
when  ^< 0„207 end also that some measure of ccuyuv:saticn is jn n.: 
when g is negative0 The justification for the use of the • nil. •/••us
f'
network rests in part on a consideration cf the charges in she 0 e 
the Nyqwist diagram when g becomes smallQ
20 Frequency resron.se considerations„
20 1 o The uncomrersated system froruency rva'nny loam,.
In non-dimenslonai form equation I becomes
o if el) o a o o .9 o o o o o o o c l  >/ -V . • i O IV. —  ^ .
S(S2 a 2^ Sal) ' w..;:
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For the frequency response expression
i"- ) = , ,0,0 0 0 0 0,(5)
j-.2^(l^e,?+jqq , )
Then |F(j---)j =  K. ..... .   , 0000000(6)
The modulus is a minimum v/henQ r: n., such that
2 / 2
□ 1 ^ 2\i“’2g ) -4 „ 000i7);;.;.sce □
5
restricted to real values then p"J 0,,067 or p ..q (\,2^ r)a For the i<r 
g range the modulus as a function of q is a monot co.Aea.XXy dec:-.r,in­
curve for q increasing;, as shown in Fig,16\.hut for tho lower p rar 
the function is nonmoonotonie as shown in Fig026 Typical nyquist a
5 •
modulus/frequency curves are given in these :rigw.r0 5o
If CfA associated with the minimum modulus (Fig„2d) is rot:, fed i 
lie along the negative real axis the 53/stem open J.o-cp gain cc?ir>ir.f cr 
with closed loop stability can he increased !?y the greatest or-"out
providing | CA | < |C3|„ Id is shown in eppenaix irybaf tn±s x> c:.:ua.:. -
is satisfied providing r <  0 , 20"/«
2 o2 o The _al * s_ no twordu
If an all-pass network is used to effect the rotation referred
h i g h  and lo w  f r e q u e n c y  v e c t o r s  a r c  n o t  a t t e n u a t e a , ,  as s c a u r s  
c o n v e n t i o n a l  p a s s iv e  phase  a d van ce  o r  l a g  c o m p e n s a t in g  r e i v /o r l  
usedo Phase ad vance  s e r p e n s a t i o n  i s  nos c f  i t s e l f  d e s i r c b l e  
lo w  ^ v a i u e s  s in c e  t h i s  e f f e c t s  o n i i c l o c k v / i s o  r o t a t i o n  o f  v  
above  th e  n e g a t i v e  r e a l  a x i s  and f o r  p r a c t i c a l l y  o b t a i n a b l e  
ad v a n c e  v a l u e s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  v e c t o r  v a l u e s  on t i e  iv rvacuo uso fc  
s y s te m  lo c u s  te n d  t o  be lo n g  com pared to  j C r ! ' :. 10 a s siwov.ni i l l  r r ;  
l b  Phase l a g  c o m p e n s a t io n  by s im p le  p a s s iv e  networks i s  
icy hj.gn i r e q u e a c y  a o f e n u a a r c n  and f o r  th o  icac p v a lu e s  so;p
h e r s  a  n e t w o r k  no g iv e  an o p t in iv n  t r a n s i e n t  rermv-n se 'is n 
d e s ig n e d  on an a n a l y t i c  b a s is , ,  w h e re a s  d e s ig n  f o r  th e  a b b  ras;:  
i s  r e l a t i v e l y  e a s y a
i n  n o i i - d i m e n s io n a l  fo rm  e q u a t i o n  p bo cocues b ( s )  ~ •' - ’) o c ,
with PKjq) = O'w-vd ..  .... „(9) o This erprescj.ru has unit c
* ;''v'Q
and  a  p hase  a n g l e  0  = ~2fcan‘"“ &  » 0 o 0n„(Ju) )  w i t h  a semi' c i r r r b
. f r e q u e n c y  r e s p o n s e  lo cu s ,,  c e n t r e  th e  o r i .g in , ,  end o ccupy ire ;  t h  
and  seco nd  l a g g i n g  q u a d r a n t s  i n  th e  p la n e  o f  th e  i i y q u i s t  d i a r  
u s e d  as a s e r i e s  c o m p e n s a t in g  n e tw o r k  t h i s  u n i t  m odulus  anubib  
t h a t  v e c t o r s  o f  th e  s y s tem  t o  be c o m r c r e a t e d  a r e  n o t  a t t o n u a t
3o D e s ig n  p r o c e d u r e ,
p o l o  T in e  _ c o n s t  o u t  d e l  ewmio a t i e n  fop- the r l l - n r s s  n c tp - - - q  c:
A t y p i c a l  o n eompe n s a t e d  sys tem  lo c u s  i s  d raw n  i n  F i g o f . : .  
th e  a i l - q a s s  u e tw n rm  locus*
To rotate OA by angle  ^necessitates location cf a ccrrespending 
angle on the network locus, for the same frequency q . as crears 
0'Ao From equation 5?
A180 <■=> a = 90 a tan wien q
2
o8 o tan r - %  • «? o o»o *«o o e o(ll) o For the all-rass nr A
' w
tan } l ~ e o o. o o o o(12} using cquaticn 10 with p = «-• f j
' 2
Elimination of  ^between equations II and 12 gives the quadratic in
A 5
2
1 ~ QX_ A2 ~ 4d A -  ( l - o / ' )  •- 0 <,0000000(13)» h i  t h i s
~  2 ’ '
G 1
equation q.^ is known f r o m  the solution to equation 7o As or era:;;.
/ 8if f  - 0»1 and vq = 10 r/sec then, using, equation 7? Q- Id A  --in
• Pi U
f: ■
the minimum modulus value0 Substitution of this value of Ah > n  
equation (ip) gives a quadratic which has a positive root of A ~ (Ad
\j j
Since ,A = and v; = 10 r/scc, a - 7ofo with a corresponding th :v/ n ' _n 7
constant for the ail-pass network of T = q; = Orid.2 sees0
The compensated system open loop transfer function is then
q.{ Qp .. K, 1 o(i5 *•» S) . -r ,. . , „~  „ m  Qiii'ensionai i orru
S(S2!.2Grl0a)(7oG5+S)
3o20 General design curves.

doing t h e  g i v e n  design rrooouuro a u -h ■'■ a _“*■ " ' ‘""" ' ' ~ i - P .I'D
determined for each value of Consequently a graph of the
variations of A with 5 can ha plotted and this is given as hig.h
For a given value of g the value cf A and eonsoouentW r, = ,, e ,
n J
readily be determined and calculations are unnecessary Vhe m- 
show:: .ins the variation of .n, v/.ivh as derived iron caaaijcn y, 
is also shown cn Fig04«sias additional information^
4o i^±nE^£Bhiy^of J £ e  J r e ^  the cor-ars
^system:
Jnu'hhfhL .Jibuti s t __di agrauv
Phase margin., resonant peah determination and other design 
and performance considerations may necessitate the plotting of a 
Nyquist locus for the compensated system„ dse of the inverse ha 
diagram is preferable as this does not exhibit the variations on
f •
of the direct iocus0
From equation 5 the inverse locus’ is determined from  the ecu,
~ IQf- ~ Q f J £Q> 0 0 0 0.«.„( J.d.) using K = 1 ,
since this is a scaling factor only and can he included cubScr::cr-.'
oLi  ^ (JQ) = x + jy thorp from equation (in), u = - 2 cf2 o a o o o a o J ' (
J  ~  0,(1 ~ Q o ® (1o } „ Eliminating q between these or
SiV0S y2 :ff (1 + _*) 2 a , o o o « „ . e c c ( 17) valid f.- mvl :
:b;
of x only0
H
Ljx:4a:
/\ -- 0 i 7 ott\
*n, O.tv . 0 "(■•
l7c^ ia^ r^J7-C •. / ' \ >
"'■"/■ rK\
Uv Ci->^ .<3>S
/
a o  !->
0’7/' «a» a f> ?7V 
j-M / ^ vC\
SM,
Sl> ~bt>
O'k V ~ 0‘7 "Oj-K " P"11
0 ‘ .v
0 \ 2.
0-1
7\\
O *  i
"0-i
6' <■ <5 ‘3 & ,(\ o • £
.-p- >
-.b
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A resulting curve is shorn in F i g o  drawn for the portion!nr case 
of | = O d e  In general the curve has a rarinee value at the point 
( - 2q? 2 ^  ) and always has the sane general shape independently
3 3 ,p
of the value of g- 9 unlike the isr.nr::e; plot„
For the all-pass -network the inverse Iccus is a leading server-
A
circle, centre origin and of unit radiusP --as--shewn-Tr-mi-g.-fT To 
compound loci for the uncompensated system and the network it Is 
necessary only to calculate values of the phase angle f) of equation 
10 for a given A value and for several q values., 'and to rotate 
corresponding vector lengths of the uncompensated system count, err loci 
by the appropriate angle rfl preserving vector lengths unchanged,. The 
compensated locus of Fig„5Aj shows a typical result of this procedure0
5o Maximum gain value_s_and stability_ assessment
The oharaoterisiioveqiiation for the compensated system is
C 2^S ' m S m K = 0„.s,c», „ „(iS) and application of Rout hr s oriteri
shows the maximum gain for stable closed loop operation to Re 2[y
For the oonroensated system the cpen loop transfer functj.cn id
G(E) - _K(A"C) _  a o o o « n o o o „ „ „ o(lk) giving the ehc.rr-c.fori
(A-r-S) S ( S 2 + 2g S + l )  
equnoIon
S4 ( A + 2 ^ ) ^  * (1 + 2 (A-K)S AT - 0 „ „...„. c»„ „ e (21)
For a given value of r and associated value of A determined from the 
curve of Fig02,.\ the maximum gain K = K.......... e , ,....
° ° iii t-cut U C  GO (,Ci /:sl:UCVg G. a g u '■ eg
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the use of RouthJs criterion,, The value of q - q which will 
be the non-dimensional angular frequency of oscillation of the cor 
closed loop SolioIiL mode v/hcn K is used, can then he detenmhr-f
ill
by substituting S = j q in equation (20) end equating imaginary 
part,So Aiie results of calculations based on t h e s e principles are 
given m  graphical form in Fig,,Gd end show the extent to v-'h Ash 
loop gain can be increased for the compensated system for sg-dXfl?, 
\Ihen is equal to 0.20? the gain curves far the compensated and 
uncompensated systems cross^  so that for r>0o207 all-pass network 
compensation results-m a reduced permissible value of open loom v 
The curve of q^ against g (given in Fig„6A) for the ccrvKuisafod 
system is used in the next section as a basis for loco.icing rcrir.tr; 
at which the compensated system root loci cross into the RJhT, of 
the S planeo
60 Trap sj._e.p.t JResp on se 2
60ln Jvlth A as a paramatcr0
The root loci considered here are those corresponding to the
loci of the zeros of the characteristic equation (22) for variolic:
of gain K„ The location of open loop poles and zeros in a form
appropriate to roof locus plots necessitates ro-writing equation 1
as G(s) = _g-K(S~A) _ „ CT..... . .(21)
(E-i-A) S (S2 :-:q Eli)
The negative sign prefixed to the K term implies that t h e
ungn.j.nr suclauoaOu on U vj root locus points is to be 0° instead of t
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more u s u a l  1 8 0 °  v a l u e .  The open l o o p  p o l e s  a r e  a t  S = 0 ,  S = --A 
and S = -  g _+ j  J  , r, 2 and th e  z e r o  i s  a t  S = A„
i o  e n a b l e  a c o m p a r i s o n  t o  be made w i t h  t h e  v a l u e  o f  A g i v e n  
by t h e  d e s i g n  p r o c e d u r e  e l a b o r a t e d  h e r e i n  and a l t e r n a t i v e  v a l u e s  
oi A, a g e n e r a l i s e d  f a m i l y  o f  r o o t  l o c i  i s  g i v e n  i n  F i g .  7 /I. f o r  th e  
v a l u e  ^ -  0 . 1 .  As r o o t  l o c i  a r c  s y m m e t r i c a l  a b o u t  t h e  r e a l  a x i s  
upp<_r h a l f  s e c t i o n s  o n l y  a r e  shown. The r o o t  l o c i  f a l l  i n t o  two 
cleexi .ny d c x i n c d  s e c t i o n s  s e p a r a t e d  by  a c r i t i c a l  t r a n s i t i o n a l  
l o c u s  i o r  th e  v a l u e  A = 0„7bo A t  t h e  p o i n t  o f  c o n t a c t  R o f  th e  
r o o t  l o c u s  t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  e q u a t i o n  ( 2 0 )  becomes t h e  s q u a r e  o f  
a q u a d r a t i c  £ ( S + 0 . 4 - / 5  + 0 . / . -6)  f o r  t h i s  e x a m p le  ”j,  d e r i v e d  by  
c o n s i d e r i n g  th e  c o m p le x  p o l e  a t  R and i t s  c o n j u g a t e „ F o r  /V>0„75  
t h e  r o o t  l o c i  f o r m  b r a n c h e s  c i t h e r  s i d e  o f  t h e  t r a n s i t i o n a l  l o c u s .  
From t h e s e  c u r v e s  i t  can  be deduc ed  t h a t  th e  c l o s e d  l o o p  t r a n s i e n t  
r e s p o n s e  w i l l  c o n t a i n  one e x p o n e n t i a l l y  d e c a y i n g  c i s o i d  o f  r e l a t i v e l y  
r a p i d  o s c i l l a t i o n  r a t e  and l o n g  d e c a y  t i m e ,  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  th e  
b r a n c h  o f t h e  l o c u s  t o  t h e  r i g h t  o f  th e  t r a n s i t i o n a l  l o c u s ,  and a 
s eco nd  d e c a y i n g  c i s o i d  o f  l o w e r  o s c i l l a t i o n  r a t e  and q u i c k e r  d e c a y  
t i m e ,  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  c l o s e d  l o o p  p o l e s  on the  r o o t  l o c u s  s e c t i o n  
t o  t h e  l e f t  o f  t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  r e g i o n .
=\.Oc(r \oC.l f.s/ "j it = 0 cT.(- lo fc-t-vvt)
A -  O  » 2 0  7  (. ug -v /- I'm
r
2  c) 7
a * 2.0?
• o  - O
~ O i! & •'
( * ~ V I:"
.7 ' i;
-u
R  0- «  A. -o*6
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A-^ o. / J cluocJ loop poles on the lower right hand branches 
are associated with transients of relatively long decay tire and 
low oscillation frequency, forming the dominant oscillatory mode, 
with a more rapidly decaying transient of faster oscillation rate 
related to the pole on the upper root locus section and its conjugate0
inis discussion assumes .the system gain K to be large enough 
to give two- underdamped quadratic modes. - For low gain values there 
win always Ce art oscillatory mode associated with root locus sections 
stemming from the open loop complex poles, but the second quadratic 
term may contain real roots associated with closed loop poles on the 
root locus section on the negative real axis existing between the
poio c,l cue Qiigm and the pole at S = - A introduced by the all-pass
net wo lie „
inspection 01 the root loci of Fig*?/*shows that the design 
vauue 01 A = 0 A / 0 7 constitutes a reasonable compromise among the 
possiDlc transient response modes. This point is explored more 
fully in section ' / a
O o '~° i i rhbv A2.hI ,_7bib..c;gsb h d u v h i i r t s  o f  A and v a r i o u s  v a l u e s  o f
m  iig.ua rooo icci for the upper bound of § = 0o207 and the lower 
i->ouiia o i p = 0 are shown. For each locus the value-of A is that 
obtained from the graph of Fig^/^For g = 0 complex closed loop 
poles occur along sections BC and DE0 When 7 = 0.207 such poles 
exist on sections FG and HI,,
The respective loci lie either side of the possible transition 
state and the root locus which gives this is that for g G Go 15 
with an associated A value of A G 0o8Io On determining the 
quadratic formed from the poles on the jq ex.is for a given eq 
the quartic equation (20) can he divided by this quadratic to 
give the remaining quadratic mode and hence the limiting point 
for the existence of stable closed loop polos in the LObSc of 
the S plane3 for the other section of the root locus„ The root 
locus sections of Fig08cqexemplify this point0
1o Simulator study and representative transient responses0
To investigate the transient responses of the ccmrponsated
and uncompensated systems and to assess the offectivenoss of the
design procedure proposed an analogue ccmrutor simulation stud.?
was conducted, using the circuit of Fig„$v In,this circuit the
& ■
ail-pass network is formed by the operational amplifier (1) of
I „ n I . <,/0'C ran si er nmccicn ,-pem and feedforward info one rat i onoJ o~->-q1 i f> rp->u+a
(2) to give an overall transfer function from the output of amplifier
9a <q_ ^
8 to the output of amplifier 2 of 1 - ■5‘• - 51-* „ 7ka rim.-’-rq c
bra baa
term of equation 19 was simulated by a conventional second order
•d
loop with dampingo Variation of the inverse time constant cn • s
effected by varying potentiomedor in the feedback path of amp"i ?: 
(l) and gain control was achieve.'" -'y variation of potentiometer If,.
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The natural frequency was scaled as vt = 1 to accord with the
it.
noimalised form of equation lg„ The forcing function f(t) was 
chosen initially to be a positive step input and results were 
displayed on an X-Y plotter,,
Transient waveforms of eQ corresponding to the closed loop 
system output 0q are given.in Fig.IO. for g = 0.1 and K = 0„2? with 
A as a parameter: the design value of A = 0o?05 is included. with
values .above and below this. Vaitico of the time constant T = i/a 
are shown on the curves. One effect o f. the all-pass network in 
the system is that the- output has an undershoot which increases in 
value as the network time constant is lengthened, i.e.. for low value 
o« A„ Ultimately as A approaches infinity the performance approach 
that of the uncompensated system. This is also evident from the 
root loci, which tend towards the Uncompensated system locus as A 
is inci easedo Ihe gain value used for the transient waveforms of 
FigolO. is the maximum allowable gain for the uncompensated system* 
whereas the compensated system is stable„
ihe transient waveform far the design value of A gives
a relatively small undershoot arid subsequent overshoot and a
relatively rapid gckbHna time providing the system dead-zone is
insignificantly email„ For appreciable dcad-zone effects a higher
value of A would give better results. Curves for fixed g and A
but with K ' varying are given'in Fig.11A  These show that a vshp 
of K
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= 0„2 gives a response which lias a relatively short settling time0 
This gain value is seen to be consistent v/ith small initial undsrshoG 
and subsequent overshoot0
7o20 T rans i e nt _an d _sicady_statc_responses _to_step velocity incutn
If the transfer function of equation IQ relates to the ratio of
output Q to error c then Tor closed loon operation o
H(S) = 1 __ = ,...,.....,(22) where K(S) r-. ~ /o_v
i 4- G(s] . & 0 0 0 * 0 oopj;
0
For the particular case of a ramp (constant velocity) input of9
6., = wt we have 'q! = w, , ,,1 o 1 and v.hcrciore
0
u
~ = w,(A + S) (52 + 2f S + 1)0 I J
S[s\(Ap2^)5j+(]+2Af)S2 -i-(A--K)S-i-AIC'j 
via equations 3.9922 and 23o The steady state error qpc resultingu O
from the effect of- the ramp input signal is derived via Heaviside? s
expansion theorem as ~ 0 This is the same expression as
if"
for the uncompensated system except that K for the compensated sysie 
can exceed that for the uncompensated cysteny thereby enabling the 
Steady state position error for a step velocity inpiet to be reduced 
when compensation is applied0
r  ll.py
; t r i i n s i g n i -  c u i - p ^ t r S  ( 6 V . A  t r i  t - g - s p c f l s ' e  A o  p L c i L F L
< n;;o j- t K ______
y['\'’r<!(i> ri.’.r,’~\cici>i:i :''.?r!-i-^iU' 1-0 o . p'-wt
A.
y < ;S N ^  i
. Ce>
*' - ''-v v
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0‘Zp
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Fi &.. 12 A
JArr-ov-- l - r a s i d a k  i - o r  sf-<?p -ve Id<:i i-v  to o u t
  ~ “ “’v“‘ ~
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In Fig.l2<\error waveforms resulting from a ramp input signal 
are shown0 For the curves if - 0ol5 A = 0o?05 and K is varied^ 
showing the reduction of the steady state lag at the expense, of
increased oscillation of the error waveform*
80 (homo e nsat i on_ of Systems_with Poles in the r0hf. sn of the S Plane P 
Sol, St ah i i|ty considera tic ns
V/ith Q negative the characteristic equation corresponding to 
equation 20 becomes:
C4 + (A~2! g j) S:; + (l~2A|g|)52 (A-jG)S A ] G = 0 * . . .  (2i)
The open-1 oop frequency response locus for equation 5 with
a-
q negative is derived -by reflecting the positive q locus in the 
quadrature ax.is_9 as shown in figure 13A  The effect of the inclusion.
of the all-pass network is now such as to produce a locus as shown
in figure 1/Awith closedALoop stability provided the •-! a JO point
lies between A and B„ A conditionally stable system can therefore 
be produced but as r is made increasingly more negative the length 
AQ diminished w.ntil at  ^- -0„5 the locus is as shown in figure 13A  
A further decrease of p gives a system which cannot be compensated by 
• a first-order all-pass network*
These results foliow from the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for stability as derived from equation 2A> Thus neoessu^ renditions 
are t A>2 j fj 1>2A|Cj end A>G„
The first two .inequalities can only be satisfied together for J r j< Cby, 
For 0 < J H  < 0.5 we require
V
1C
I
?
This result is displayed graphically in figure 16.T A must- 
be within the shaded region for stability®
8 o 12 o Gain_yoptj.raisation
Application cf Fort tins criterion to equation 10 shows that a 
sufficient condition for stability is
A condition-is now sought in which the upper gain value cf Gu
This will give an optima in t h e  sense o f  the widest region
a
of stability attainable with respect to gain variations0
I  f  i  me q u a ! i t y  (  26  ) is written equal to zero the two v a l u e s  o f
For the turning points? with ' ~ 0? then? after reduction
YJiih A in the range specified by inequality 25 o A = 2r is a root 
equation? which therefore reduces to
at B in figure - ligand the lower gain value Gf are such that 
/\ G = G Gv is mmimisedc
G obtained are G and Gf ? the upper and lower gain values at which 
the system will just oscillate in ciosed-loop operation,,
Hence
This is satisfied for A = 1 0 q = at the limit of the stabilisation 
range o When y - 0 equation iff. oo^onaratos to
(3A2 -  3.}(A2 - 1) “ r; , e „ 0 c 0 „(29)
The value A = / J  b derived from this is the value of A given 
by the theory in section 3 for the system v/ith C> 0r For intermediate 
values of g equation 28ojriust be solved for a given q value for tie 
turning points and the-.' value cf A which maaimises/': G can then be fc^ny 
The location of the required value cl' A con he simnlifion by- 
noting that the upper bound for A in. inequality 25 is in fact unity-
y4-
so that
2|£| < A < I
g ives  the range in  which A will lie„ The desired root can teen bo 
obtained from equation 28 for r specifi c.a j.i.i vhc rangc 0 to - idb
Rotation of the minimum vector length of the locus for y negative
re q u ire s  th a t  equations  13 and 7 should be satisfied for y n.ogatir-o,
Aquation > for the frcqucncy or, at the mlblicrm value is uncharged and 
equation. 13 becomes
2
I j l 0'1 A?' + ArA ~ 0  - q /') = 0  „ „ „ „ „ „, „ _(y-A
Qi"
Values of A derived using equations 1 and 17 do not satisfy cry at? 
28 and hence rotation cf the minimum vector length does not nanism so 
the gain rangeAhG„
•; ?-.*i -i"j “y)
8o3 Illustrative ex;.-;.:.ale
0o2l6 - 0
The desired value of A derived from this equation is very closely 
A = Q„430 Equation 2a then gives the vrner era lover gain valves
also checks with that given day equation 2'/c The i.nocuality A >
G as a necessary condition for stability,, from eavatlon 2A„ is
satisfied.
The required values of A hy.r;, equation 22 have been cvalvcved
the negative q values in. figure J17A„ The ripeer ash lower gain 
limits have also been evaluated and are shown on the graph.0 
8«/. Transient response
The system with poles in the rnh0s„ was simulated using the 
analogue computer circuit of fig„20 hut omitting the sign rcvorser 
the damning feedback loop for the q-wwlrstin poles. Since the syst 
simulated is a unconditionally stable one the procedure, adopted was 
open the loop set the gain to a desired value and then close the I~ 
If this is not done the low gain on worm-up o.s the computer is suit 
on causes instability.
Transient response curves derived roe shown in fig, 1.2,1 sire wing 
the sustained oscillatory response at upper and j.cv/er gain values f 
g = ~ (2,1 with stable transient responses for 0,294 <: G < ibydr., 
transient response is characterised b y  v e r y largo: overshoots and a
as G — 0op'728 and G.„ = 0„2y j>2 w i  tin u 112
using a digital computer and results are given in grawhical fo h  O'
c>3K3
; !
A A A A
o> at lv ; ■.
0.3if.  ^ -v, A
0  33 ■ -b •'
0'2clk
,; \ /' \ . f h./ ' /  V;‘ W
I
i {\^S\-nAA'':yy'.r}eg twge'-egorooh j- wO! ? h1'’ - 
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highly osoi.iiel:o:-yr os .g,n;:....o:g, lost in; 
sgti.ji.es dcv/n to give H e  [.oshoa ciu 
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Appendix 2
1 « Orthogonal polynomials funetions 
1 „ 1 The Laguerrc p o 1 y n o rn i a Is
Functions f.(x) and f  A.x) are orthogonal with weightin' 
function w(x) over the interval 
a < x < b if
f.(x) f .(x)dx = 0, i / j 
J
If the constant k is normalised to unity the functions are 
termed orthonormal.
For the Laguerre polynomials L^(x)5 a = 0 , b = oo and 
w(x) = e X „
Then I ® L. (x) L.(x)e  ^ dx = 0, for i /' j 
I ’ d
= 1, for i. = j
O /
The polynomials may be obtained via the generating function
T / \ * x d / n -XsL (xj = — e {x e )n n I w n
or via the pure recurrence relation
nL (x) = (2n ~ 1 ~ x)L .(x) - (n - 1)L 0(x)n n-i n~2
The polynomials satisfy the differential equation 
xy + ( 1 - x)y + ny = 0 ,1
where y = L (x )  for a given integral value of n. 
and initial conditions are  ^ n. * hj ~ n_ I 
Further differential recurrence relations are:
dx L (x)
k=0
U (x)K (6)
and d L (x) = -r- L (x) - L „(x)
-T- n dx n-1 n-idx
(7)
If a function c(x) is to be approximated by F.aguerre polynomials 
then:
c(x) = § a L (x)
Hence !
n=0 n n
e ' L (x)c(x)dx
oo
n~Q
L (x) e '*'L (x)cb 
l t n ' n '
lu'
no
a L ^(x)e Xdx ] n n (9)
by virtue of the orthonormal property of the functions,,
once
CD
e (x)dx =
D.
■ do)
then
O'
co
e 'VL (x) c (x) clx 
n (in
The a coefficients give the Lccuerrc spectrum cf c(x). 
n
Orthonormal functions minimise the integral s cm are error in the
following sense:
The integral squared error v/ith v/e. 
P
function c
I =
©
[c(xj
H= o
HcV")]" c '
Minimisation of I w„r. to a leads too n
•SI
a
a n
oo
Cc(x)
0.
n
h
h.tk(x)] L, (x)e Xdx
Hence oo ! co
c(x) L (x) e y dx = I [ V a Lv(x) ] L, (:
k ! is. k K
If the polynomial approximation is improved to P^^(x)
has the further term 
P 
GO
~n+i Lh+1(x) V x ) = -  rtx.
If the a coefficients of P (x) arc to be unchanged by n n e, jr
of this extra term then
...(13)
e Xclx „ „. (1.
eqn„ 14
the effect
This'leads to the condition of eqn I„ Thus the orthonormal
property arises as a consequence ox Lnc a mailty condition
for the a coefficients* In engineering terms this means that n °
once an approximation by n polynomials has been obtained adjustments 
to determine the approximation by n + 1 polymomiais does not,, in 
principle, effect the settings of the other cocffici.ents, i.e. the 
settings are non-interacting*
The Laguerre functions afre given by
f(x) = e aX § Li/X) oo.(15)
k=0
These may also be used as approximations to a given function,,
J- He rmite p ojm/nom i a is
These satisfy the differential equation
$ - 2xy + 2ny = 0  ...(16)p-
The following recurrence relations in II (x), for a polynomial ofn
order n, are satisfied
H (x) = 2x11 1 (x) - 2(n - 1 )H ,.(x) ...(17)n n-i n-a' '
Hn(~x) = ( - O n IgCx) ...(18)
xH1 n(x) = nH,n_1(x) + nHgx) ...(19)
... ,.1 , , dH (x) with II (x) = n
dx
Hermite polynomials are orthogonal from - co < x < © and
may hence be used to approximate n function in this range.
The weighting function is e  ^, and
V
co 2
e X H . (x)li ,(x)dx = 0 for i / j
1 J
00 . - 1 f or i = j * o * (25)
for the orthonormal set.
The Hermite spectrum coefficients cf c(x) are
e X H (x) c(x) dx *— \ <2. Hu £*) J~oc „„.(2/.-)a = n n-co • —
Miener*s metIiod_ of Hermite po 1 ynomiaexpansion 
Since the output r(x) of a system is.a function of the past 
values of the input c(x), then c(x) can he expanded in the 
range 0 < x < oo in terms of Laguerre coefficients whereas for 
r(x) we require - co < x < <x> which is satisfied by the Hermite 
f orms o
If c(t) is a Gaussian noise input with constant power
spectrum (white noise) the Laguerre spectrum coefficients have
a Gaussian distribution so that
1 U  2 2 2v
P(a 5 a, ... a ) = ---L --_. e *"2U0 + at + ••• an > ...(25)
0 1 11 (2n)
The non-linear system output r(t) is a function of the Laguerre
spectrum coefficients, i0e0
r(t) = Lt[F (a * al9
rumo
a ?n' . (26)
If each side of eqn. (2$) 
II  ^(an) ... H, ^ (a )e + . a 2)n and averaged fora O' “Ic v~n'
- ceo < x < oo , by virtue of the orthogona l i ty of the Hermite 
polynomials, then
-t [-
T_ oo
1
2T T r(x) II (an) ... II (a )e“'^a0 rp a 0 k n
2 2\ ia )dx i
n J C a.b k1 I 1
(2 *)'
This is the equation considered in the analysis process of section C-> ^ .2. 
Eqn* 27 is used in the synthesis procedure„
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